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Abstract

To protect hydraulic structures like spillways, chutes and bottom outlets against

cavitation damage, air is normally added close to the bottom by means of aerators in

regions where the cavitation number falls below a critical value. Although aerators

have been investigated for more than 30 years the current design methods for aerator

spacing are not reliable. Until today, the detrainment process has not been investigated

in detail because of limited laboratory instrumentation. However, there is a

fundamental requirement to understand this process for flow conditions where

cavitation damage may occur. If too many aerators are arranged, uneconomically high

sidewalls and increasing flow velocity result due to reduced friction. An improved and

physically confirmed design guideline for aerator spacing is thus required.

This research presents new model investigations for a hydraulic chute of variable

bottom slope. For the present model investigations an advanced remote-controlled,

fiber-optical instrumentation ofRBI, Grenoble, was employed. It enabled to investigate

the air concentration contours, the velocity contours, and the air bubble size along the

14 m model chute. This project continues with previous research on aerators and thus

adds to the research carried out more than ten years ago. It accounts not only for the

aeration process at the aerator but considers also the detrainment and the free-surface

air entrainment further downstream.

The present project focuses on the streamwise development of average and bottom

air concentrations. The main hydraulic parameter such as the bottom slope, the inflow

Froude number, the inflow depth, and two distinctly different air supply devices for

air-water flow generation were employed: (1) A deflector similar to a prototype aerator,

and (2) Pre-aerated flow by adding air to the supply pipe. Both set-ups were

investigated separately to determine the effect of the remaining hydraulic parameters

and the influences caused by the aerator.

Results enable to predict the reduction of average air concentration, depending only

on the inflow air concentration and the chute slope. It is also proven that the minimum

air concentration is a function of the streamwise Froude number and the flow depth

only. This location collapses with the point of air inception, downstream of this point

an increasing air concentration from the free surface was observed depending on the

chute slope. It was shown that the air entrainment process downstream of the point of

air inception follows a tangent hyperbolic function with the maximum air concentration

in the uniform mixture region. Furthermore, this work focuses the streamwise

development of bottom air concentration because this is the most significant factor for

cavitation protection of chutes. It is also demonstrated that the bottom air concentration

behaves similar to the average air concentration.
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The air detrainment process was described with respect to the air concentration

applying a new technique. It was shown that the air detrainment gradient depends

mainly on a streamwise Froude number, that accounts for the inflow conditions and

those at the point of air inception. It was further proven that the aeration device

influences the air detrainment gradient significantly. The bubble rise velocity was

derived from the air detrainment gradient downstream of the aeration device. The

bubble rise velocity in high-turbulent flow and stagnant water differ significantly due

to fracturing processes and turbulence, and additionally depends on the ambient air

concentration.

Keywords

Air detrainment, Air entrainment, Bottom air concentration, Cavitation protection,

Chute model, Fiber-optical instrumentation, Free-surface aeration, High-speed flow,

Hydraulics, Two-phase flow

vin
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Kurzfassung

Zur Vermeidung von Kavitationsschäden an Grundablässen und

Hochwasserentlastungsanlagen wird normalerweise Luft mit so genannten

Sohl-Belüftern in Bereiche mit Kavitationszahlen unter einem kritischen Wert

eingetragen. Obwohl diese Technik seit über 30 Jahren untersucht und erfolgreich

angewendet wird, sind die Entwurfsgrundlagen für den Abstand zweier Belüfter bis

heute nicht effizient. Der Luftaustrag stromabwärts eines Belüfters wurde bisher

inflolge mangelnder Messtechnik und somit detailierter Laboruntersuchungen nicht

genau betrachtet. Wichtig ist hierbei, dass eine zu nahe Anordnung von Belüftern

unökonomisch ist und Probleme in der hydraulischen Bemessung nach sich ziehen

kann, dass auf der anderen Seite bei einer zu weiten Anordnung jedoch die

verbleibende Luftmenge unter die kritische Luftkonzentration fallt. Deshalb wird eine

neue Entwurfsrichtlinie auf der Basis von physikalischen Modellversuchen benötigt.

Dieses Projekt präsentiert neue Versuchsdaten von einem Schussrinnenmodell mit

variabler Sohlneigung. Dazu wurde ein weiterentwickeltes faseroptisches Messsystem

der Firma RBI, Grenoble, eingesetzt, das die Luftkonzentration, die

Fliessgeschwindigkeit und die Blasengrösse bestimmt. Diese Arbeit schliesst an

vergangene Projekte aufdem Gebiet der Sohl-Belüfter an, die vor mehr als zehn Jahren

durchgeführt worden sind. Dabei wurde hier weniger der Lufteintrag an einem Belüfter

betrachtet, sondern der Lufteintrag und Luftaustrag von der freien Oberfläche her

untersucht. Der Schwerpunkt liegt allerdings auf dem Luftaustrag und der

Luftkonzentrationsentwicklung stromabwärts des Belüfters.

Die vorliegende Arbeit konzentriert sich auf die Entwicklung der mittleren und der

Sohl-Luftkonzentration entlang der Kanalachse. Dabei wurden die verschiedensten

hydraulischen Randbedingungen wie Sohlneigung, Zufluss-Froudezahl, Zuflusstiefe

mit zwei grundlegend verschiedene Belüftungsmethoden untersucht: (1) Einen

Sohl-Belüfter ähnlich wie er an einem Prototyp verwendet wird und (2) Vorbelüftung

mittels eines Zuflussrohrs, um eine voll ausgebildete Zweiphasenströmung am Kanal

Einlauf zu erhalten. Beide Belüftungsarten wurden voneinander unabhängig geprüft,

um einerseits den Einfluss der einzelnen hydraulischen Randbedingungen

herauszustellen und andererseits den Einfluss des Sohlbelüfters zu separieren.

Die Ergebnisse ermöglichen die Bestimmung des mittleren Luftaustrags, der nur

von der Zuflussluftkonzentration und der Sohlneigung abhängt. Darüber hinaus wurde

gezeigt, dass die minimale Luftkonzentration eine Funktion der sich entwickelnden

Froudezahl und der Abflusstiefe ist. Es wird dargelegt, wie sich die Luftkonzentration

stromabwärts vom Selbstbelüftungspunkt entwickelt. Die Sohlluftkonzentration wurde
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wegen ihrer hohen Aussagekraft über die Vermeidung von Kavitationsschäden genauer

untersucht. Dabei wurde ein ähnlicher Ansatz wie für die Entwicklung der mittleren

Luftkonzentration gefunden und für die Sohle erfolgreich angewendet.

Als ein wichtiger Punkt wurde eine neue Methode zur Beschreibung des

Luftaustrags entwickelt. Hierbei liess sich eine Abhängigkeit zwischen dem

Luftaustragsgradienten und der sich entwickelten Froudezahl fesstellen. Basierend auf

dem Luftaustragsgradienten konnte die Blasenaufstiegsgeschwindigkeit für die

verschiedenen Strömungszustände bestimmt werden. Eine gegenüber ruhendem

Wasser verlangsamte Blasenaufstiegsgeschwindigkeit im hochturbulenten Abfluss

wurde festgestellt.

Schlagworte

Faseroptisches Messsystem, Hochgeschwindigkeitsströmung, Hydraulische

Modellversuche, Luftaustrag, Lufteintrag, Oberflächenbelüftung, Schussrinnenmodel,

Schutz vor Kavitationsschäden, Sohlluftkonzentration, Zweiphasenströmung

x
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Problem outline

Spillways, chutes and bottom outlets are important hydraulic structures for dam safety.

Due to the high velocities combined with low pressures, cavitation may occur on the

chute bottom and cause major damages or endanger the dam stability. Major damages

were observed e.g. on the Karun dam in Iran in 1977, or the Glen Canyon dam in

Colorado, USA in 1983 as shown in Figure 1.1. Peterka(1953) evidenced that an

average air concentration between C = 5 % to 8 % reduces the cavitation risk almost

completely. The elastic properties of water change dramatically with the presence of

gas bubbles, hence the hydraulic assumptions for the flow calculations. Even if the

amount of air needed for cavitation protection were questioned throughout the past 50

years, scientists agreed that a small amount of air close to the chute bottom reduces the

risk of cavitation damage significantly (Kramer 2003).

In super-critical open chute flow air is either entrained at the free surface or added

at the chute bottom with aerators. Currently there is no reliable design guideline for the

distance required between two aerators to produce sufficient bottom air concentration,

although aerators have been proposed as early as in the 1970s. The current guidelines

for aerator spacing are weak because no detailed laboratory experiments focusing the

air detrainment process have been carried out up till now. Most standards used in

practice are based on prototype observations. First oberservations were done on

Russian high head dams (Gal'perin et al. 1979). Based on this investigations,

Semenkov and Lantyaev (1973) proposed an air detrainment ofAC = 0.40 % to 0.80 %

per chute meter. Falvey (1990) summarised various investigations relating to air

detrainment downstream of an aerator as a function of chute distance. A simple

approach was proposed by Prusza(1983) with a linear decay for air detrainment of

AC = 0.15 % to 0.20% per meter. These numbers were used on several prototype

spillways, e.g. Foz de Areia, to calculate the aerator spacing. It was later found that too

much air was entrained and thus several aerators had to be eliminated (Pinto 1982).

May (1987) introduced a model including the air concentration downstream of an

aerator and the point of air inception. Chanson (1989) suggested a method taking into

account the chute slope, the specific discharge, the equilibrium air concentration, the

average air concentration, the inflow water depth and the bubble rise velocity.

However, cavitation protection by air added on chutes may be separated into several

zones involving, a zone influenced by the aerator where the air is detrained from the

avoiding
damages on

chutes

air detrain¬

ment

process

1
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flow, a zone with a minimum air concentration where a second aerator is possibly

needed, and a zone downstream of it effected by free surface aeration due to stream

turbulence.

For the zone downstream of the inception point several methods were developed,

including terms that contain the friction factor, a Boussinesq number, an Eötvös

number, and the chute slope as studied by Yevdjevich and Levin (1953), Straub and

Anderson (1958), Lakshmana Rao (1973), Falvey (1980), Volkart (1985) and Hager

and Blaser (1997). Due to limited model data including all hydraulic parameters and

limited instrumentation for two-phase flows, additional model measurements on the

behaviour of the streamwise air detrainment downstream of aerators are required.

During the past 10 years or so, that topic has received only small research contribution.

Three generalized texts are available, namely of Wood (1991), Chanson (1997) and

Vischer and Hager (1998).

equilibrium
flow
conditions

Figure 1.1 Glen Canyon dam. Left spillway tunnel Sept. 1983. The "big hole" in the spillway invert

was 11 meters deep (Falvey 1990J

1.2 Purpose and aim of present studies

This study may be divided into physical modelling and into the analisis ofthe measured

data.

2
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A chute model was required to collect information on the streamwise air

concentration, flow velocity and bubble size. A large number of measurements were

needed because almost none of these data were available before the present project. A

complete automation of the measuring probe and the data analysis was necessary to

cover a wide range of hydraulic chute conditions. The aeration system was not the

subject of this study, although two air supply methods were investigated to separate

hydraulic influences from effects caused by the aeration system.

Up until now only local air entrainment from an aerator and uniform air

concentration have been investigated, whereas the development of air concentration

between those two chute regions have not been investigated in detail by means of

model investigations. The streamwise development of air concentration for chute flow

conditions was derived in the present study from the collected model data. Based on

dimensional analysis, a basic knowledge of detrainment in open chutes was thus

needed. It was intended to contribute the following points to the problem:

data

collection

data

analysis

Qualitative description of the basic behaviour of air-water flow downstream

of an aeration device.

Examination of the effects of basic parameters such as chute slope, inflow

Froude number and inflow depth on the average air detrainment process.

Investigation of the bottom air concentration development over the chute

length, which is significant for cavitation protection.

Description of the minimum air concentration and the flow conditions where

a second aeration device is required to inhibit cavitation damage.

Approaching the bubble rise velocity in high turbulent flow.

Analysis of the air entrainment process downstream ofthe point of inception.

1.3 Overview

This research is structured as follows: A research gap for the streamwise development

of the air-water flow downstream of an aerator is mentioned in the literature review in

Chapter 2. The physical model, including the measuring system and the dimensional

analysis, is detailed described in Chapter 3. Basic definitions and methodology for the

data analysis are outlined in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 present the

measurements for pre-aerated flow and aerator flow, respectively. In these two chapters

the data analysis is described with a focus on the average air concentration, the bottom

structure of
the project
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air concentration, the air detrainment gradient, and the bubble rise velocity. Results are

discussed in Chapter 7 with a practical design guideline. A summary ofthe results and

an outlook conclude the work in Chapter 8. Finally the notation, the references and the

appendix are provided.

4
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Chapter 2 Literature review

2.1 Introduction

A key problem of high-velocity chute flows is the potential of cavitation damage along the chute

bottom and the side walls. Air added to high-speed water flows is known to reduce the risk of cavitation

damage, such that chute or spillway inverts are usually protected by sufficient air close to the spillway

floor with the aid of so-called chute aerators. They are normally placed in regions where the cavitation

number is small and natural free-surface aeration has not yet reached the spillway floor, or where the air

added has detrained. The distance between aerators for optimum chute protection has not detailed been

established because the air detrainment process is currently not fully understood (Kramer 2002).

2.2 Cavitation on chutes

2.2.1 Cavitation formation

Cavitation is defined as the process of formation of local cavities in a liquid, due to

pressure reduction below the vapour pressure. These cavities are caused by the

presence of dissolved gas or evaporable liquids and form when the pressure is less than

the saturation pressure of the gas called gaseous cavitation, or the vapour pressure of

the liquid pv called vaporous cavitation (Totten et al. 2003). The nuclei such as gas or

air must be dissolved in the fluid. The most common occurrence of cavitation is in

hydraulic machinery and hydraulic structures. Low pressures associated with high

velocities occur typically along the boundaries of hydraulic structures such as chutes,

spillways and bottom outlets.

When the pressure of the surrounding water rises downstream of the

cavitation-inducing region, the vapour bubbles implode. Implosions occur at high

frequency, and pressures from cavitation have been recorded to be as high as 1500 Mpa

(1500 N/mm ) (Lesleighter 1988). When the implosions take place near a solid

boundary, e.g. the concrete surface of a chute, the instantaneous pressures created by

the implosion can result in fatigue failure and subsequent removal of small amounts of

the surface material. Continued removal of the surface material may cause significant

damage to the structure (Kells and Smith 1990). The real bubble dynamics and damage

processes are not yet fully understood, even if cavitation damage is an important field

in hydraulic systems and numerous literature is available.

Falvey (1990) mentioned bubble implosion with two different collapse dynamics:

(1) A shock wave theory, where the cavitation bubble travels in regions with higher

pressure, the bubble diameter decreases, reaches a minimum value, and then grows or

rebounds. Assuming a swarm of bubbles, the rebound results in a massive shock wave

cavitation

process

cavitation

damage

shock waves

versus micro

lets

5
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occurrence

from cumulative rebounds of the bubble swarm; and (2) A more often used approach

where micro-jets are formed by the asymmetrical collapse of a single bubble in the wall

region. The velocities of micro-jets are large enough to damage the surface material.

Several ideas concerning possible cavitation occurrence have been suggested. Most possible

issues were based on practical observations including the flow velocity only, ranging

from 10 - 15 m/s when the bottom finish of the concrete surface is poor (Jahnke 1982)

and up to 35 m/s where the finish is normal (Vischer 1987). Oskolkov and

Semenkov (1979) suggested a risk for cavitation damage for operating heads on

spillways exceeding 50 - 60 m. A more reliable approach for the estimation of the risk

of cavitation is related to the cavitation number o. This number is derived from

Bernoulli's equation and is also known as the Thoma number, defined by

Po-Pv

u

^2

(2.1)

where u is the average flow velocity, p is the density of water, pv is the vapour pressure influence of

of water, andp0 = Pa+Pg the local pressure including the atmospheric pressure/?^ and ^

,

the piezometrical pressure pg which is mainly influenced by the water depth, surface Ms_

irregularities such as small steps in the concrete lining, construction joints or curvature.

G s v

reason for

cavitation

damage

2.2.2 Cavitation damage

Cavitation damage occurring on hydraulic structures has been observed since many

years. According to Peterka (1953), the initial phase of the damage is often caused by

cavitation on a hydraulic structure but consequential damage like the vibration of the

reinforcement and elutriations overtake the process and deepens the hole. However,

because cavitation normally triggers the damage in hydraulic engineering the entire

process was called cavitation pitting and today is referred to as cavitation damage.

Eisenhauer (1993) described the material loss caused by cavitation as a function of

energy introduced from the imploding bubbles into the wall region. He mentioned an

equation proposed by Jahnke (1980), where the rate of introduced energy Emt depends damage

on the material, the shear strain and the Poisson's ratio yield

3

Eint = 0-97A/ J*'v. ^-rp^n

introduced

energy

causes the

J -i

-2L,

1.1
R + d-3 5)ad

-2L,

1.1
K +0-3 5)0, (R + (i-3.5) a,)

/jo — L\

4 -0-3 5)'

(2.2)

6
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[Nm/s] rate of introduced energy per time step (dE/dt)

[-] Poisson's ratio of concrete

[N/m2] modulus of rigidity

[m/s] speed of sound

[m] diameter of micro jet

[m] collapse radius of cavitation bubble

[m] maximum radius of cavitation bubble

[m] = 0.5(Rmax + Re) expectancy of mean bubble diameter

[m] =H6(Rmax - Re) standard deviation

[N/m2] collapse pressure

[m] distance between wall/bubbles

[1/s] number of collapsing bubbles in swarm

The total damage rate M was described as the lost volume F"per time step depending

on the rate of introduced energy Eint and the stability of the material Ew which is a

function of the stress-strain diagram to

M=dV= Ein^

with C2 = 0.1 to 0.3 is a reduction factor for concrete.

This is admittedly a very academical approach which may be used for numerical or

theoretical assumptions. The many unknown parameters render equation (2.2) of

limited practical use for predicting cavitation damage on hydraulic structures. So far, a

more successful solution for engineering purposes was found by simple damage

observations. A summary of cavitation damage observations on prototype spillways is

given in Table 2.1. Most damages observed are caused by small cavitation numbers

concurrent with high flow velocities and low pressures, but can also be traced back to

poor concrete surface finishing (Rutschmann 1988).

Table 2.1 Summary of cavitation damages on spillways and bottom outlets (ASCE/

USCOLD 1975, Chanson 1988, Falvey 1982, Kells and Smith 199f) and additional

projects

Yatf Äitjfitt Damage

1935
Madden dam,

Panama Canal Zone

First efforts being made toward studying the cavitation

phenomenon after the dam failure

1941
Boulder dam,

Colorado, USA

Cavitation damage during small discharges due to negative

spillway curvature

1941-1983
Hoover dam,

Arizona, USA

Initial cavitation damage in 1941, repaired and damaged again
in 1983

Where Eint

M

G

rjet

Re
n

R

Od

Poo

n

cavitation

damage
observations
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Yatf Äitjfitt Damage

1960
Grand Coulee dam,

USA

Cavitation damage in the outlets due to abrupt change of flow

direction

1964
Palisades dam,

Idaho, USA
Cavitation damage downstream of intake gates

1966
Aldea-Davila dam,

Portugal
Cavitation damage in the auxiliary tunnel spillway

1967
Yellowtail dam,

Montana, USA

Cavitation damage through the tunnel spillway lining into the

foundation rock due to a small (3 mm) surface irregularity

1967
Turtle Creek dam,

Kansas, USA
Cavitation in the concrete floor downstream of the seal plate

1970
Blue Mesa dam,

Colorado, USA
Cavitation damage in the outlet structure

1970
Clear Creek dam,

Colorado, USA
Cavitation damage ofthe concrete outlet conduit

1972
Libby dam,

Montana, USA

Cavitation damage at the centre sluice, coincided with promi¬
nent cracks across the invert

1977
Tarbela dam,

Pakistan

Cavitation damage in the spillway tunnel due to surface irregu¬
larities from a remaining wall

1977
Karun dam,

Iran

Cavitation damage in the open channel spillway firstly induced

by surface irregularities and due to the high velocities

1982
Stampede dam,

Nevada, USA
Concrete damage in the outlet structure

1983
Glen Canyon dam,

Colorado, USA
Large damage in the tunnel spillway induced by initial cavita¬

tion

Various approaches have been developed including the critical (subscript c) cavitation

number oc with respect to roughness element heights /?„ offsets, chamfers, the

equivalent sand grain roughness, the turbulent boundary layer, and flow velocity

(Colgate 1976, Ball 1977, Jin et al. 1980, Hamilton 1983 and 1984, Wood et al. 1983,

Elder 1986, Falvey 1990, among others). According to Kells and Smith (1991),

Arndt (1977) presented a general equation for oc derived from studies on singular

asperities as

where cms the boundary layer thickness, u is the average flow velocity, v' are the

turbulent velocity fluctuations, and the coefficient c and the exponents m and n vary

with the shape and type of the irregularity, the singular asperities or the isolated

roughness elements hr.

critical

cavitation

number

(2.4)
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Based on prototype cavitation damage observations, Falvey (1983) provided a general

general design guideline for spillways depending on the cavitation number alone, as cavitation—

shown in Table 2.2. on spillways

Table 2.2 Criteria for preventing cavitation damage (Falvey 1983J

Cavitation Design requirements

> 1.80 No cavitation protection is required

0.25-1.80
The flow surface can be protected by flow surface treatment

(e.g. smoothing all surface roughness)

0.17-0.25
Modification of the design (e.g. increasing boundary curva¬

ture)

0.12-0.17 Protection by addition of aeration grooves or steps

<0.12
Surface cannot be protected and a different configuration is

required (assumption)

A fundamental point mentioned by Falvey (1990) stated that the maximum discharge smallest

does not necessarily cause the minimum cavitation index. Therefore, the smallest »

cavitation index has to be calculated for all relevant conditions.

2.3 Methods to reduce cavitation damage

2.3.1 General methods

To prevent cavitation damage in hydraulic structures several methods were suggested:

According to Hamilton (1983), the designer's first choice is to avoid small

local pressures and high velocities and thus keep the incipient cavitation

index high. This is normally achieved by geometrcial considerations,

depending on the site conditions.

Another possibility to prevent cavitation damage involves arranging the

structural shape in such a way that the cavities collapse within the fluid flow

away from the solid boundary. An adequate design is rather difficult, thus,

this consideration is of a more academic nature and not a feasible solution for

spillways or chutes.

Among the geometrical considerations surface roughness and offsets should

be considered. Individual raised irregularities are more likely to cause

cavitation than roughness of equal height distributed uniformly over a chute

surface, as shown in chapter 2.2.2 (Grein 1974). Minor (1987) mentioned that

no cavitation damage was observed on the Alicura bottom outlet where the

concrete lining was designed joint free.

avoiding a
small

cavitation

index

collapse in

instead of
the wall

region

surface

roughness
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It is desirable to increase the strength of the material against cavitation

damage or use cavitation-resistant material. Jahnke (1982) mentioned that the

strength of concrete can be increased 5 to 20 times and still there is no

complete protection against cavitation damage. He suggested that this

strength is sufficient for a velocity of 10 m/s to 15 m/s; above that limit,

vapour concrete is not safe against cavitation damage. Other materials such as

steel, fibrous concrete, special epoxies and polymerizing compounds in

concrete were used for example in the gate section of bottom outlets

(Minor 1987). For large structures the use of cavitation-resistant materials

over large chute surfaces is often uneconomical.

The present technically adapted solution to counter cavitation damage is air

supply to the region next to the channel bottom, so that cavitation bubble

implosion is cushioned by surrounding air bubbles (chapter 2.3.2).

• The final option, which is sometimes inevitable from an economic point of

view, is to allow smaller cavitation damages in areas not fundamental to the

stability of the main structure.

Those methods are described in more detail by Elder (1986), Vischer (1988), Kells and

Smith (1991), Hamilton (1983), Falvey (1990), Grein(1974), among various text

books. Chute aeration is often the only economic and technically sensible solution for

hydraulic structures where low pressures and high flow velocities cannot be avoided.

increasing

strength of
the material

air supply

allowing
smaller

cavitation

damages

first
observations

2.3.2 Effect of air content

The first observations regarding chute aeration were made by the Austrian engineer

Rudolf Ehrenberger (Ehrenberger 1926). He observed that the formation ofwhite water

was related to the development of the boundary layer. Ehrenberger's investigations

concentrated on the surface velocity and on the flow bulking which are necessary to

adequately design the required freeboard (Hager and Kramer 2003). The concept of

reducing cavitation damage by using entrained air was first mentioned by

Bradley (1945) and Warnock (1947).

Although the positive effect of air addition to the reduction of cavitation damage in

hydraulic structures has been known for more than 60 years and applied for more than

30 years, only few investigations focused on the amount of air required for adequate

chute protection. There are even fewer studies on the effects of air content on cavitation

damage than on cavitation inception and performance effects carried out in fluid

machinery. To investigate the effect of air on cavitation damage a short summary ofthe

present knowledge is given below.

Based on early laboratory experiments, Peterka (1953) recommended the still Peterka s

assumed numbers of between 5 % to 8 % mean air concentration to reduce cavitation

damage on concrete almost entirely. Before his research, only qualitative information

was available. Even today, those are the most frequently mentioned numbers in the

(1953)

numbers

between

5% to 8'.
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literature concerning this topic. It has to be emphasised that Peterka used a Venturi-type

cavitation element to produce pitting on concrete test specimens. The air added was

supplied to the inflow pipe and thus only mean air concentration was measured.

Rasmussen (1956) conducted investigations on cavitation damage using air-water

mixtures with test pieces of different form and material. He employed two sets of

experimental methods, a high-speed rotating disc in water and a flow apparatus similar

as used by Peterka. Rasmussen found that in all cases cavitation damage can almost be

completely removed by the addition of about 0.8 % to 1 % air by volume distributed as

small bubbles.

Hammitt (1972) reviewed the major studies on the effects of gas content on

cavitation up to 1972. He considered the following main topics: (1) Inception

cavitation number <7C, (2) Flow regime, torque, power, head, efficiency, noise, or

vibration, for well-developed cavitation, and (3) Cavitation damage. Hammitt

considered the inception cavitation number as the most important issue for hydraulic

machinery because ofthe loss of efficiency, whereas the cavitation damage seems to be

more interesting in hydraulic engineering. The concept for inception cavitation was

based upon the fact that for very small gas contents the tensile strength of the liquid is

appreciable, and for very large gas contents a larger number of cavitation bubbles

occur. Figure 2.1a is based on experimental and theoretical results and proposed a

relation between the saturated gas content as relative to the actual gas content a and

cavitation damage. Hammitt (1980) concluded that no cavitation damage would occur

for very low gas content due to insufficient nuclei present. For a somewhat higher gas

content, the nuclei population would approach on optimum between cavitation

inception and cavitation damage. For large gas contents, the cushioning effect on

bubble collapse would become predominant over the cavitation inception, and damage

would decrease.

Semenkov and Lentiaev (1973) found that an air concentration of 3 % was required

to protect a 40 MPa concrete surface against a flow velocity of 22 m/s and an air

concentration of almost 10 % was needed to protect a 10 MPa strength concrete

surface.

Rasmussen s

fi 956)

numbers

between

0.8 %tol

Hammitt s

fi 972)

results are

shown in

Figure 2.1

Semenkov

and

Lentiaev

(1973)

mentioned

3%
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(Hammitt 1912)

b) Test on a Venturi duct showing how cavitation damage on an aluminium test

specimen is influenced by air addition (Pylaev 1913)

An investigation of preventing cavitation damage in baffle piers on spillway structures

was introduced by Rozanov and Kaveshnikov(1973). The measurements were

conducted in a high-vacuum installation with an approach flow velocity of 25.0 m/s.

They found that if 1.25 % to 2.5 % of air was supplied to the reduced pressure region

(cavitation region), the damage decreased by a factor of 2 to 2.5, and that for a

percentage of air supplied between 6 % to 7 %, the block did not undergo any damage

for olac = 0.4, where <rc is the critical cavitation number.

According to Grein (1974), Pylaev (1973) published similar results regarding the

influence of air supply on cavitation damage, based on Venturi-meter investigations.

Results shown in Figure 2.1b suggest that the same amount of air as proposed by

Semenkov and Lentiaev (1973) is needed to protect an aluminium surface against

cavitation damage.

Russell and Sheehan (1974) investigated the effect of air entrainment on cavitation

with a closed apparatus which was specially manufactured for this purpose. The test

specimens were made of concrete and, three bolts were used to trigger cavitation.

Compressed air was supplied upstream of the bolts. In their experiments 2.8 % of air

was sufficient to eliminate damage. However, they concluded that the actual amount of

air required in any given situation depends on a number of factors, whose influence

Pylaev
(1973)
mentioned

also 3 %

Russell and

Sheehan

(1974)

proposed a
value of
2.8%
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was not well understood. Just like the studies mentioned above, Russell and Sheehan

measured only mean air concentration by volume, yet local air concentration in the

damage region was not recorded.

Even if the precise amount of air needed to prevent cavitation damage is not yet

known, all authors agree that a small amount of air reduces cavitation damage in

high-speed flows strongly. The true physical process is not understood so far, although

various explanations have been suggested. Bradley (1945) and Rasmussen (1956),

among others, assumed that the damage is reduced due to the great compressibility of

the air-water mixture buffering the water hammer caused by the bubble implosion.

Whereas Grein (1974) found that the inception of cavitation is delayed because the

tensile strength of the water becomes particularly important, Russell and

Sheehan (1974) suggested that entrained air is effective because air bubbles present in

the surrounding fluid reduce both the shock wave celerity and the magnitude of the

shock waves on the material surface.

Following the suggestions of Falvey (1990), two current theories explain the

mitigating effects of aeration on cavitation damage. One theory is based on the

presence of non-condensable gas in the vapour pocket that cushion or retard the

collapse process. The second theory follows that suggested by Russell and

Sheehan (1974), based on the change in sonic velocity of the fluid surrounding the

collapsing vapour bubble due to the presence of undissolved air. Falvey favoured the

second theory and therefore presented Figure 2.2. This figure shows that at atmospheric

pressure Pabs =101 kPa and an air concentration of only 0.1 %, the sonic velocity of

the mixture is equal to the sonic velocity in air. For higher air concentrations, at

atmospheric pressure, the sonic velocity is less than the sonic velocity in air. Note that

the absolute pressure Paj,s may not vary significantly from the atmospheric pressure in

hydraulic engineering. According to Grein and Minor (2002), the air concentration

downstream of a bottom outlet could be increased by the fact that dissolved gas in high

head reservoirs degases under atmospheric pressure in open channel flow conditions.

The amount of dissolved gas in the reservoir is higher than 1 % for a dam height larger

than 100 m. Thus, even without a chute aerator gas is present in the flow of a bottom

outlet.

air protects
the surface

against
cavitation

damage

two theories

ofthe

influence of
air on

cavitation
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Asymptote 1440 m/s

oooi o.oi o.i

AIR CONCENTRATION, volum« air/w>lume rnintur«

Figure 2.2 Sonic velocity ofair-water mixture (Falvey 1990J

Eisenhauer (1993) investigated the influence of air on the cavitation damage. For this

purpose a similar experimental setup was employed as by Rasmussen (1956), using a

rotating disc in water to investigate the cavitation pitting on concrete specimens. After

several tests with added air Eisenhauer found that air pockets are captured in the

vortices produced by the slow down lamellae. He therefore concluded that this

experimental set-up is not applicable for these investigations and questioned

Rasmussen's (1956) results.

The reduction of cavitation damage due to air presence is, as shown above, well

known even if the process is not yet fully understood. The proposals for the amount of

air needed for cavitation protection range between 1 % to 2 % (Rasmussen 1956) and

5 % to 8 % (Peterka 1953) for average air concentration. All scientists agree that a

small amount of air close to the chute bottom reduces the risk of cavitation damage

significantly.

Eisenhauer

(1993)

showed that

a rotating
disc is not

an adequate
méthode

amount of
air for

cavitation

protection

2.4 Air entrainment on chutes

2.4.1 Introduction

Air may be entrained in water flow in several ways such as free surface aeration in

high-speed flows, local aeration by impinging jets into a plunge pool, entrainment into

hydraulic jumps, free jet entrainment through the atmosphere, aeration at transitions

from free-surface to conduit flow, or local air supply by so-called aerators

(Kobus 1991). On a steep chute only free surface aeration or aerator-devices normally

several ways

ofaeration
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entrain air into water flow over the entire chute width. The process of air entrainment is

subject to several limiting conditions, such as an inception limit, entrainment limit, air

supply limit and transport limit.

2.4.2 Free surface aeration

Free surface air entrainment on steep chutes was investigated for more than 70 years

(Ehrenberger 1926). However, the ongoing discussion focuses on three characteristics,

specifying the air-water mixture on chutes: (1) Air entrainment mechanism, (2)

Location ofthe point of inception, and (3) Air concentration distribution in the uniform

flow region.

Air entrainment mechanism

The turbulence number Tu = Vlu is described as the standard deviation of the square

root velocities over a total time step V and the average velocity in the same time step u.

Ervine and Falvey (1987) explained that the turbulence intensity Tu is the most

important factor for the air entrainment mechanism. The free surface diffuses laterally

at a rate proportional to the turbulence intensity. When water particles move

perpendicular to the main flow direction, they must have an adequate kinetic energy to

overcome the restraining surface tension to be ejected out of the flow. Volkart (1980)

described the general method with droplets being projected above the water surface and

than falling back, thereby entraining air bubbles into the flow. Figure 2.3 shows the air

entrainment from the free surface by droplets being projected from fast flowing water.

Note the turbulent structure below the ejected air bubbles.

Figure 2.3 Air entrainmentprocessfrom the free surface including turbulent structures (Courtesy

ofMr. G Möller)

specifying
the

air-water

mixture

turbulence

overcomes

the surface

tension
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Point ofinception

A flow is considered fully turbulent if boundary layer thickness along the chute is equal

to the flow depth. Equations for the streamwise boundary layer development have been

suggested by Bauer (1954)

-
= 0.0447("-^

x\-° 154

turbulent

boundary

layer

(2.5)

and Wood et al. (1983)

-
= 0.0212 -±\ -

HJ \x

where Sis, the thickness of the boundary layer, xs the longitudinal coordinate measured

from the spillway crest, ks the equivalent roughness height according to Nikuradse, and

Hs the difference of water elevations between the inception point and the reservoir

level.

These equations are independent of the spillway shape and thus represent only

empirical relations. Hager and Blaser (1997) proposed a direct method to determine the

point of inception, depending on the spillway angle a, as

,-0 60

i
-, r ,

• N-u ou "s
—

=

16(sinen —

ytx-0 08

(2.6)

direct

method

(2.7)

where xt is located where the local flow depth is equal to the thickness of boundary

layer and hc is the critical flow depth.

Volkart (1978) argued that flow aeration occurs not at the point where the boundary

layer thickness is equal to the flow depth but at a distance xa downstream from xv This

point is located where the turbulent energy transforms the flow surface in such a way

that the lateral motion overcomes the surface tension (Bormann 1968). However, the

point of inception can be quite accurately calculated using laboratory experiments and

practical experience.

Air concentration distribution

There is little information available concerning the distribution ofthe air-water mixture

perpendicular to the bottom in the uniform flow region. Even less data has been

recorded concerning the air concentration in the developing flow region, i.e. between

the point of inception and equilibrium flow. Interestingly, the air-water flow behaviour

on stepped chutes and cascades has recently received more attention than smooth

chutes (Wahrheit-Lensing 1996, Boes 2000a, Minor and Hager 2000, André et

al. 2001, Chanson and Toombes 2002, among others). The average air concentration on

smooth chutes was mostly observed on prototype chutes by means of the mixture

point of
inception is

located

further
downstream

uniform air

concentra¬

tion
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flow-depth as an indicator of the air volume captured in the flow (e.g. Keller 1972,

Gal'perin et al. 1979, Cain 1987, Minor 1987). Volkart (1978) determined the

streamwise development of air in the flow direction and perpendicular to it for pipe

flow in the laboratory. The classical data set for two-phase flow in the uniform flow

region was recorded by Straub and Anderson (1958), Anderson (1965), and

Gangadharaiah et al. (1970) expanded it with additional data. Later recommendations

and design guidelines referred often to these data, e.g. Wood (1985), Chanson (1989) or

Hager (1991). A short summary of the most important equations for the uniform mean

air concentration Cu is presented below.

Straub and Anderson (1958) and Anderson (1965) investigated a smooth channel

surface made of painted steel and an artificially roughened surface with granular

particles, of size 0.07 cm (0.028 inches) with a mean spacing of 0.1 cm (0.039 inches).

The chute was 15 m (50 ft) long, 0.45 m (1.5 ft) wide and could be adjusted to any

slope from horizontal to nearly vertical. Anderson (1965) defined the average air

concentration C as

Straub and

Anderson s

(1958)

classical

data set

c
1

h99ih
(2.8)

with h99 as the upper limit reached by water droplets, defined where the air

concentration is C = 99 %. Hence, this will be called C99u with the subscript u for

uniform flow.

Anderson (1965) mentioned that for a given discharge the average air concentration

increases very appreciably with increasing slope. He than concluded that C99u

decreases with increasing discharge and that in the smooth channel C99u decreases

more rapidly with discharge than in the rough channel. He suggested two equations for

a rough and for a smooth channel surface

a) C99u
1/5

b) C99u
2/3

mean air

concentra¬

tion

increases

with the

bottom slope

(2.9)

where S0 = sinorwith or as the chute angle and q is the unit discharge in [cfs/ft].

Gangadharaiah et al. (1970) presented new laboratory data with a similar

experimental set-up as used by Straub and Anderson (1958). They investigated a wide

range of discharges using the same two channel roughnesses. Lakshmana Rao and

Gangadharaiah (1973) presented the following relationship between the water

discharge Qw and the water depth hw as the non-aerated Froude number F = QJ
3\l/2

(gb hw ) and the average air concentration G

measure¬

ments by
Gangadhara
iah (1970)

99u

1 - C99u
i2F3/2+l

(2.10)
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where Q is a constant depending on the shape and roughness of the channel. The

constant Q was found to vary linearly with Manning's n for aerated flow conditions,

with Q= 1.35« for a rectangular and £2=2.16« for a trapezoidal channel. The value of

Manning's n was computed similar to the Chezy's coefficient. Note that n is

dimensional, thus equation (2.10) is dimensionally inconsistant.

Falvey (1980) proposed

C99u = 0.05F

1/2
sin (or) W

63F
0 < C99u < 0.6

—

1/9

accounting for surface tension by the Weber number W = ul(aJ(pdbJ) and the

Froude number F using the relation for normal water depth without aeration, with ot as

the interfacial surface tension between air and water, p the density of water, and dbu the

bubble diameter. The equation includes Straub and Anderson's (1958) data as well as

prototype observations conducted by Michels and Lovely (1953), and Thorsky et

al. (1969). Falvey also mentioned that in absence of any better information, these

curves can also be used to estimate the mean air concentration in developing flow. It

seems that equation (2.11) does not always result in good correlation and was

extensively discussed in recent years, therefore.

Wood (1983) reinterpreted the classical data of Straub and Anderson (1958) and

added data taken by Cain (1987). He mentioned the striking similarity between those

data-sets. Wood plotted the equilibrium air concentration distribution in

non-dimensional form (Figure 2.4a) and proposed for the shape of these distributions

C(z)
ß

ß+Q
ycos azgi

with /?and ^cosoras functions of C90u (Figure 2.4a).

Wood also showed that the average air concentration in the equilibrium flow region

does not depend on the discharge but on the bottom slope only (Figure 2.4b). Note that

Wood defined the mean air concentration C90u over the depth z90, where the air

concentration is C = 90 %. Finally, he provided evidence that not all of Straub and

Anderson's results were in the equilibrium flow region.

(2.11)

Falvey
(1980) with

new

prototype
observations

reinterpret¬

ing ofthe
available

data

(2.12)
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Figure 2.4 a) Air concentration distribution over the non-dimensional flow depth z/z90 in the

uniform flow region for various chute angles a (Wood 1985), and b) average air

concentration for uniform flow defined as afunction ofchute slope (Wood 1983J

Using his laboratory investigations on steep pipes with diameters from 110 to 900 mm

and slopes up to 100 %, Volkart (1982) proposed

C99u = 1
1

1.5
B>6

0.02(B-6.0) + 1

vl/2 .with the Boussinesq number B =

ul(gRh)uz =f(F, geometry), where Rh=A/lu is the

hydraulic radius, A is the cross-sectional area of the flow, /„ is the wetted perimeter.

This formula allows to determine the air content of flows in a partially-filled pipe with

a straight axis. According to Volkart C = QJ(Qa + Qw) agrees fairly well with C99u.

Hager (1991) demonstrated that the cross-sectional average air concentration is a

function of the bottom slope only, applying the definition proposed by Wood (1983). A

further explicit approximation for the average air concentration led to

C90M = 0.75 (sin or)

Chanson (1997) studied the amount of air entrained for equilibrium flow conditions by

means of the mean air concentration. His equation was based on Straub and

Anderson's (1958) data, independent of discharge and bottom roughness

equilibrium
mean air

concentra¬

tion in pipes

(2.13)

CçquM-

depending
on the chute

slope only

(2.14)

C90« = 0.9 sin or ö-<50c (2.15)
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He furthermore analysed from this data set that an average air concentration of 30 %

must be provided to obtain a bottom air concentration of about 5 %. This would be

sufficient to protect the spillway surface against cavitation damage. He also assumed

that on a steep spillway with or>20° the air concentration distribution tends to

equilibrium conditions where C90u is high enough for cavitation protection, e.g.

C90u = 0.9sin20° = 31 %. Note that this concept disagrees to the approach that 5 % to

8 % average air concentration is sufficient for cavitation protection.

For a collection of various projects of mountain rivers and irregular channels with not

further specified roughness, Chanson (1997) proved that the quantity of air entrained

could be estimated with

chutes with

a >20° are

safe from

cavitation

damage

C99u = 1.44 sin or-0.08. (2.16)

devices

2.4.3 Local aeration - chute aerator

Chute aerator devices are designed to artificially entrain air into high-speed flow aerator

upstream of the first location where cavitation damage might occur. They are designed

to deflect a high velocity chute flow away from the chute surface. The flow taking off

from the deflector behaves like a free jet with a large amount of interfacial aeration

below the flow surface (Figure 2.5).

patm : atmospheric pressure

Figure 2.5 Principle aerator device including the air supply system (Koschitzky 1981)

The principle aerator types consist of deflectors, grooves, offsets, and combinations of

these (Volkart 1984). Usually a combination of the three basic shapes provides the best

design. The ramp dominates the operation at small discharges, the groove provides

space for air supply, the offset enlarges the jet trajectory for higher discharges. The

main flow regions above a chute aerator are shown in Figure 2.6. A number of

prototype air supply systems are presented by Volkart and Rutschmann (1984) and

Koschitzky (1987).

aerator

components
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Figure 2.6 Air entrainment mechanism by an air slot including the bottom pressure p0 and the

bottom air concentration Cb (Volkart and Rutschmann 1984J

Laboratory and prototype aerators have been investigated in various research projects

over the last 30 years (Semenkov and Lentiaev 1973, Oskolkov and Semenkov 1979,

Pan and Shao 1984, Peng and Wood 1984, Pinto 1984 and 1991, Seng and Wood 1986,

Koschitzky 1987, Frizell 1988, Rutschmann 1988, Chanson 1989, Balaguer 1993,

Skripalle 1994, Kökpinar 1996, Gaskin et al. 2003, among others). Most equations

proposed so far, consider the mean air concentration ß= QJQW as the important

parameter for the effectiveness of an aerator. Although existing equations differ widely,

they all include some characteristics ofthe flow and the aerator geometry. It was shown

that the efficiency of an aerator depends mainly on the cavity length L. This length is

depending on the approach Froude number F0, the approach flow depth h0, and the

ramp height tr The efficieny of an aerator depends further on the cavity subpressure Ap

and the turbulence number Tu. In the context of the present project only a short

summary is given, more detailed information may be found in Kells and Smith (1991)

and Skripalle (1994).

Hamilton 1984, Pinto and Neidert 1983, Bruschin 1987, among others, suggested a

classical approach derived from two-dimensional aerator investigations.

Hamilton 1984 proposed

qa
= KuL

classical

approach

(2.17)
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where qa is the specific air entrainment per meter chute width, AT is a constant, u the

average approach flow velocity, and L is the jet trajectory length. He proposed for air

entrainment into the lower surface a coefficient 0.01 < K< 0.04 found from model

and prototype measurements. Kells and Smith (1991) proposed a relation for the

air-water discharge ratio after substituting the specific water discharge qw
= uhw in

equation (2.17) as

ß - <f (2.18)

Rutschmann (1988) presented an equation where the pressure gradient Ap = 0 below

the nappe and the atmosphere is neglected

ß 0.0372^
K

0.2660 A/> = 0: (2.19)

and a general equation including the approach Froude number

ß= 0.04931-- 0.0061F02- 0.0859 (2.20)

where air entrainment is described as a function ofthe jet trajectory length, water depth

and Froude number, as deducted from model studies. Equation (2.19) was analysed by

Pfister (2002) and applied on his model investigations with a scale of Â= 12.9. The

aerator was located downstream of a spillway crest and upstream of a stepped cascade.

He proposed ß= 0.006L/hw- 0.002 and thus less air entrainment compared to

Rutschmann (1988).

Koschitzky (1987) based his investigations on an approach presented by

Wood (1984) including a non-dimensional pressure coefficient Ap/(pwgh). He

employed a two-dimensional aerator model of variable aerator geometries, pressure

below the nappe and variable Froude numbers and obtained the equation

c?

£=C\(F -F) 1-C.
Ap

lPwS>

trajectory

length and
Froude

number

pressure

coefficient

(2.21)

with 0.0205 < Cx < 0.0253, 0.0001 < C2 < 1.4447, C3 « 1.5 and 3.5 < Fc < 4.2, where

Fc is the critical Froude number for inception of air entrainment.

Based on Koschitzky's equation, Balaguer (1992) included the influence of bottom

roughness and thus turbulence in the bottom region. He found that bottom roughness

has a major effect on the air entrainment below an aerator device, which he proved

using an adapted linear constant Q in equation (2.21). Bretschneider (1989)

bottom

roughness
and

turbulence
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questioned the approaches containing a constant term Cj and the critical Froude

number Fc (e.g. Koschitzky 1987, Balaguer 1992) and initiated the dissertation of

Skripalle (1994). The finding of this project was

1 cf
tlL

Ap = 0" -L)] (2.22)

provided W > 170 and L/hw < 540W/R578 with W as the Weber number and R as the

Reynolds number. Equation (2.22) includes the ramp height t^ local losses of the

aeration device cy
'

and the turbulent boundary layer thickness Sat the aerator.

Chanson (1988) studied the air entrainment and aeration devices of a spillway

model. Using the data of Peng and Wood (1984), and Seng and Wood (1986), he

concluded that air entrainment is strongly related to the jet trajectory length and the

subpressure below the nappe. Furthermore, he mentioned that the experimental results

suggest a strong de-aeration process occurring in the impact region, but, that at this

time, the measurements instrumentation was not able to investigate local details.

All equations mentioned are based on air entrainment from below an aerator

device. Only average air concentrations have thus been investigated. Seng and

Wood (1986) and Balaguer (1993) measured air concentration profiles downstream of

an aerator, as shown in Figure 2.7, where tr is the deflector height. At the downstream

aerator end (x = 0) 100 % air prevails in the air cavity up to z = 60 mm (Figure 2.7a)

and tjlz= 0.2 (Figure 2.7b), followed by practical 100% water between

60 < z < 110 mm and 0.2 < tjJz < 1.25, respectively. Close to the flow surface the air

concentration varies within a short reach from black water (C = 0) to pure air (C = 1).

At L = 1300 mm (Figure 2.7a) and xjz = 9 (Figure 2.7b), the lower jet nappe impinges

on the chute bottom with the bottom pressure equal topb = 0. More downstream, the air

concentration reduces drastically in the bottom region, whereas it increases in the

middle region. Note the maximum bottom pressure pb at location xjz = 14.85 which

was used by Rutschmann (1988) to define the length of the jet trajectory (Figure 2.7b).

It can from this section be concluded that local aeration or aerators on chutes have

been investigated in several projects. Most of these research focused on the amount of

air entrained below the jet trajectory, depending on the aerator geometry and hydraulic

boundary conditions. The flow regime downstream of the aeration device was

investigated in two projects but not further analysed. More research is thus needed to

understand the effect of the aerator to the flow.

air detrain¬

ment

downstream

ofan
aerator

air

concentra-

tion

measure¬

ments

facit
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Figure 2.7 Air concentration contours downstream ofan aeratorfor

a) F = 10.7 (Seng and Wood 1986J, and b) F = 8.0 (Balaguer 1993J

2.5 Air detrainment process

2.5.1 Single bubble in stagnant water

The transport process of a single air bubble in water is the basis for air detrainment on

chutes. According to Falvey and Ervine (1988), it is influenced by four main forces,

namely: (1) Inertial, (2) Drag, (3) Buoyancy, and (4) Turbulent eddy transport forces.

Additionally, Rutschmann et al. (1986) found a dependency of the non-hydrostatic

pressure gradient on the bubble rise velocity, whereas Kobus (1991) mentioned an

influence of bubble clouds on the single bubble transport process. Figure 2.8 shows the

various forces acting on an air bubble in a chute flow. The transport process of a single

air bubble in stagnant water is reviewed in this section.
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Effects of bubble cloud

Figure 2.8 Bubble motion downstream ofan aerator

The single-particle rise velocity is the basis for air detrainment on chutes and therefore

fundamental for this project. The bubble motion process is normally established in

fluid mechanics, heat transfer, biochemistry, and nuclear engineering (Soo 1967,

Braeske et al. 1997, or Yadigaroglu 2001). The basic contribution on the rise of a single

bubble in stagnant water was carried out by Haberman and Morton (1956).

Additionally to these experiments the early theoretical studies introduced modifications

to the Stokes' law of drag on rigid spheres. Comolet(1979) based his findings on

Haberman and Morton's experimental results and added a theory based on the drag

force, the weight force, and the buoyant forces. The motion of a single bubble is

expressed in non-dimensional terms by the drag resistance coefficient CD versus the

bubble Reynolds number Rbu = ubudbu/v, or in dimensional terms with the bubble rise

velocity ubu depending on the equivalent bubble diameter dbu and the kinematic

viscosity V (Figure 2.9).

drag
resistance

coefficient
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Figure 2.9 Bubble rise velocity in still water as a function of bubble size (Haberman and

Morton 195 6,)

The equations for the dimensional rise velocity based on Haberman and Morton's equations

experimental data are plotted in Figure 2.9. Starting from a small rigid sphere bubble, -r-
^~

surface tension determines the transport process. The bubble rise velocity for small air experimen-
teil dcttct

bubbles dbu < 0.068 mm can be written according to Stokes as (Falvey 1980)

'bu
2d2bug(l

_

Pa

9 v. A
(2.23)

For slightly larger air bubbles, say 0.068 < dbu < 0.80 mm, the bubble rise velocity

follows

=

! ^buSf
_

Pa
Ubu

18 v i, p
(2.24)

With increasing bubble size, the bubble shape changes from spherical to oblate changing of

spheroid with the bubbles rising along an irregular or spiral trajectory (Kobus 1991). ,

Comolet (1979) observed that both surface tension and buoyant forces are important,

and suggested therefore

ubu= 0.52^ + 2.14-^-
H Pwabu

(2.25)
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for bubbles 0.8 < dbu < 10 mm. For bubbles exceeding dbu > 10 mm surface tension large

effects can be neglected and the rise velocity follows simply (Falvey 1980)

'bu Jgdb~u- (2.26)

2.5.2 Single bubble in turbulent flow

Turbulence

The following points have been mentioned to describe the bubble rise velocity in

turbulent flows. Flow turbulence introduces shear which tends to fracture a bubble into

smaller bubbles. Falvey (1980) proposed a procedure to estimate the critical bubble

size dbu(95^ from the loss of energy as shown by Hinze (1975). He therefore included an

equation suggested by Rouse (1970) for the loss of energy by the slope of energy SE to

calculate the critical bubble size as

shear stress

fractures the

bubbles

dbu(95) = °-725
^3 1

PJ KgSEu
(2.27)

with dbu(95) as the bubble diameter for which 95 % ofthe air is contained in bubbles of

this diameter or smaller.

The effect of turbulence reduces the terminal bubble rise velocity. If ubu is the terminal

rise velocity of bubbles in still water, then ubut is the terminal rise velocity in turbulent

flow. Their relation can be expressed as ubut
= a ubu where a is an empirically

determined variable according to Figure 2.10. Note that the variable a is always

positive consequently this relation includes only rising bubbles, the entraining part due

to the turbulence downstream of the point of inception is not considered here.
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Figure 2.10 Terminal rise velocity ofbubbles in turbulentflow (Falvey 1980)

Chanson and Toombes (2002) supported Falvey's idea with new model tests. They

concluded that the presence of finer bubbles was a result of bubble break-up by

turbulent shear.

bubble

break-up

Bubble clouds

A bubble cloud in stagnant water moves with a considerably larger mean velocity than

a single bubble due to the fact that the bubble swarm induces an upward water flow. If

the water has a horizontal velocity component, this effect is counteracted in the same

order of magnitude by the fact that the bubbles are displaced laterally along their path

and hence the induced vertical water flow is less pronounced (Kobus 1991).

Volkart (1985) explained the reduced rise velocity in his laboratory investigations

by the fact that a large number of bubbles result in mutual contact and interference. The

result will be collisions, deformations, collapse of bubbles and coalescence and thus a

loss of kinetic energy and higher drag of air bubbles.

Non-hydrostatic conditions

Rutschmann et al. (1986) found that the bubble rise velocity in the impact zone ofjets

onto the chute bottom is effected by a non-hydrostatic pressure gradient. They further

mentioned an equation showing strong dependence on the vertical pressure gradient

dp/dz on the bubble's rise velocity, because the balance between the upward turbulent

diffusion and the downward pressure gradient affects bubble motion. Their equation

proposed was dimensional inconsistant but gives an idea of the influence of the

non-hydrostatic pressure gradient on the bubble rise velocity.

bubble

clouds

loss of

kinetic

energy

non-

hydrostatic
pressure

gradient
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Wood (1988) mentioned a similar equation to predict the bubble rise velocity in

non-hydrostatic pressure conditions. He linked results of Rutschmann et al. (1986) and

Chanson (1988) and described that in the impact zone the pressure reaches a maximum

several times greater than normal hydrostatic pressure. This much larger pressure leads

to steep pressure gradients and large quantities of air detrained from along the flow in

the impact region.

Chanson (1997) found that the non-hydrostatic pressure gradient is also jointly

responsible for the bubble rise velocity. He mentioned a simplified method to

approximate the bubble rise velocity as

'but lbu
]_dp
Pwgàz

bubbles are

captured in

the flow for

negative

pressure

gradients

(2.28)

where ubu is estimated from the bubble rise velocity in stagnant water using

equation (2.23)

The bubble transport direction depends on the algebraic sign of the pressure

gradient, thus bubbles rise towards the free surface for dpldz > 0, and bubbles are

captured in the flow if dpldz < 0. Figure 2.8 shows air bubbles downstream of an

aerator subjected of the above outlined influences.

2.6 Air detrainment from chute flow

process

2.6.1 Detrainment zones

The air bubble motion is affected by a number of complicated and poorly investigated detrainment

processes. Therefore, direct experimental investigation of the detrainment process was

used rather than investigations on single bubbles. For flows discussed in this project

unlimited air escape and supply to and from the atmosphere was considered, as

suggested by Kobus (1991). Before approaching the overall air detrainment process,

the chute flow has to be divided into zones, as shown in Figure 2.6. Furthermore,

combining the de-aeration zone downstream of the aerator with the development of

self-aerated flow as shown in Figure 2.11, the following classification may be

proposed: (1) Approach zone, (2) Transition zone, (3) Aeration zone, (4.1) Detrainment

zone in combination with developing partially aerated flow, (4.2) Detrainment zone in

combination with developing, fully aerated flow, and (5) Fully developed, aerated

equilibrium flow (Falvey 1980).
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Figure 2.11 Air entrainmentflow regimes in open channelflow (Falvey 1980)

If the transport capacity of the flow is low, the entrained air escapes rather quickly,

whereas the air is captured in the flow with large transport capacity (Wood 1985).

Furthermore, the air detrainment process is directly linked to the free-surface

entrainment since the air concentration reaches an equilibrium state at a point where the

air entrained by turbulence is equal to the air detrained (see 2.4.2).

2.6.2 Aerator spacing

The first aerator is located upstream ofthe first point of cavitation inception (see 2.2.2).

The distance to the second aerator depends on: (1) The air detrainment rate downstream

of the first aerator, and (2) The natural aeration from the free surface. Normally, free

surface aeration does not reach the chute bottom in regions where the first aerator

should be placed (Volkart and Rutschmann 1984), whereas Chanson (1989) affirmed

that no further aerator is required for spillway slopes in excess of a> 20 °. Figure 2.12

shows the principle alignment of aerators on chutes including the streamwise

location of
aerators
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developments of the critical cavitation number, the air duct aeration, the air detrainment

and the free surface aeration. Recommended design guidelines published in the

literature are presented below. It has to be emphasised that aerators are not always

placed according to current design guidelines but are often located at gates or

transitions between straight and negative curvatures to simplify the design or to

accommodate other features of the chute. Up to now there has been a trend towards

designing more aerators on prototypes than necessary to stay on the safe side.

turbulent bou

la>er5

aerator 1 aerator 2

Figure 2.12 Alignment ofaerators and two-phaseflow hydraulics (Koschitzky 1987)

To predict the reduction of air concentration as a function of distance, the following

approaches have been proposed.

Linear air detrainment on chutes

First rough approximations for the air detrainment process downstream of a chute air detrain-

aerator were derived from investigations carried out in the 1970's on Russian's high Russian

head dams (Gal'perin et al. 1979). Oskolov and Semenkov (1979) noted a maximum prototypes

average air concentration of 45 % because a higher concentration would result in

significant spray. Based on this assumption, Semenkov and Lantyaev (1973) proposed

for the reduction of air concentration in straight sections

AC = 0.40- 0.80 %/m. (2.29)
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They also noted a loss rate in a 1 cm thick bottom layer 1.5 to 2.0 times higher than the higher loss

average loss rate. Prusza (1983) mentioned the linear air reduction rate AC per meter, bottom layer

depending on the cross-sectional shape of the chute

AC = 0.15- 0.20 %/m for straight sections,

AC = 0.50-0.60 %/m for concave sections (buckets),

AC = 0.15- 0.20 %/m for convex sections.

Minor (2000) derived a smaller reduction of detrained air from video records of the

Restitucion spillway in Peru over the entire length as

AC = 0.10-0.15 %/m.

Vernet et al. (1988) measured the air concentration in the centreline of the operating

Alicura dam spillway. Four aerators are distributed over the b = 39 m wide, S0 = 35 %

steep, straight spillway with a streamwise aerator spacing of 63 m. They mentioned

that the bottom air detrainment Cbdet between aerators 1 and 2 was larger than between

aerators 3 and 4. However, even if some discrepancies in the measuring system

calibration are admitted, the following numbers for bottom air detrainment per meter

chute length were proposed

AC,

AC

b.det
'

(2.30)

(2.31)

aerator

distance

depending
on the

bottom air

concentra¬

tion

b.det
'

0.45 %/m bottom air detrainment, aerators 1 and 2,

0.26 %/m bottom air detrainment over the whole chute. (2.32)

Distance between aerators

On the basis of model tests, Lesleighter and Chang (1981) proposed for the requried

aerator spacing the length

AL = 40m.

Pinto et al. (1982) summarised experience of several prototype spillways including the

aerator spacing. They found that some of the designed aerators had to be eliminated

because of too much air entrained, such as for Bratsk, Nurek, Foz do Areia,

Emborcacäo, and Guri spillways. They concluded that a well designed aerator should

protect a chute lenght of about

Ar = 50-100 m.

With equation (2.29), a maximum air concentration of 45 %, 8 % minimum air

concentration for damage protection, and a decay rate of 0.4 - 0.8 % per meter chute

length, the required spacing would result in (Kells and Smith 1991)

Ar = 46.3-92.5 m

Ar = 23.1-46.3 m

maximum spacing, and

minimum spacing.

(2.33)

direct

aerator

spacing
method

(2.34)

(2.35)
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Aerator spacing depending onflow properties

Vischer et al. (1982) presented an approach for the distance Ar required between two

aerator slots depending directly on the average flow velocity um. Kells and

Smith (1991) derived from data presented by Volkart and Chervet (1983) the aerator

spacing relationship

Ar = 1.1 um.

flow

properties -

responsible
for aerator

spacing

(2.36)

Equation (2.36) was derived from a dimensionally inconsistent figure. Nokes suggested

in a discussion with Wood (1984) a cavitation free chute length of

Ary= 12 hw

and markedly reduced one

Ar, = 50 K„

(2.37)

(2.38)

depending on the flow depth hw.

Volkart and Rutschmann (1984) presented air bottom concentration measurements

downstream of a model aerator taken 10 cm above the chute bottom (Figure 2.13).

They mentioned that the air distribution depends mainly on the distance to the side wall

and the local Froude number. However, no design guideline was derived from those

measurements. Whereas Volkart (1985) compared bubble rise velocities in turbulent

flow ubut with the measured value in still water ubu which can be deducted from Figure

2.9, and found that the bubbles actually rise 10 times slower under turbulent conditions

hydraulic
conditions

influence
bottom air

concentra-

tion

'but
u_bu
10

(2.39)

He therefore concluded that flow bubbles rise slower in turbulent flow than in still

water.
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Figure 2.13 Air concentration profiles along chute bottom (Volkart and Rutschmann 1984)
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Selfaeration and equilibrium flow conditions

According to Falvey (1990), May (1987) suggested an exponential approach to

describe the air detrainment process instead of a linear. He included the average air

concentration C0 upstream of the aerator and the point of inception x, downstream of

the aerator. Because downstream flow of an aerator is influenced by C0 and xv the air

detrainment process was approximated with

C{x) = CoQ
-0 017(*o-*,)

exponential
aerator

distance

including
the amount

ofair

(2.40)

with xa as the streamwise distance measured from the aerator end. Falvey (1990)

proposed to include the free surface-aeration of the flow (see 2.4.2) and therefore

generalized equation (2.40) to

C(x) = (Co-Cu)e
-oon(xa-x,)

where the uniform air concentration Cu may be calculated using equation (2.13) or

(2.14).

The air concentration downstream of an aerator has been analysed by

Chanson (1989) by comparing model and prototype investigations on the Aviemore

and Clyde dam spillways. He mentioned that the air concentration distribution in the

downstream flow region tends to the equilibrium distribution. Chanson therefore

concluded with respect to Straub and Anderson's (1958) data, that an equilibrium

average air concentration Cu > 30 % would be sufficient to obtain 5 % bottom air

concentration for spillway protection and thus proposed only one aerator on spillways

exceeding a> 20 ° bottom slope. Although that he proposed two equations for uniform

air concentration Cu and specified the bubble rise velocity with ubu
= 0.16 m/s for

hydraulic models, and ubu
= 0.40 m/s for prototype chutes, both Cu and ubu seem rather

uncertain. Vischer and Hager (1998) simplified an approach for the local change of air

concentration by Chanson (1989) including equilibrium air concentration and the

bubble rise velocity to

dqa - -

-r—
= (C-Cu)u, cos a.

dx
ou

(2.41)

equilibrium
conditions

influence the

aerator

location

(2.42)

2.7 Focus of the present project

2.7.1 Summary of previous studies

This chapter is a literature review based on cavitation formation due to low pressures

and high velocities on chutes and demonstrated that aeration seems to be an adequate

and technically feasible method to prevent cavitation damage on dam spillways.

Furthermore, two typical aeration methods were analysed, namely: (1) Free surface

aeration and (2) Aerator devices. The boundary conditions for free surface aeration and

from

cavitation

damage to

aerator

spacing
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the efficiency of aerators were cited. The review started with the single bubble rise

velocity in still water and was linked to air detrainment in supercritical, high turbulent

flow conditions. The effects of non-hydrostatic pressure gradient, bubble clouds and

turbulence were included.

Air detrainment in chute flows is much slower than air bubbles ofthe same size rise

in stagnant water. This may be explained by two approaches: (1) The air bubbles are

fractured into smaller size due to shear stress, and (2) The turbulence captures the air

bubbles in the flow. Theory (2) has dominated up to present times and is considered

responsible for the air detrainment process without further evidence. Difficulties to

measure turbulence in two-phase flows can be traced back to the lack of appropriate

measuring instrumentation.

The fact that one aerator is sufficient in the fully developed flow region was often

mentioned, but there has no attempt been made for solving the problem in the

developing region. The current design criteria for aerator spacing were summarised,

starting from a simple linear approach to more complex including flow velocity, flow

depth, spillway slope, surface tension and free surface aeration. It was stated that all

theories are currently based on prototype observations or limited laboratory tests. The

current design criteria are conservative and entail too much air in the flow, which was

proven on prototype spillways where aerator devices were closed due to over-aeration

and super-saturation of the flow.

reduced

bubble rise

velocity due

turbulence

developing
region

2.7.2 Research gaps

1. There is little knowledge of the physical effect of air on cavitation damage.

The numbers of 5 % to 8 % air required, established for different conditions,

to protect a concrete surface are still used today after more than 50 years.

Further research is needed to confirm these numbers and to expand the theory

to find the amount of air needed for appropriate cavitation protection in chute

boundary region.

2. For aerator spacing simple approaches are still common due to the lack of

fundamental knowledge. The development of air concentration in pre-aerated

chute flow has not been undergone systematical attention. The free-surface

aeration is an important part which was often neglected so far. It has been

emphasized that more laboratory data in the downstream area of an aerator

are needed to understand the features of detrainment and entrainment in such

hydraulic structures.

unspecified
quantities of
air for

protection
needed

new model

data needed

for the air

detrainment

process
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2.7.3 Focus of the present research study

Point (1) mentioned above is important for cavitation protection and must be

investigated in future. Point (2) is also an urgent topic to investigate because even

fewer knowledge is available for it. The present study focuses on the second point

therefore, to explain the essentials of the streamwise behaviour of two-phase flow

downstream of an aerator.
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Chapter 3 Physical model

3.1 Introduction

For a complex hydraulic problem experimental investigations are still the most convenient solution.

The 14 m long chute model used for the two-phase investigations had a variable bottom slope, a

variable inflow depth and a frequency-regulated pump. The automatically driven measuring system was

based on a fiber-optical probe manufactured by RBI, Grenoble. The large data sets were collected and

analysed automatically with a graphical user interface based on Matlab. Preliminary investigations

were conducted to verify the accuracy of the measurements. Finally a dimensional analysis was carried

out to determine the relevant scales of the hydraulic parameters.

3.2 Experimental set-up

The experiments were conducted in a prismatic rectangular channel, located in the

Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology and Glaciology (VAW), ETH Zurich. The model

was primarily built by Lauber (1997) to investigate dam break waves. All devices are

described in detail in his thesis; therefore, only relevant and modified components are

presented in this chapter. All model elements involving the measuring technique

applied are shown in Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1.

The hydraulic model was built in a chute, of width b = 0.50 m, length / = 14 m and

with a variable bottom slope 0 % < S0 < 50 %. The channel floor was PVC made with

an assumed equivalent sand roughness £5 = 0.01 mm. The sand roughness obtained

from measurements under uniform flow conditions was calculated to a roughness

height of ks = 0.00023 mm, using the Darcy-Weisbach equation (see 3.4.3). To

investigate the roughness influence on the air-detrainment and air-entrainment

processes, an artificial roughness was installed on the channel bed. The material used

had a thickness of ks = 2.50 mm. Measurements with the roughened surface were

carried out early in the present project, and are mentioned in the according chapters.

All quantities, namely: (1) Water discharge Qw (2) Air discharge Qa, (3)

Positioning in the x- and z directions, and (4) automised data collection, were

controlled by aLabView based program designed at VAW. Automatic data acquisition,

i.e. air concentration profiles, velocity field and characteristic mixture flow depth h90,

was performed by a program based on Matlab.

basic

channel set¬

up

model

details

data

collection
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Figure 3.1 Physical model including the measuring system

Table 3.1 Instrumentation usedfor the two-phaseflow investigations

Ifft» instrumentation quantity unit M JiKj^pgOkar âOEiffâey
»ait

ispst/

Mtppt

o
frequency

controlled pump

water discharge

Qw
m3/s 0-0.250 ±2% PC 4-20 mA

@ gate valve manual

>
swing type check

valve
automatic

©
inductive flow

meter (IDM)

water discharge
m3/s 0-0.30 ±1% PC 4-20 mA

© pressure valve
air pressure

Pa
bar 0-16 manual

© air flow meter
air discharge

Qa
m3/h 0-300 ±5% PC 4-20 mA

> air pressure gauge

air pressure

Pa
bar 0-16 manual

© jetbox
inflow depth

h0
m 0-0.12 ±0.1 mm manual

©
thermoelectric

anemometer

air velocity

ua
m/s 0.15-5.0 ±1.5% PC 4-20 mA
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Stat instrumentation HPimtlty Suit «age mgfUy
control

unit

lapât /

»aipai

G chute

« aerator ramp tr mm 15

G
remote controlled

travelling system

positioning
x 1 z

m

0-14.0

0-0.50
± 1 mm PC

G fiber-optical probe
air concentra¬

tion C
[-] 0-100

±5%

(see 3.4)
PC

digital

signal

® fiber-optical probe
mixture flow

velocity um
m/s 0-15

±5%

(see 3.4)
PC

digital

signal

e fiber-optical probe bubble size dbu mm

•
back flow to the

closed circuit

G

lab computer and

analogue/digital
converter

3.2.1 Water discharge

Water discharge Qw up to 250 1/s was provided with a frequency-regulated pump KSB

ETA-R-250-300 ©, and controlled by a frequency converter produced by HP. Rey AG.

The water discharge was measured to ± 1.0 % by an Inductive Discharge Meter (IDM)

RHEOMETRONAG ©, and conducted through a jetbox © built at VAW, as

described by Schwalt and Hager (1992). The jetbox allowed independent variation of

the inflow depth h0 and thus the inflow Froude number

F
_QW + Qa

Energy was dissipated in a plunge pool at the end ofthe chute before closing the circuit

back to the pump sump below the channel ®

3.2.2 Aeration device

Three different set-ups for air addition to the water flow were employed, namely: (1)

Pre-aerated discharge supply to obtain a well-defined upstream cross-section of the

air-water mixture, (2) Chute aerator as used on prototypes, and (3) Free-surface

aeration where air was entrained from the turbulent surface boundary layer with no

additional forced aeration. For pre-aerated air discharge Qa was added to the supply

pipe (Figure 3.1© and Figure 3.2 a), whereas the air was entrained into the aerator for

chute aerator flow (Figure 3.2 b and Figure 3.3). The air added was supplied from a

compressed air system, the pressure was adjusted to ± 2 % by an air pressure valve
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(Figure 3.1 © and Figure 3.2 a). The air discharge Qa was limited to 55 1/s, measured

by an air flow meter equipped with an electronic transmitter WISAG Typ 250 (Figure

3.1© and Figure 3.2 a).

Figure 3.2 a) Air discharge meter, pressure valve, and Inductive Discharge Meter (IDM),

b) Air supply system (air duct) for atmospheric pressure and thermoelectric

anemometer

The chute aerator was &tr= 15 mm high and lr= 150 mm long step made of PVC in

the early stage ofthe project; aluminium was used for better stability later (Figure 3.3).

The air was supplied through an air duct on the left side wall into the deflector (Figure

3.1 © and Figure 3.2b). The air velocity in the duct was measured with a

thermoelectric anemometer Schiltknecht ThermoAir64 dir and multiplied with a

distribution coefficient to obtain the cross-sectional air discharge Qa with a accuray of

± 5 % (Pfister 2002). The distribution coefficient was based on the logarithmic velocity

distribution for fully turbulent flow. The thermoelectric anemometer and the air flow

meter were connected to the PC, which enabled permanent monitoring of the air and

water discharges. An air supply system causes internal frictional head losses, as

discussed by Haerter (1961), Koschitzky (1988), and Rutschmann and Volkart (1988).

There is a lower pressure at the inflow aerator side due to the higher velocity; thus the

air distribution rate is not uniform over the aerator width. Losses were compensated by

external substitution from the compressed air system and the distribution was improved

by air contribution through various holes in flow direction. The holes were arranged

such that the distribution was symmetric and almost two-dimensional (Figure 3.3).

air distribu¬

tion below

the aerator
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Figure 3.3 Model chute aerator

3.2.3 Automated data collection

The remote controlled positioning system Phoenix Mecano AG mainly carried and

positioned the fiber-optical measuring probe (Figure 3.4). The positioning was

controlled by the PC and enabled measurements to be taken for any coordinates in the

x- and z-directions along the channel axis. The accuracy of the longitudinal position x

and the vertical position z perpendicular to the chute bottom was ± 1 mm. Normally 19

streamwise increasing cross sections were taken along the channel with

35 perpendicular measurements. Thus, 665 readings of local air concentration, local

velocity, and bubble size are the frame of data for later evaluation.

Figure 3.4 Remote controlled travelling system with the fiber opticalprobe

remote

controlled

positioning

system
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3.3 Two-phase flow instrumentation

3.3.1 Air concentration measuring systems for two-phase flows

For high velocity two-phase free surface flows great demands are required from the two-phase

instrumentation. So far, only few measuring technique are available for such -

conditions; most systems are locally limited or made for small amounts of air in the systems

flow and therefore are not useful. Research on high-speed two-phase flows with similar

questions on measuring techniques was conducted by, i.e. Lamb and Killen (1952),

Schicht (1970), Lakshmana Rao and Kobus (1973), Serdula and Loewen (1998),

Boes (2000a), and Chanson and Toombes (2002). Classical methods and recent

developments in two-phase flow instrumentation are briefly discussed below.

Sampler technique and Pitot tube

The most elementary method of measuring air concentration in two-phase flow is a mechanical

probes
sampler technique or a Pitot tube. By means of a separator, the air and the water of the

mixture flow are separated and individually measured. This method was also used for

velocity measurements, taking into account the Bernoulli relationship for stagnation

pressure measurements in two-phase flows, if the density of the mixture is used,

whereas the mixture velocity is taken to be equal to the water velocity (Halbronn et

al. 1953). Several attempts were successfully undertaken to optimise the geometry,

based on the simple mechanical system. Because of the stability and the simplicity of

these probes, they were also employed on prototype spillways, i.e. Hall (1943),

Keller (1972), and Drewes and Aksoy (1992). Disadvantages of those probes are the

examination time, the length of the shaft for higher velocities, the inaccuracy for high

void fractions (C > 80 %) and manual reading.

PIV- optical instrumentation

The most convenient optical method is the Partial Image Velocimetry (PIV), a PIV

technique which uses multiple images of flow tracing particles (air bubbles in water) in

a light sheet to measure the two in-plane velocity components in an area of interest.

The optical methods are often used for tracer concentration in chemical engineering

and various applications in hydraulic modelling. This technique enables the velocity

in-plane direction to be measured as well as the turbulence and the air concentration. It

is, however, difficult or even impossible to see optically into a highly loaded air-water

mixture flow as for the present application, thus only the wall region could be

investigated for flow conditions occurring on chutes and spillway models. Another

disadvantage is that PIV is usually limited to small areas of investigation. It is not

practical to investigate a long channel by PIV, therefore.
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LDA /PDA technique

The plane Laser-Doppler Anemometer (LVA) measures two simultaneous components optical
lYlStYUYHQYltCi-

of velocity and turbulence intensity. It is based on two independent laser signals which ——

define a control volume. A flowing particle (air bubble, tracer particle etc.) in the

control volume refracts, breaks and disperses the light such that the receiver identifies

the three-dimensional velocity through the phase shift (Eigenberger 1997). Azzopardi

(1999) found that measurements made with the same equipment on single-phase gas

flow showed profiles of mean velocity and turbulence intensity similar to two-phase

data. According to Braeske et al. (1997) the Phase-Doppler Anemometer (PDA), a

further development of LDA, enables two particles with different shifting mechanisms

to be distinguished and is thus a well established non-intrusive technique for two-phase

flow with small void fractions.

X-Ray method

Common optical methods fail, as mentioned, in bubble flows that have large void X-ray

fractions because of the different refraction indices of the liquid and gaseous phase.

X-rays penetrate a gas/liquid flow in straight lines, thus enabling measurements of

three-dimensional velocity (Seeger et al. 2001). The X-ray method is non-intrusive but

enables recording of only axial mean air concentration and is thus influenced by the

wall boundary layer. Additionally, handling X-rays has a high danger potential and

needs a costly safety precaution.

ADV'- Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter

The Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) has one transmitter and three receivers. The acoustic

systems

receivers are aligned to intersect with the transmit beam at a small sampling volume. -^

The leading edge of the sampling volume can be placed in flow direction such that the

controlled volume is not influenced by the probe. The ADV technique is normally not

made for two-phase flows. Nevertheless, Liu et al. (2002) mentioned that the relative

error for the investigated ADV system is a linear function of air concentration for

situations with average bubble size of about 2.5 ~ 4 mm and air concentration of up to

2.2 %. It is, however, not useful for higher air concentrations as in the present project.

Hotfilm technique

The hot-film technique for measurements in air-water flows enables the achievement of hotfilm

the local air concentration, the mean flow velocity and the turbulence intensity. Its
,

—^~

principle is based on the period of contact between one phase and the probe being

converted into electrical signals. Since the hot-film probes are not free of inertial

effects and because they have a finite time constant, this instrumentation is no more

popular in hydraulic engineering (Lakshmana Rao and Kobus 1973).
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Conductivityprobes

An often used two-phase flow measuring system in hydraulic engineering are

conductivity probes of various designs, with one or two tips. The method was

introduced in hydraulic engineering by Lamb and Killen (1952). It is designed to obtain

air concentration measurements, which involves the determination of the electrical

resistance of the filament of fluid mixture bounded by two small electrodes. The

resistance of water is one thousand times lower than the resistance of air bubbles,

therefore each air bubble in the flow, impinging the tip instantly increases the resistance

across the probe and thus the voltage difference across the probe will be lowered. Lamb

and Killen (1952) used their instrumentation to measure the local values of air

concentration and velocity in small increments of cross-sectional areas of the flows in

the experimental flume. Based on this conductivity system, various improvements were

achieved in the last 50 years by Lakshmana Rao et al. (1970), Cain (1978),

Volkart (1978), Bachmeier (1988), Matos and Frizell (1997), and Chanson and

Toombes (2002), among others.

The instrumentation is also built as a combined probe to measure both stagnation

pressure using a Pitot tube and air concentration, to improve the accuracy of velocity

predictions. Several researchers used double-tip conductivity probes to measure

air-water velocities based on a cross-correlation technique between two identical tips

aligned in the direction ofthe flow. Chanson (1997) concluded that conductivity probes

provide simple means for air content and mean velocity measurements for

high-velocity air-water free-surface flows. The accuracy is reasonable, typically AC/C

<2% and Au/u ~5 to 10 %. The operating range of conductivity probes is large for air

contents between 3 to 95 % and average velocities from 0.2 to 40 m/s.

conductivity
probes

double tip

probes

Fiber optical probe

Fiber optical probes are sensitive to the change in the refractive index of the

surrounding medium. Emitted light hitting the sensitive tip surface is refracted when

liquid surrounds the tip, and reflected when gas is present. Consequently, bubbles and

droplets can be detected at a given point in the flow. Among other information, the

optical probe permits measurements of local void fraction and arrival frequency of

bubbles and droplets. Using two sensors and cross-correlation, information is obtained

on mixture velocity (RBI 2000). With its double-tip principle, velocity measurements

can be achieved similarly to the conductivity probes system.

Various investigations were performed concerning the accuracy of fiber-optical

probes. Cartellier and Achard (1991) reviewed the performance of various techniques

for measuring void fraction. They found that fiber optical probes, Photonetics, Inc,

produce a relative error ranging in the worse from -56 % to +11 % depending on the

void fraction. They therefore stated that the use of fiber-optic probes to measure very

small void fractions is not recommended because of the large errors that may be

fiber optical
probes

perform¬
ance and

accuracy
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anticipated. Serdula and Loewen (1998) disagreed after placing the same probe

perpendicular to the flow, and concluded that the technique can be used to make

reasonably accurate measurements of the void fraction even in a dispersed regime (Liu

et al. 2002). Boes (2000a) stated that after several pre-measurements with his fiber

optical probe RBI, Grenoble, the system measures void fraction and flow velocity with

an error of smaller than ± 5 %. The main disadvantage of this instrumentation is the

lack of supplementary flow information, i.e., velocity fluctuation and turbulence

information; others are the probe intrusiveness, the highly fragile probe tips and the one

dimensionality of flow information.

3.3.2 Probe used in the present project

A fiber-optical probe manufactured by RBI, Grenoble, introduced by Boes and

Hager (1998) and Boes (2000a) was used in this project to measure the following

quantities: (1) Local air concentration C, (2) Mixture flow velocity um, and (3) Bubble

diameter dbu, besides various other statistical parameters. The basic principle of the

fiber-optical instrumentation is described by Boes (2000a) and the RBI (2000) users

Guide for VIN 2.0; therefore, only the significant software modifications implemented

for this project are described here. Figure 3.5 shows a) the fiber-optical probe and b)

the opto-electronic amplification module, which transforms the analog signal obtained

from the probe into a digital Transistor-Transistor-Logic (TTL) signal which is stored

on the PC's RAM memory. The software for the acquisition system was adapted to the

remote controlled positioning mechanism. The novel software enabled data collection

and data acquisition to handle the large data sets. The measurement points were taken

depending on the flow characteristics, e.g. flow depth, aerator flow, pre-aeration or free

surface aeration. The number of measurements were adjusted to the air concentration

gradients dC/dx and dCldz with a streamwise increasing spacing.

fiber optical
probe RBI-

Grenoble
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Figure 3.5 a) fiber-optical probe in air water mixture,

b) opto-electronic amplification module and oscilloscope for threshold adjustment

RBI - data output andprocessing

Figure 3.6a shows atypical data output file from the new software based on VIN 2.0. It

may be observed that the output contains more information than mentioned above.

Beside others, the main improvements to the VIN 1.0 software used by Boes (2000a)

are the new software for detection of 200.000 instead of 4.000 signals (air bubbles) and

the reduced computing time to handle the large data sets. Therefore, even in regions

with a high bubble frequency the time criterion (typically 20 seconds) intercepted the

measurement and not the number of bubbles. A complete set of data was thus obtained

for all measurements.

Various attempts were made to implement turbulence intensity to the RBI

instrumentation. So far it is not possible to follow the turbulent fluctuations. It was tried

to implement the Reynolds turbulence term, by substituting the instantaneous velocity

with the average mixture flow velocity um plus a fluctuation term va'. For the

fluctuation term an instantaneous bubble velocity va' was separated from the mean

mixture velocity, assuming that the bubble size is constant, thus, u = um + va'. The

attempt failed because of the temporally changing bubble size. The turbulent boundary

layer was finally calculated by standard equations (e.g. Bormann 1968, Schlichting and

Gersten 1996).

The data processing was executed from a Matlab-based Graphical User Interface

(GUI) (Figure 3.6b). Matlab opens the RBI data, exposes the data of interest and

compiles matrices for the two-phase flow field. All graphical plots, evaluations and

data fittings were performed from this interface.

software

altering for
VIN 2.0

turbulence

data

processing
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rbimdata rbi txt

Date of analysis Date 2002 04 G8 13 3D 55

e \aktuell\O5_04_O2_O1045 rbi

O0O2714005S71794863

0 O01132147974358984

20

0 705641

260

5200

Studied Data File

Mean vapour time

Mean liquid time

Acquisition time

Void fraction

Interference Frequency

Hitted bubbles number

Total purcentage of bubbles included in chart 10O

Number of classes in chart -] QO

Vapour time chart

Vapour time (s ) Number of bubbles

0 0001821627787878738

0 01785195232121163

Liquid time chart

Liquid time (s ) Number liquid times

O 00Q2116646316498476

0 01047739926666745

Rate analysis through FIP correlation, complete acquisition

Distance between sensitive parts (m) O 00195

Time of flight (s) O 0002483200000000001

Interfacial velocity (m/s) 7 852770618556697

Optimum correlation coefficient

Sauter diameter (m) 0 03196869835293158

Velocity fluctuation analysis

Velocity from max probable rising front time of flight (m/s)

Number of points 10O

Velocity histogram (rising front) time of flight

Number of events (rising fronts) 3692

Velocity (m/s) 8 478415171115922

Seite 1

File name xjiumber

Tîjôsnôî- ü

zjiumber

IS

dSOiiarae ar water Ne gM veiaety
fN ms fm] mm

tma I ss3 FÏMÏ- 638

Number Number

„JfleasurjM^ Measuements

01 665

8PP }
''

25 1 512 5

Serie No

18
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1 Measure 2 Measure 3 Measure

|20_05_p2_p1 21JDSJD2JD1 22_05_02_01 I23_05_02_01 p3_05_02_01
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16 Measure 1? Measure 18 Measure 19 Measure 20 Measure

21 Measure 22 Measure 23 Measure 24 Measure 25 Measure

a) b)

Figure 3.6 a) RBI-data output, b) Matlab interface (GUI) for dataprocessing

3.4 Preliminary investigations

Preliminary measurements were conducted to verify the accuracy of the following

quantities: (1) Local air concentration C, mixture flow velocity um, and optimum

acquisition time ta, (2) Air discharge by comparing two air flow meters, and (3) Water

discharge Qw by integrating the local mixture velocity times the local air concentration

over the cross section of the mixture flow depth h99, and the chute width b = 0.5 m

using

hggb

Qw= \\(l-C)umdzdy.

two-phase
continuity

equation

(3.2)

0 0

3.4.1 Air supply system and velocity measurements

Air discharge measurements

The exact amount of added air is of major interest to provide clear two-phase inflow

conditions. It was assumed that the water discharge is measured accurate to ± 1 % from

the IDM, whereas the air discharge measuring system was checked by comparing two

airflow
meter
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system manufactured by Krohne (H 250) and Wisag (Typ 250/ Appendix A shows a

good agreement between the two air-flow-meters in the measured range. For all later

measurements the Wisag instrument was used because of the electronic connection to

the PC. The accuracy of the air flow measuring system is, according to Appendix A,

assumed to be ± 5 %.

Velocity test by Pitot tube andpropeller

The mixture velocity was compared with readings ofboth a propeller meter and a Pitot

tube in Appendix B. The Pitot tube showed 25 % lower velocities as compared to the

fiber-optical system, with a standard deviation of o^ = 0.070 and the propeller resulted

in about 20 % lower velocities with a standard deviation of od= 0.150. The standard

deviation for the Pitot tube and the propeller measurements is defined by

1

\n iS
M-l

4
RBI URBI

V Pitotlpropeller uPitotlpropellerJ

Pitot tube

and

propeller

(3.3)

The differences between these measurements can be explained by the smaller inertia of

the air-water mixture (Halbronn et al. 1953). Those measurements demonstrate the

difficulty ofmeasuring two-phase flow with mechanical probes, as mentioned. Because

of the inaccuracy of the mechanical probes the RBI instrumentation was later checked

by means ofthe continuity equation (3.2).

3.4.2 RBI fiber-optical measuring system

Several influences affect a fiber-optical probe accuracy which are investigated below.

In regions where the air concentration was smaller than about 0.01 %, or larger than

98 %, the fiber-optical system resulted in poor records caused by the lack of sufficient

optical signals (Kramer et al. 2002). The test for the RBI probe were carried on a

S0= 10 % chute slope.

Influence ofthe threshold

Boes (2000a) investigated the optimum threshold value of the RBI instrumentation. He

determined the best agreement for the lower threshold voltage of Uiow = 1.0 V and the

upper threshold to Uup = 2.5 V. Several pre-measurements were undertaken in the

present project to adjust these values to the actual conditions.

Figure C. 1 (Appendix C) shows the dependence of average air concentration C90,

average mixture velocity um, and the water discharge qw for the lower and upper

threshold values. All measurements responded to the variation ofthe threshold voltage,

Appendix C demonstrates an error for the average air concentration C^ß < 5 %, the

average mixture velocity um^ < 10 %, and the water discharge qw(dif)
< 5 %. It can

therefore be concluded that the influence of the threshold values on those three flow

influence of
the

threshold
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parameters is rather small. It was found that the threshold values Uiow = 1.5 V and

Uup = 2.5 V give the most accurate results. Therefore, all further measurements were

performed with those optimised thresholds values.

Influence ofacquisition time

Tests were carried out to optimise the acquisition time (Appendix C.2). In order to

determine the error for the acquisition time, 15 vertical measurements were taken for

four streamwise cross-sections. The water discharge Qw = 150 1/s was kept constant,

whereas the acquisition time was varied between 20 < ta < 60 s. The evaluation was

done by comparing the concentration profiles C, the average air concentration C90, and

the mean mixture velocity um. It was found that neither the air concentration nor the

mixture velocity are influenced by acquisition times ta > 20 s; therefore, ta = 20 s was

used for all readings in this project.

Influence ofchannel width and channel symmetry

The channel width b = 0.50 m was chosen so that for the investigated flow conditions,

side wall effects due to growth ofthe wall boundary layer and air entrainment along the

sides were avoided in the central portion of the cross section. The origin of the

coordinate system was located at the bottom of the left side wall at the jetbox. The

chute width was found adequate to assume a two-dimensional chute flow in its centre

line, as demonstrated in Appendix C.3, Figure C.5 to Figure C.7 by means of air

concentration profiles and velocity profiles. These results are confirmed by

measurements of Straub and Lamb (1953) who concluded for a channel having a

similar width of b = 0.45 m and similar flow conditions that the flume was sufficiently

large as compared to the flow depths used to preserve a two-dimensional region along

the flume centerline. The remaining data presented herein were thus collected

execlusively in the chute centerline.

Air concentration and velocity measurements

To investigate the absolute, and not only the relative error as shown above, the

measured air-water mixture had to be compared to the water discharge Qw from IDM,

employing the two-phase flow continuity equation (3.2). This equation has the two

quantities C and um measured from the RBI system, which had to be varified. Thus, a

second known quantity was required, which was the air discharge Qa from the air-flow

meter. The air concentration C can be verified by using

acquisition
time

channel

width

measure¬

ments

continuity
measure¬

ments

Kb

Qa = \\Cumdzdy
00

(3.4)
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immediately downstream of the deflector where the air has not yet reached the free

surface and the free surface aeration has no influences on the air discharge. The

integration depth ht was specified from chute bottom such that the ambient air has no

influences. The integration boundary is taken in the central flow region where the air

concentration is equal to zero (Figure 3.7) and the air mass below this region has to

correspond to the value supplied from the air flow meter. After preliminary tests with

identical fiber-optical instrumentation, Pfister (2002) found a mean error of 3.2 % and

1.3 %, respectively, between the measured air from the air flow meter and the output

from the RBI probe, using equation (3.4).

Figure 3.7 Integration areafor air discharge evaluation downstream ofan aerator (Pfister 2002J

In the present project the air-water mixture was of major interest. Preliminary

measurements were carried out similarly to the above shown method downstream of

the jetbox. The absolute accuracy of the measurement system was evaluated with 25

readings in the z-direction and for 5 profiles over the chute width at two and four

consecutive locations x. The integration for each cross section was thus based on 125

data points. All measurements are shown in Figure C.8 and Figure C.9. Results are

summarised in Table 3.2, whereby measurements at x=1.2m and x= 1.7 m are not

stated because of the lack of air bubbles; however, the water discharge can be

calculated within an accuracy of ± 5 % in regions with sufficient air concentration

0.0001 <C< 0.98. Those results demonstrate again the accuracy of the system

selected.

air
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Table 3.2 Error estimation ofintrumentation used in present project - summary

air

flow meters
Pa

[N/mm2] [1/s]

mean

Ô.4(Krohne)IQA (Wisag)

standard

deviation

0-1.7 2.0-55.5 0.98 5.2% Table A. 1

Pitot
tube

and

propeller
ôw(IDM)

[1/s]

Qa

[1/S]

average relative

deviation

"RBl/"Pitot

standard

deviation

80-230 17-18 1.25 7.0 % Table B.l

ôw(IDM)

[1/s]

Qa

[1/S]

average relative

deviation

"RBl/"propeller

standard

deviation

150 26 1.20 15.0% Table B.2

mean velocity
ôw(IDM)

[1/s]

Qa

[1/S]

average relative

deviation

"/"rbi

standard

deviation

80-230 26 1.01 0.041 Table B.3

influence
of

threshold

^low

[V] [V]

maximum

deviation

0.50-4.0 1.0-4.5

c90 [-] Chinin) = 0.298 CçOfmax) = 0.261 12.42 % Figure Cl a

um [m/s] "jl(mi) — .5.0.5 "»î(mra) — J. 10 3.85 % Figure Cl b

Qw [l/s] tiw(imn)
~~ f49.Ö Vw(max)

— t JO.2 5.61 % Figure Cl c

influence
of

acquisition
time

'a

[s]

mean

deviation

c

[-]
20-60 2.2 % Figure C.4 a

[m/s]
20-60 0.3 % Figure C.4 b

a
at
•-

«

-=
u
VI

'3
•-

<u

ôw(IDM)

[1/s]

(calculated

using C and wTO

measurements)

[1/s]

(calculated using C and

um measurements)

[1/s]

mean

deviation

x = 0.2 m x = 0.7 m

150.0 149.5 146.6 1.3% Figure C.9 a

200.0 200.7 202.5 0.8 % Figure C.9 b

According to Table 3.2, the average error of the system used is smaller ± 4%. These

results demonstrate that the fiber-optical system may be considered adequate for

accurate two-phase flow experimentation.
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3.4.3 Channel roughness

The channel bottom was made of PVC, as mentioned. One side wall was of PVC and

the other of glass. The pure PVC equivalent sand roughness height according to

Nikuradse was assumed to be ks = 0.01 mm. Although the channel bottom was built as

accurately as possible, small irregularities, joints and wall effects require the

recalculation of the equivalent sand roughness. From the transposed Darcy-Weisbach

equation the friction coefficient was estimated to

equivalent
sand

roughness
height

f
*gS0(bhuf

Ql(b + 2hu)

Only measurements for uniform flow conditions were considered to calculate the

channel roughness. The criterion for the selection was that the gradient dh/dx = S0 -

SE = 0 for the three downstream measuring points with S0 as the chute slope and SE as

the energy slope. Such conditions were reached for most ofthe 10 %, but only for three

30 % and just for one 50 % bottom slope tests. Taking the universal formula for the

friction coefficient

(3.5)

uniformflow
conditions

1 = -21 f^l +
s

Jf °gW 3-7'4iV-

the channel roughness height ks may be calculated explicitly. The roughness height

calculated from the flow behaviour resulted in ks = 0.00023 mm (Appendix D). This

roughness height underestimates the model roughness compared to a prototype chute

by far, assuming a typical concrete roughness of 0.5 mm to 1.0 mm for a typical scale

length between model and prototype of 1:5 to 1:20. The effect of surface roughness on

the air detrainment process was, however, not purpose of this project. Furthermore, the

presence of air is known to increase the mixture velocity as compared to non-aerated

flow (Straub and Anderson 1958, Lakshmana Rao and Kobus 1973, Minor 1987,

Koschitzky 1988, Wood 1991, Chanson 1994). Friction reduction due to air presence

has not been considered in the above calculations and might occur on a prototypes as

well.

(3.6)

friction
reduction

due to

presence of
air

3.5 Dimensional analysis

3.5.1 Dimensional quantities

Dimensional analysis is a particularly valuable tool whose applicability extends over

all branches of physics. It is especially helpful to determine the relevant scales of a

problem, correlating experimental data and extrapolating measurements of scale

models to prototypes. Fluid flow problems without thermic reactions, electromagnetic

forces and chemical reactions involve only mechanical variables. The dimensions of all

these variables can be expressed in terms of three basic dimensions - mass [M], length

basic

dimensions -

mass, length
and time
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[L], and time [T], see e.g. Kobus (1974), Ivicsics (1975), Schlichting and

Gersten (1996), Wilcox (1997), or Kundu and Cohen (2002). Here dimensional

analysis is applied to two-phase flow providing unlimited air escape and air supply

from the atmosphere. The dependent variables describing the air detrainment process

are shown in Figure 3.8. It must be emphasised that the present dimensional analysis

employs the knowledge of earlier research projects concerned with two-phase flow

modelling.

Figure 3.8 Dependent and independent dimensional quantitiesfor two-phase chuteflow

independent parameters

b m [L]

dbu m [L]

g m/s2 [LT2]

K m [L]

ks m [L]

So [-]

Pa,Pw kg/m3 [MIT3]

Ot N/m [MT2]

Va> Vw m2/s [LV1]

*w kg/(ms2) [ML-lrT2]

channel width

bubble size

gravitational acceleration

water flow depth

equivalent sand roughness height

chute slope

density (air, water)

interfacial surface tension between air and water

kinematic viscosity v= p/p

wall shear stress
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dependentparameters

C [-] local air concentration

u m/s [LT1] average water flow velocity u =- QJ(hwb)

ubu m/s [LT1] bubble rise velocity

Tu [-] turbulence intensity

l-y"
u

Tu _

in^i = \Ul
_

v

u u

The relation between the independent physical parameters and the dependent variables

can be written as

C, u, ubu, Tu =flb, dbu, g, hw ks, S0, pw, pw ot, va, vw , %). (3.7)

non-

dimensional

For a two-dimensional model the width b is large compared to the water depth hw. thirteen

Equation (3.7) involves 16 physical parameters with 3 basic dimensions. These can be

reduced to 16-3= 13 non-dimensional parameters, therefore. A classical dimensional parameter

analysis according to Ivicsics (1975) may be performed, employing the 77-Theorem of

Buckingham. Equation (3.7) is then expressed by the following non-dimensional

relation

05
C, ubulu, Tu =flS0, pjpa, vjv djhw kjhw blhw, F = u/(g-hw) ,

R = whjv,

05
W =

ul{aj{pw-dbu)y \Y
= Tw/(u^pw) (3.8)

or

C, ubulu, Tu =flß0, pjpa, dbJh„, kjhw blh„, F, R, W, P).

Equation (3.9) represents 13 non-dimensional quantities. The relationship between all

these variables is practically impossible. However, the problem can be simplified for

practical purposes by neglecting those independent variables which have either a small

range for the present problem or a negligible effect on the physical process. If we

consider geometrical similarity between model and prototype, all lengths may be scaled

with a geometry scaling length hw whereby the channel width b can be neglected in a

two-dimensional model and the channel roughness ks was kept constant in this project

and was also neglected. Air and water are assumed at equal temperature and at

atmospheric pressure, the air and water fluid properties p„/pa are constant and will thus

also be dropped. Following Kobus (1985) an alternative to the Weber number with the

relative importance of inertial and surface tension forces by means of the liquid

parameter Z = gpw4/pwat3 may be considered. He concluded that Z remains practically

constant under the above mentioned assumptions.

(3.9)

neglecting
irrelevant

non-

dimensional

terms
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For turbulent smooth chute flow the dynamic forces normally predominate the

viscous forces. Kobus (1985), or Pinto et al. (1982) suggested that the non-dimensional

terms involving viscosity are not significant relative to the other terms. The turbulence

intensity Tu has a major effect on the air entrainment process, according to Ervine and

Falvey (1987) or Balaguer (1993). However, it is difficult to measure the velocity

fluctuations v' in two-phase flows. For practical dimensional considerations it may be

anticipated that the turbulent term is indirectly accounted for by the Froude number,

according to Rutschmann and Volkart (1988). Equation (3.9) can therefore be reduced

to

C, ubulu =f{dbu/hw, S0, F)

Equation (3.10) shows that the air concentrattion development and the bubble rise

velocity in two-phase chute flows depend mainly on the bottom slope S0 and the

Froude number F. In analogy to most research done in this field, the Froude law was

used to scale the model to the prototype, therefore. However, scale effects in air-water

flows due to viscosity and surface tension cannot fully be avoided, and thus need

carefull consideration.

turbulence

term Tu

(3.10)

dominant

parameters:

U.blp_SgLE.

3.5.2 Scaling

For geometrically-similar models, not all dimensional numbers can be satisfied with

one small scale hydraulic model, especially for two-phase flow where scaling has to

meet water and air similarity. Air bubbles in a hydraulic model are known to

significantly exceed the scaling length Â. According to Chanson (1997) only full-scale

experimental studies can provide correct results. This chapter attempts to show that the

scaling of two-phase flows is possible with the Froude scale following suggestions

from other authors with the following consideration: (1) The model scale should be

large enough to supress dominant viscous effects, (2) Turbulence intensity v' in the

model must have adequate kinetic energy to overcome the restraining surface tension

and bubble uplift forces. Ervine and Falvey (1987) described the criterion for the

turbulent jet spreading with

HPwdb

Falvey and Ervine (1988) mentioned later in their prototype model scaling

considerations that a model based on the Froude scale always entrains less air than

prototype structures. They explained this by the fact that turbulence energy scaling is

difficult because the ratio dbulhw plays a significant role in the air bubble transport. For

all practical purposes, model and prototype bubble diameters are almost identical.

Thus, the velocity vector of the bubble will be different in the model and in the

Froude

scale

considera¬

tions

(3.11)

bubble-

diameter in

the model

exceed the

scaling
length
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prototype (Figure 3.9). Air bubbles are detrained relatively quicker in the model than in

the prototype. Falvey and Ervine concluded that the transport and detrainment

processes within the flow are a function of buoyancy and turbulence intensity.

model prototype

Figure 3.9 Relative velocity vector ofbubbles, with R as the resulting between bubble rise velocity

ubu and flow velocity u; subscripts p and m mean prototype and model (Falvey and

Ervine 1988J

Kobus (1984) mentioned that the turbulent macro-scale structure becomes independent

of the Reynolds number for fully turbulent flow conditions. For model investigations

those conditions would normally be met for

turbulence

independ¬
ence

^model - R/ : MO" (3.12)

with R, is the minimum Reynolds number for fully turbulent flow. He derived for

Froude models the required boundary length scale

le* -F1 Jk

Kobus mentioned that for a given flow configuration (3.13) enables an estimation of

the model dimensions required for fully turbulent flow.

Pan and Shao (1984) found that scale effects may be neglected ifR> 3.5*10 in the

model or when model velocity u > 6 to 7 m/s. If those requirements are met the model

can be scaled to the prototype according to the Froude law. Otherwise scale effects

would increase with decreasing R and u. Boes (2000b) concluded after employing

model families on a stepped chute that the results from small-scale models can be

scaled up to prototype dimensions by the Froude law with negligible scale effects,

provided the Reynolds and Weber numbers are at least R~ 1*10 and W ~ 100,

respectively. He suggested for two-phase flows on stepped chutes a minimum scale of

1:10 to 1:15. Those assumptions were previously stated by Vischer et al. (1982) who

found for air entrainment in air-slots the air demand in the prototype is higher than

according to the Froude analogy for a model scale smaller than about 1:10 or 1:15.

They concluded additionally that for scales smaller than 1:4, surface air entrainment is

more developed in the prototype than in the model. According to Volkart and

(3.13)

boundary
length scale
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Rutschmann (1991) this is due to the fact that even if the correct model discharges and

depths are produced upstream of the ramp, the model velocity gradient next to the

spillway floor may not be correct. Also roughness and hence the local boundary layer

turbulence are difficult to scale. In the prototype more air will thus be found in the near

bottom zone than in the model.

Bretschneider (1989) concluded from his model families for air entrainment into an

air-slot that influences of roughness and surface tension can be neglected providing

R ~ 4.22« 104 and W ~ 1.22« 103. He suggested a model scale A > 10 for air entrainment

modelling. Weber numbers W > 100 were suggested by Pinto et al. (1982). Pinto

(1984) introduced a minimum size model of 1:10 to 1:15 to overcome surface tension

and turbulent effect, even if a complete modelling of most structures becomes

practically impossible for those scales due to the larger water discharges needed in the

model.

This section introduced the complexities ofmodelling air-water flows and the large

number of relevant parameters. Many ideas have been put forward to demonstrate that

surface tension and turbulence effects may normally be neglected. The large

discrepancy ofthe suggested non-dimensional numbers demonstrates the uncertainty in

this field of hydraulic modelling.

All measurements in the current project were carried out for fully turbulent flow

conditions. Inflow Reynolds numbers for all measurements were between

5.8-105 < R0 < 2.3-106 and inflow Weber numbers between 88 < W0 < 210 whereby

measurements with W0 < 100 were not used for the data analysis. Accordingly, most of

the above mentioned limits were met in the present project. It can therefore be

concluded that scale effects can be neglected in this project.

minimum

Reynolds
and Weber

numbers

scaling
conclusions
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Chapter 4 Experimental observations

4.1 Introduction

Local measurements of air concentration, flow velocity and bubble size, were illustrated by means of

interpolated contour lines and air concentration profiles. A new method was applied to describe the air

detrainment gradient refering directly to the air concentration contour lines. The mixture flow depth and

average air concentration was calculated with respect to the air concentration in the top region, e.g.

where the air concentration is C = 90 %. Streamwise Froude numbers refer to either the mixture flow

depth or pure water conditions. Furthermore, basic definitions for the average air concentration and

bottom air concentration are outlined in this chapter.

4.2 Definitions and methodology

Pure water flows in hydraulics are defined by fluid properties like the density p or the

viscosity V, by geometrical properties like the flow depth h, or by dynamic properties

like the spatial velocity components u, v and w. Flow properties and the free-surface in

air-water mixture flows are not as clearly defined as in pure water flow and depend on

the amount of air in the flow, in addition, as shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Definition sketchfor high-speed, free-surface, air-waterflow

fluid

properties
for clear

water and

air-water

mixture
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An accurate definition required for the free-surface in air-water mixtures is the visual

free surface at h90 where the iso-air concentration line is C = 90 %. Figure 4.1 shows

that the bulk of the flow is limited at about h90 where the air concentration contour line

has a bend, above this flow depth the air-water mixture mainly result in spray. The air

concentration is defined as

C
Qa

Qa + Q,

The free surface could also be identified with flow depths h95 or h99 where C = 95 % or

99 %, respectively, the 90 % air concentration was established by Wood (1991) and

will mostly be considered in the present project. Neglecting the slip between air and

water particles, the air and water moves with identical velocity, i.e. the so-called

mixture (subscript m) flow velocity um. To neglect the slip is a common simplification

which is required because of the measuring technique. It seems that this assumption

does not influence the results. The characteristic water discharge Qwmay be calculated

using equation (3.2). The characteristic water flow depth hw in a rectangular channel is

(4.1)

C = 90%

was

established

Wood (\ 991 )

hw = j(l-C(z))dz (4.2)

where h99 is the equivalent mixture flow depth in the z-direction. The coordinate

system is originated at the bottom of the left side wall, at the j etbox for pre-aerated flow

measurements and at the deflector for aerator flow. Figure 3.1 shows the direction of

the streamwise coordinate x, the cross sectional coordinate y and the coordinate

perpendicular to the chute bottom z. The average or mean air concentration C90 defines

the amount of air present in the flow as

coordinate

system

1
C90 =

-,— f C(z)dz.
h90i

(4.3)

The average water velocity thus is

-

=

Qw
Uw bh~„

(4.4)

thereby satisfying the continuity equation using the water discharge Qw, the channel

width b = 0.50 m and the characteristic water depth hw.

The inflow and uniform flow conditions are important with respect to

non-dimensional numbers. The following subscripts were used in this project to define

specific locations at the channel.

subscripts
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Table 4.1 Subscripts in the presentproject

b bottom

det detrainment

dr computed value for uniform flow, using the

Darcy-Weisbach equation for pure water flow

ent entrainment

mm, max minimum and maximum

o inflow conditions

u measured flow parameter at the downstream chute end

Note that the flow conditions u at the chute end are often close to uniform and identical non

to the computed dr numbers. Flow conditions in the equilibrium flow region are

considered a routine for designers, whereas the measured air-water flow parameters

located at the downstream end of the model require a drawdown curve (Hager and

Blaser 1997). To calculate e.g. the uniform mixture flow depth h90u two quantities are

needed: (1) The uniform pure water depth hdru calculated by the Darcy-Weisbach

equation, and (2) The average uniform air concentration C90u according to equation

(5.13). However, for practical applications pure water conditions may be used for

simplification.

Local quantities are used disregarding a subscript for streamwise identification, e.g.

h90 = h90(x). The following non-dimensional parameters are used for descriptions of

the coordinates in the x and z-directions.

dimensional

numbers

Table 4.2 Non-dimensionalparameters

X0 = xlh0
Xc
90w"

xlh,
90«

^»a "•'"vc«

Xdru
' --xlhdru

U9q = ulu
90

:zlh„

-90«

-'dru
'

-90

= z/h

zlhM

--zlh

90«

dru

--zlh
90

4.3 Two-phase flow parameter

Inflow properties were varied as: (1) Inflow Froude numbers 3 < F0 < 14, (2) Inflow

depths 0.03 < h0 < 0.11 m, (3) Inflow air content 0.0 < ß< 0.30 with ß= QJQ„

(4) Bottom slope So = 0%, 10 %, 30 % and 50 %, and (5) Air supply either as a pre-

aerated flow (Chapter 5) or with a chute aerator (Chapter 6). Local measurements of air

concentration, flow velocity, and air bubble size were taken axially at 35 vertical

positions in z direction, along 19 horizontal cross-sections with a streamwise adjusted

distance to the flow conditions.

varying flow

conditions
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Figure 4.2a shows a typical chute flow over a chute aerator, with the view towards

the jetbox against the flow direction. The aerator is located 2 m downstream of the

jetbox where the flow changes from black to white water. The white streaks in the

figure show surface roll waves, where the air is captured in the wave front. Figure 4.2b

shows a typical photograph ofthe air bubble distribution in such two-phase flows from

the right side (flow direction from left to right). The figure shows a small amount of air

bubbles in the lower region and a large amount in the upper region. A typical air

concentration profile for such a flow is shown in Figure 4.1.

typical
two-phase
flowpictures
on a chute

model

Typical chuteflow over an aerator a) view towards the jetbox againstflow direction

b) typical air bubbleflow distribution (Möller 2003J

4.3.1 Air concentration profiles

Figure 4.3a shows the streamwise development of air concentration profiles C(X9Qu)

over the flow depth Z90 downstream of the jetbox for a typical pre-aerated flow. The

significant first profile at X90u = 0.4 (x = 0.022 m) was influence by the jetbox. All

profiles further downstream are subject to continuous air detrainment with increasing

distance. Beyond the profile at X90u = 47.0 the air concentration profiles remain

practically constant indicating conditions close to uniform mixture flow. Figure 4.3b is

the equivalent to Figure 4.3a for aerator flow. For the first profile at the downstream

aerator end at X90u = 0.3 (x = 0.019 m), almost 100 % air prevails up to Z90 = 0.2,

followed by practically pure water for 0.20 < Z90 < 0.85. At the top region black water

forms a sharp boundary to the free surface. For the region above Z90 = 1 the air

develop¬
ment ofair
concentra¬

tion profiles
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concentration is between 0.9<C<1.0. AtX90M = 9.6 (x = 0.614m), the lower jet

nappe impinges on the chute bottom. Further downstream, the air concentration

reduces drastically in the bottom region to attain almost zero air concentration at

X90u = 15.8. In parallel the air concentration increases in the centre region between

0.20 <Z90 < 0.80. In the top layer, the profiles develop into the fluid body with

detrainment being observed further downstream.

Those two representative examples show the principle behaviour of air entrainment in

water flow by means of air concentration profiles downstream of pre-aerated, and

aerator flow, respectively. Apart from the differences between the two types of

aeration, such profiles may be used to find errors in the data set. From more than 150

experiments conducted in this project, only selected measurements are shown herein to

present the principle flow behaviour. All runs and data are available in Appendix F.

representa¬
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b)

Figure 4.3

1 -
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Air concentration profiles C(X9qJ against Z90for: F0 = 8, ß= 0.21, S0 = 10 %

a) pre-aeratedflow with h0 = 0.05 m, and h90u = 0.054 m

b) aeratorflow with h0 = 0.06 m, and h90u = 0.064 m

4.3.2 Air concentration contours and gradients

Figure 4.4 shows air concentration profiles based on Figure 4.3b in the downstream

aerator region consecutively in the flow direction (red lines). The colours indicate the

linearly interpolated air concentration contours between the observational grid. The

streamwise x- and the vertical z- axis are defined along and perpendicular to the chute,

the bottom air concentration Cb is the closest possible measurement to the chute bottom

between 3 mm < z < 5 mm. The measured uniform flow depth h90u was taken at the

end of the chute. The figure shows the amount of air in the streamwise chute direction

forX90M < 50. The air develops, from the cavity downstream ofthe aerator, upwards to

the free surface while it is carried with the main flow. The red colour stand for a high

amount of air, whereas the dark blue areas indicate regions with small air

concentrations. Low air concentration can be observed in the lower regions further

downstream where the air has been detrained and at the inflow where no air was yet

entrained from the aerator.

coloured

contour plot
downstream

ofthe
aerator
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90u

Figure 4.4 Air contour plot for aerator flow for F0 = 8,

08 09 1

0.06 m, ,0 = 0.21, S0 = 10%,

'90«
= 0.064 m

The transitions between the colours in Figure 4.4 can be interpreted as equal air

concentration lines or so-called contour lines, as shown in Figure 4.5. A new method to

approach the air detrainment may be defined as a gradient dz/dx, assuming that air

bubbles do not rise with a steady velocity ubu but depend on the local air concentration

and turbulence in the flow. The analysed contour lines refer to C = 5 %, 1 % and 0.1%

air concentration, respectively. They rise steadily until they level off at a significant

bend marked by a point P^q which was determined for each run visibly. The

detrainment gradient

det
(C)

dZ90,(O

d*90«(O

is defined from the lower starting point of the contour line up to point i^Q with respect

to the selected air concentration.

from a

colour plot
to contour

lines

(4.5)

0 50 100

Figure 4.5 Contour lines for typical aeratorflow. Run as in Figure 4.4

150
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Small air concentrations C= 1 % and 0.1 % are correlated with small bubble rise smaller

velocities or detrainment gradients, and may be explained with small air concentrations

linked to smaller air bubble diameters dbu (see also Figure 4.12).

bubble

cause

smaller

detrainment

4.3.3 Streamwise flow depth and Froude number

The free surface in an air-water mixture is, as mentioned, difficult to define. The flow

depth in air-water flow may be defined as both: (1) The air concentration in the top

region h^Cy e.g. where C = 90 %, 95 % or 99 %, and (2) The pure water flow depth hw

at the downstream end of the chute as defined in equation (4.2). The uniform

drawdown flow depth hdru can be calculated according to the implicit Darcy-Weisbach

equation (3.5) and (3.6). For regions where hwu = hdru, uniform flow is reached at the

downstream end of the chute, whereas the flow is still developing for,

equation of the drawdown curve is

.>,
dru-

The

water depth
calculation

using
several

methods

h
dr

(1 0.843e-10/3*)
h
dru (4.6)

where %= x/(hc3/(hdru2sma)), with hc as the critical flow depth, as proposed by Hager

and Blaser (1997). This theoretical approach accounts only for pure water conditions,

the reduction ofthe friction by the presence of air is not included. It is, however, a good

basis for a relation between the various flow depths. The streamwise development of

the various flow depths h90, h95, h99, hw and hdr is shown in Figure 4.6. The different

length-scale between Figure 4.6a and b result from the shorter investigated distance for

the two principle set-ups, because the aerator is located 2 m downstream of the jetbox.

Scatter in h99 indicate that the flow depth with C = 99 % is too inaccurate, whereas h90

appears more stable in terms of experimental determination. For aerator flow the

deflector height tr lifts the jet from the bottom, which increases the mixture flow

surface by the heigth of the cavity downstream of it. This is avoided for the pure water

depth hw where the air in the cavity is subtracted from the flow depth. Beside the

mentioned deviations, all curves except hdr run reasonable parallel with an increasing

spacing depending on the referring air concentration. The variation between the pure

water depth hw and h90 is about 20 %, between hw and h95 about 25 % and between hw

and h99 almost 50 %, for this flow conditions. Note that for steeper slopes more air is

entrained, resulting in larger deviations.
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withforF0=8,ß=0.21,h0=0.06m,andhdru

Scatter in Figure 4.6a between 60 < X90u < 90 can be related to a flow highly scatter in

susceptible to shock wave generation. Shock waves furthermore entail varying Froude
mhers

numbers, defined for a rectangular chute as

Q*
(C)

'4sh

(4.7)

(C)

where h90 is used for F90, and hw is used for Fw.

Figure 4.7 shows water bubbles ejected from the main flow, indicating that the

visual free surface is difficult to define. Scatter in the free surface height defined with

h99 is inevitable, therefore.

Figure 4.7 Air bubbles ejectedfrom the mainflow (Möller 2003J
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4.3.4 Streamwise average and bottom air concentrations

C„ G

90,min
is defined as the minimum obtained in a measurement. For small chute

slopes S0 < 10 % the minimum air appears at the end of the channel, for steeper chute

slopes the minimum air concentration is obtained just at the point of inception. At the

point of inception air was entrained for slopes S0 > 10 % resulting in uniform air

concentration exceeding the minimum air concentration C9Qmm < C90u (see 5.2.9).

average air

concentra¬

tion

The average air concentration C<-q as defined in equation (4.3), refers to flow depths develop-
mentof

where C = 90 %, 95 % or 99 %. The average streamwise air concentration J~

development Qq as a function of relative distance X90u is shown in Figure 4.8, by

integrating to a flow depth of h90, h95 and h99, respectively. The region X90u < 5 is

influenced by the jetbox; fürther downstream the air concentration decreases almost

linearly with distance X90u for 5 < X90u < 60. The air concentration Cmax = C90max is

defined as the maximum air concentration not effected by inflow conditions, i.e. the

jetbox and the aerator effects being neglected. The minimum air concentration

200 X,, 200 Xqr

Streamwise development of average air concentration curves referring to C = 90 %,
95 % and 99 %for S0 = 10 % for a) pre-aeratedflow with F0 = 10.03, h0 = 0.06 m,

,0=0.21,

'90w

790w

= 0.064 m

= 0.054 m, b) aerator flow with F0 = 8.00, 0.06 m, ,0 = 0.21,

C = 99%

The decay of the average air concentration C(X9Qu) in the transition zone between scatter in

X90u = 60 and uniform flow is: (1) Smooth for pre-aerated flow, but (2) Sharp-bent for

aerator flow. Data scatter in Figure 4.8a for C99 beyond X90u = 60 results in single

water droplets influencing the air concentration definition strongly. Although C90 and

C95 run practical parallel, the C = 90 % integration boundary was used in the present

project in analogy to most recent air-water projects.

For cavitation protection the bottom air concentration is relevant. Furthermore, the

bottom air concentration is almost not influenced by shock waves as the average air

concentration. Figure 4.9 shows the streamwise development of the bottom air

concentration for the runs considered previously. The location AXb^ o/o)
is defined as

bottom air

concentra-

tion
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the point measured from the jetbox or the aerator, respectively, where the bottom air

concentration falls below 1 %. According to 2.3.2, the 1 % boundary was selected for

adequate cavitation protection in the present project, due to the lack of better

information or inconsistent statements.

200 XQr 200 XQr

a) b)

Figure 4.9 Streamwise development ofbottom air concentration. Run as in Figure 4.6for

a) pre-aeratedflow, b) aeratorflow

The present experiments focus mainly on concentration curves as shown in Figure 4.8

and Figure 4.9, to investigate the streamwise development of both average and bottom

air concentrations, among other quantities of engineering interest.

4.3.5 Velocity profiles

Velocity profiles along the non-dimensional x-axis X90u are shown, again as an velocity
profiles

example, in Figure 4.10. The vertical non-dimensional coordinate Z90 is plotted as for
f0now a

air concentration profiles in Figure 4.3. The local mixture velocity um is scaled with u90 power law

TT
_ j 1/n

such that the non-dimensional velocity is U90 = um/u90, with u90 as the characteristic —20—^90

mixture velocity located at the mixture flow depth h90. Figure 4.10 shows typical

velocity profiles for pre-aerated and aerator flow conditions. For the measurements

located above Z90 > 1 the air concentration increases higher than C = 90 %, thus spray

and bubble velocities are measured in this region. No velocity information was

available at the downstream end of the chute for pre-aerated flow, and in the cavity

region for aerator flow, due to the lack of sufficient air bubbles. The fully developed

velocity profiles follow the power law

a
90

aZ\
90 (4.8)
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with a and n as empirical constants. The fully developed velocity profile is reached

much faster for aerator flow (Figure 4.10b) than for pre-aerated flow (Figure 4.10a).

Accordingly the deflector acts as a turbulence generator, as mentioned by Ervine and

Falvey (1987).

a)

Figure 4.10
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Velocity profiles U(X9QJ against Z90for S0 = 50 %, ( ) no velocity informations due to

lack of sufficient air bubbles for a) pre-aerated flow with F0 = 10.03, h0 = 0.06 m,

ß=Q.2\, h9Qu = 0.05\m, b) aerator flow with F0 = 8, ho = 0.06m, ,0 = 0.21,

h90u = 0.052 m

The best fit for the velocity profiles presented for the two representative measurements

in Figure 4.10 was n = 16 and a = \. The number n = 16 is exceptionally high as

compared to, e.g. Cain (1978) who proposed n = 6.3 for prototype investigations, or

Boes (2003) for a stepped spillway model who mentioned n = 4.3 and a = 1.05 for

0.004 < Z90 < 0.8. However, parameters for n = 10 have been observed for R > 2*10

(Schlichting 1996), but n = 16 must be explained by the air presence in the bottom

region, reducing the wall friction in the boundary layer. Figure 4.11a shows a

comparison between the fully developed velocity profile in the present project and data

by Cain (1978) and Boes (2003) for both a linear and a double-logarithmic plot (Figure

4.11b).

boundary
layer
develop¬
ment is

much

steeper
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10"

10"

b)

Fully developed velocity profiles follow equation (4.8), ( ) present project, (—) data

by Cain (1978) and (...) Boes (2003) for a) linear, and b) double-logarithmic

representation

4.3.6 Bubble size distribution

The bubble size dbu [mm] (subscript bu for bubble) is of major interest for the air

detrainment process, as shown in 2.5.2. The fiber-optical measuring system detected

the local bubble size by means of the flow velocity, the frequency and the

time-averaged air concentration, using a statistic algorithm. The statistical method rely

on all three informations, but in flow regions with insufficient air bubbles no bubble

size was determined. Figure 4.12 shows the bubble size distribution over the chute

length and the flow depth using contour plots. The bold line represents the mixture

flow depth h9Q.

bubble size

distribution

1.5

1 -

0.5 -

^90u

h90

-

^U\^S-^^_-=--_rr—^h9o

v_

— ~—20
.

1Q-

-^
40

20 -

10 —

———-^"
2

-5—

3~

^1-"
,

50 100 150 XQr

Figure 4.12 Bubble size db(z) [mm] contour lines for pre-aeratedflow. Run as in Figure 4.10a

Figure 4.12 shows a correlation between the bubble size and the distance to the chute smaller

bottom. In the lower flow zone 0 < Z90u < 0.2, the bubble size is small with

dbu < 1 mm due to high turbulence. The zone between 0.2 < Z90u < 0.7 is represented region

by bubble diameters 1.0 mm < dbu < 5.0 mm. This is similar to the size often referred

bubbles in

the lower
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to in the literature. In the region Z90u > 0.7 air bubbles increase quickly, which can be

explained with difficulties of the measuring system close to the free surface or by roll-

wave propagation in this zone, as shown in Figure 4.13. However, apart from the

accuracy ofthe numbers Figure 4.12 shows, at least qualitatively, that a constant bubble

size distribution over the chute flow region is irrealistic in highly turbulent flows.

Assuming a constant bubble rise velocity, as proposed by Chanson (1989), seems to be

questionable when considering ubu as a function of the bubble size (see 2.5.2).

Figure 4.13 Chute top view, flow direction left to right. Note the roll-wave propagation in the top

layer (Möller 2003)
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Chapter 5 Pre-aerated flow

5.1 Introduction

In the present project more than 150 experimental runs were conducted in the chute model. This chapter

presents the pre-aerated flow measurements where the air was added in the supply pipe to obtain a

hydraulically well defined two-phase flow at the jetbox. For systematical investigations of the

development of the average air concentration, the bottom air concentration and the air detrainment

gradient, the inflow Froude number, the chute slope, the inflow depth, and the inflow air concentration

was varied. It is further shown that the bubble rise velocity depends on the air concentration. The

streamwise development of average air concentration can be divided into an air detrainment region, a

minimum air concentration region, an air entrainment region and an uniform flow region. The

development depends on hydraulic parameters such as streamwise Froude number, flow depth and

chute slope.

5.2 Average air concentration

5.2.1 Typical air concentration development

Hydraulic model tests were made to analyse the effect of hydraulic parameters to

the air-water flow field by a systematic variation of relevant flow parameters. Figure

5.1 shows the typical average air concentration C90 defined by equation (2.8) as a

function of non-dimensional location X90u. The streamwise average air concentration

C90 decreases, starting from the inflow air concentration C0, to a minimum Cmin. The

average inflow air concentration C0 is influenced by the jetbox arrangement. The point

of air inception X90u =X} was demonstrated to collapse with the point of minimum air

concentration Cmin. It is located where the local flow depth h = h(x) is equal to the

thickness of turbulent boundary layer S= ô\x) (Vischer and Hager 1998).

In the region downstream of Cmin air is entrained from the free surface resulting in

an increasing air concentration C90 up to an uniform average air concentration C90u

depending on the bottom slope only. All measurements obeserved in the present project

follow this typical development of average air concentration. This section analyses the

hydraulic influences on the curve C90(X90u) by dividing it into several parts, namely:

(1) Inflow air concentration region C0, (2) Air detrainment region C90 det, (3) Minimum

air concentration region Cmin, (4) Air entrainment region C90ent, and (5) Uniform air

concentration region C90u (Kramer et al. 2004).

streamwise

average air

concentra¬

tion Cqq
development

inflow,

minimum

and uniform

air

concentra¬

tion
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x, 100

Figure 5.1 Typical average air concentration development C90 as a function ofnon-dimensional

distance X90u

5.2.2 Effect of Froude number

The effect of the Froude number was analysed using average air concentration curves

C90 for variable chute slopes, constant inflow depth and constant inflow air

concentration. Figure 5.2 shows the streamwise average air concentration curves C90 as

a function of non-dimensional location X90u for the four bottom slopes So = 0%, 10 %,

30 % and 50 %. All curves decrease first, starting at the inflow air concentration C0to a

minimum Cmin, as previously outlined. The average minimum air concentration Cmin

for steeper slopes S0 = 30 % and 50 % is better defined than for So = 0% and 10 %. On

flat chutes, the minimum air concentration in this study is defined at the break between

the steep detrainment curve and the downstream flow region where the air

concentration curves slightly decreases to attain the uniform average air concentration

C90u. The uniform average air concentration C90u at the downstream end ofthe channel

as shown in Figure 5.2 (a and b) depends on the water discharge Qw and the chute slope

S0. It seems that for steeper slopes an equilibrium state is reached depending on S0 only.

Wood (1991) mentioned similar findings after reinterpreting Straub and

Anderson's (1958) data. The region downstream of the minimum air concentration is

discussed in 5.2.9.

average air

concentra-

tion curves
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Figure 5.2 Average air concentration C90 as a function of non-dimensional distance X90u for

various slopesfor a) S0 = 0 %, b) S0 = 10 %, c) S0 = 30 %, d) S0 = 5Q%

5.2.3 Air detrainment region

Figure 5.3 shows the same data as in Figure 5.2, where each measurement is shifted average air

from its first point atX90M = 0 in the x-direction on a generalized air detrainment curve lfo~nredu~ces

C90 det
described by equation (5.2). The shifted distance between the first point and the linearly

intersection with C90 det is

X.
(Co-0.40)

shift
a

(5.1)

depending on the inflow air concentration C0 and the variable a. The average air

detrainment C90det defines the reduction ofthe average air concentration C90 per chute

length, e.g. X90u. Its best fit for the data in Figure 5.3 is

C90, det aX90u + C (5.2)
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where a =j[S0) < 0 and c = 0.40 is a constant. The parameter a varies between

-0.003 < a < -0.0017 for the four chute slopes investigated.
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Average air detrainment C90 det as a function of non-dimensional distance X90u for

various slopesfor data as in Figure 5.2, (—) equation (5.2),

a) S0 = 0.0 %,a= -0.003, b) S0 = 10 %, a = -0.0028,

c) So = 30%,a= -0.0022, andd) So = 50%,a= -0.0017

5.2.4 Effect of chute slope

According to Figure 5.3 the average air detrainment is not only a function ofthe inflow

Froude number but of chute slope as well. Equation (5.2) involves parameter a as a

9 1/9
function of the chute angle a= arctanS^, with the sine defined as sinor= SJil+Sg ) .

Figure 5.4 shows this parameter as a function of chute angle with the best fit

(R2 = 0.98)

air detrain¬

ment - a

function of
chute slope
only

a = 0.003 (sina- 1) (5.3)
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This equation allows calculating the reduction of the average air concentration in the

region between a given inflow air concentration C0 and the minimum air concentration

C

Combining equations (5.3) and (5.2) and replacing the constant c = 0.4 with the

average inflow air concentration C0 to avoid the shifting parameter Xshljt, lead to the

general function for air detrainment

C90, det
= 0.003 ( Sin OT- 1 )X9Qu + Co Co> C90, det > Cmin (5.4)

with Cmin according to equation (5.12) below. Equation (5.4) predicts the reduction of

the average air concentration in the region between a given inflow air concentrations

C0 and the minimum air concentration Cmm.

-0.001

-0.002 -

-0.003

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 since

Figure 5.4 Parameter a from equation (5.2) as a function of chute angle since, R =0.98, (—)

equation (5.3)

5.2.5 Air detrainment per chute distance

A linear air detrainment rate per meter chute length was mentioned in the literature

review (see 2.6.2). The air detrainment per chute length AC90 de/Ax can be derived for

the present project from (5.4) to

AC90, det

~Kx(
0.003 ( sin a- 1)

90«

Co - C90, det - Cmin (5.5)

and thus to

AC9o,det
_

0.003(sina-1)

Ax h
90m

Co
- C90, det - Cmin (5.6)
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Example 5.1

Problem

Solution

Answer

Consider a typical chute for various chute slopes S0 = 10 %, 20 %, 30 %, 40 % and 50 %, for a

water discharge gw = 3000 m/s, a chute width b = 40 m, and a surface roughness height

kst = 90 m/s Assume a wide chute for which Rh ~ h^ and calculate the flow field for pure

water only Find a) the uniform flow depths h90u ~ hw and b) the air detrainment AC9q det per

chute meter Ar = 1 m

The uniform flow depth can be calculated using the Manning-Stnckler equation for wide
9 9 9^/10

rectangular chutes h9(ju = hw= [Qw l(sm(Xkst b )] according to equation (5 7) Equation

(5 6) gives AC90 det
_ _ _ _

Table 5 1 shows the solution Note that AC90 det is only applicable for CQ > C90 det ^_Cmm*
There is a surprising agreement between the results in Table 5 1, with -0 15 %/m < AC9q deJ
m < -0 17 %/m, and the results found on prototype spillways between -0 10 %/m < AC9q deJ
m < -0 20 %/m (Prusza 1983, and Minor 2000)

Table 5.1 Air detrainment AC90 detPer meter chute length

S0= atana 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

sinor 0.10 0.20 0.29 0.37 0.45

^90m = hw 1.79 m 1.45 m 1.29 m 1.18m 1.10m

AC9ojdetIAx -0.151 %/m -0.166 %/m -0.166 %/m -0.160 %/m -0.150 %/m

Air detrainmentper meter

Equation (5 6) is a function ofthe chutes angle sinorand the uniform mixture flow depth

h90u which depends on the chute angle too. The uniform flow depth in equation (5 6)

may be substituted by the Manning-Strickler equation : k«t Rffio*st
The

Manning-Strickler formula is based on the Chezy formula substituting the Chezy

number C with the empirical kst number. The original Chezy formula, used for the

equilibrium of forces, was based on the chute angle sinor instead of the tanor. Due to

simplifications the tanor was used for the Manning-Strickler formula, which is

acceptable for small chute slopes. For steeper slopes, one must substitute the chute

slope S0 = tana with the sine of the chute angle sinor. Furthermore, assuming a wide

channel wiht Rh ~ hw and a flow velocity v = Qw/(b'hw), the transposed

Manning-Strickler leads to

f

h
90m

Q
2 n in

3_
Mo

2 2
vsin ockstb J

air detrain¬

mentper
chute meter

(5.7)
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substituting (5.7) to equation (5.6) leads to

AC90, det

Ax

rk.

0.003^—J "(sin a)10 (sin a- 1)
Hw

(5.8)

with the specific discharge qw
= QJb. A classical curve sketching shows that equation

(5.8) has two zeros for sinor= 0 and 1 meaning that no air detrains for horizontal and

vertical chute slopes. Note that the horizontal slope is a rather academic example

because the specific discharge would entail an infinite uniform flow depth. Further, the

function has a minimum for

sin or =
—

= 0.23 a 13.3C (5.9)

where the air detrainment is maximal. According to Figure 5.5, the maximum air

detrainment, is in the region where the curve has its minimum. This minimum may be

defined for the region between 0.09 < sinor^ 0.45. The maximum air detrainment per

chute meter depends on kst and qw only, when a constant detrainment rate is assumed of

(AC90, det

V Ax
-0.00151 — 0.09 < sin a< 0.45 (5.10)

0.6 0.8 sina

Figure 5.5 Air detrainment AC90 detP^r chute distance Ax, as afunction ofchute angle a,

(—) equation (5.8), almost constant maximum detrainment zone

Example 5.2

Problem:

Solution:

Consider the spillway again (Example 5.1). Find the maximum air detrainment rates per chute

meter for specific discharges 40 m/s < qw < 140 m/s with (AC90 de/Ax)max = -0.00\5(kstI
x3/5

: 40 % and kst = 90 m1/3/s.qw) ,
for a chute of slope S0

The maximum air detrainment rate can be calculated using AC9q de/Ax :

according to equation (5.10).

-0.0015(kst/qw)
3/5
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Answer Table 5 2 shows that this solution may be applied on chutes with 0 09 < sina < 0.45

(0 09 < S0 < 0.50).

Table 5.2 Maximum air detrainment per meter (AC90 de/m)max depending on the specific

discharge qw

1w 40 m2/s 60 m2/s 80 m2/s 100 m2/s 120 m2/s 140 m2/s

(AC90de/Ax)max -0.24 %/m -0.19 %/m -0.16 %/m -0.14 %/m -0.13 %/m -0.12 %/m

Table 5.2 recommends that the average air detainment per chute meter decreases with a

higher specific discharge qw. This is due to the relative reduction of the surface

roughness ks with increasing flow depth. Hence, turbulent effects lessen relatively with

higher discharges, causing a somewhat smaller influence to the air bubble motion.

5.2.6 Minimum average air concentration

The minimum average air concentration Cmin is an important parameter for protection

of chutes against cavitation damage. It was found to be a function of chute bottom

slope, mixture flow depth and streamwise Froude number. The streamwise Froude

number development depends directly on the flow depth which again depends on the

bottom slope; the unknown function may thus be expressed as Cmin =flF(x)). It was

found that the overall flow development is more important than inflow or uniform

conditions.

The turbulent boundary is assumed to reach the free surface where the thickness of

the boundary layer is equal to the inception flow depth S= hv it is a function of the

surface roughness height ks, the difference of water elevation between the inception

point and the reservoir level Hs, the critical flow depth hc and the chute slope S0, as

mentioned in 2.4.2. The streamwise development ofthe thickness ofthe boundary layer

is independent of the flow depth, thus larger ht entail larger xv Minimum air

concentration is consequently reached further downstream for larger then for smaller

flow depths (see 5.2.7).

The best feasable description of the general flow development for the minimum air

concentration was found to be the arithmetic average of the inflow Froude number F0

and the Froude number at the inception point F(Cmm) to be

F + F(Cmin)
F =

—

.

o-min o

80

minimum air

concentra¬

tion -a

function of
Froude

number and

flow depth

the turbulent

boundary
layer
influences
the

minimum air

concentra-

tion
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Figure 5.6a shows the minimum air concentration plotted against the average
streamwise

F:

was found to

streamwise

Froude number F0_min for all measurements with S0 > 10 %. The best fit

Cmin = 0.0l5Fo_mm.

The correlation yields R2 = 0.56 which is poor due to the data with small inflow Froude

numbers. For inflow Froude numbers F0 > 7 and bottom slopes S0 > 10 % the

correlation increases to R =0.85 (Figure 5.6b). For small bottom slopes no free

surface air entrainment occurs and the air concentration falls finally to zero. For Froude

numbers F0_min > 10, the average minimum air concentration never fell below

(5.12)
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S0 > 10 %; a) all data, correlation R = 0.56, b) datafor F0 > 7, correlation R = 0.85

5.2.7 Effect of inflow depth

The inflow flow depth h0 was varied between 0.03 m<h0 < 0.11 m. The Froude

number was computed using the water discharge which was limited to Qw = 250 1/s,

and the air discharge limited to Qa = 55 1/s. Figure 5.7 shows, as an example, the effect

of the inflow depth on the air detrainment of the average air concentration C90 for the

chute slope So = 30%. The air concentration reduces, similarly to the measurement

shown in Figure 5.3c with a constant flow depth h0 = 0.06 m, except for h0 = 0.11 m

which corresponds to F0 = 3.91. It was found that Froude numbers below F0 < 4 result

in poor correlation again and are therefore not shown. For the horizontal chute F0 < 6

data were not representative due to limited air presence. Because cavitation occurs for

high flow velocities associated with high Froude numbers, small Froude numbers

below F0 < 4 were considered insignificant for all further evaluations. The remaining

the average
air detrain¬

ment is not

influenced
by the inflow
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measurements shown in Figure 5.7 follow the same trend as in Figure 5.3. Hence,

measurements with a constant inflow depth for inflow Froude numbers exceeding

h0 = 0.05 m and F0 = 4 are adequate for the data analysis.

\C90

B*-,/*^
v%fv

«x*s||fc

V>H Cm,n

F0
o 3.91

-e- 5.14

K
0.110

0.100

\ -^*- 7.60 0.080'

x 10.19 0.065
\

-a- 11.53 0.060

\
-0- 14.12 0.050

100 200 Xc

Figure 5.7 Average air detrainment C90 as a function of non-dimensional distance X90u for

various flow depths 0.05 m < h0 < 0.11 m, 0.18 < ß< 0.22, and S0 = 3Q% (—)

equation (5.2)

5.2.8 Effect of inflow air concentration

The variation of the inflow air concentration ß was considered important for the

distance to be protected against cavitation damage by air addition. Most design

guidelines (see 2.6.2) are based on the inflow air concentration. However, Oskolov and

Semenkov (1979) demonstrated that a maximum average air concentration above 45 %

result in over-saturation of the flow because a higher concentration would produce

mainly spray. Figure 5.8a shows that the average inflow air concentration C0 varies

with the amount of added air Qa. For C0 > 0.4 the air detrains rather quickly. The

inflow air concentration appears to be not the determining factor for the distance to be

protected by air because all measurements result in about the same minimum air

concentration Cmin atX90M ~ 50. The air supplied detrains immediately ifthe amount of

air exceeds the transport capacity of the flow. Whereas Figure 5.8b shows that the

measurements are almost parallel for C0 < 0.4 and can thus be calculated by equation

(5.1). It can therefore be concluded that the flow transport capacity is more important

for the streamwise air concentration capacity than the absolute amount of air supplied.
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Average air concentration C90 as a function of non-dimensional distance X90u for

various chute slopes, a) S0 = 0.0 %, 0.19 <ß< 0.28, b) S0 = 10 %, 0.20 <ß< 0.30

Example 5.3

Problem:

Solution:

Answer:

Consider a chute model of chute slope S0 = 30 %, water discharge Qw = 198 1/s, inflow air

concentration C0 = 0.30, inflow depth h0 = 0.07 m, and flow depth at the point of inception

h(Cmm) = 0.05 m. a) Find the average minimum air concentration Cmin and the corresponding
location X9(iu of Cmin. b) Determine the distance between the air supply and the minimum air

concentration.

Calculating F0 = 0.198/(9.81«0.52«0.073)05 = 6.83 and F(Cra„) = 0.198/

(0.5 *9.81*0.05 )= 11.31 by equation (3.1), the streamwise average Froude number is

F0_mm = (6.83 + 11.31)/2 = 9.07 using equation (5.11). According to equation (5.12) and Figure

5.6, Cmm = 0.015«9.07 = 0.l4= 14%. Using equation (5.3) or Figure 5.4 gives

a = 0.003(0.29 - 1) = -0.0021. Arranging equation (5.2) for X90u, with C90det = Cmm = 0.14,

results in X9(iu = 119.0, orwithFigure 5.3, equation (5.1) results inJQ/,,« = -47.6 with respect to

the inflow air concentration.
~

0.14=14%a) The minimum average air concentration is Cmm = 0.14 = 14 %>, b) the distance from the air

supply to the minimum air concentration is X90u =X9qu +Xshlß = 71.7 (Figure 5.3c). Equation

(5.4) may also be used for calculating the streamwise reduction of the air concentration.

5.2.9 Air entrainment region

Two important effects for the average air concentration C90 where described in the

previously chapters, namely: (1) The average air detrainment curve depends on the

inflow air concentration C0 and the bottom slope S0, and (2) The minimum air

concentration Cmin depends on a combination of the inflow Froude number F0 and the

local Froude number at the point of inception F(Cmin). For cavitation protection of a

chute the distance to the next aerator results from the above proposed equations (5.12)

and (5.4), provided the minimum average air concentration required for spillway

protection is known (Example 5.3).

Ehrenberger (1926) established that air in high-speed chute flows is entrained by

free surface aeration. The free surface aeration is an important feature for aerator

spacing because downstream of the inception point no additional aerator is normally

needed. The average air concentration in uniform mixture flow was considered by, e.g.

air detrain¬

ment,

minimum air

concentra¬

tion and air

entrainment
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Hager (1991) who stated that C90u depends on the chute slope only, based on Straub

and Anderson's (1958) classical data set. The streamwise development of average air

concentration for chute flows was investigated by Kramer et al. (2003). Figure 5.9a

shows, as an example, the effect of free surface aeration by means of air contour lines.

Here, the air contour lines C(x) show a steep gradient between the free surface C = 1

and black water C = 0 at the jetbox for X90u = 0, which means almost pure water flow

at this point. The jetbox has, however, a somewhat roughening effect to the flow

surface. The air concentration contours C(x) dowstream of the jetbox show a fan-

shaped behaviour where the C = 0.001 impinges the chute bottom atX90M ~ 200.

Figure 5.9b shows the streamwise development of average air concentration C90

for two otherwise identical experiments, O for pre-aerated jetbox flow with ß=2\ %,

and © for non-aerated inflow with ß= 0 %, respectively. Note the linear increase ofthe

average air concentration for non-aerated inflow which proves that surface air

entrainment is important. Note also the almost identical uniform air concentrations at

the downstream side of the two respective plots.
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pre-aerated
and non-

aerated flow
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a) Contour plotfor non-aeratedflow F0 = 7.71, S0 = 50 %, Shockwave,

b) Average air concentration C90 as afunction ofnon-dimensional distance X90ufor ©

pre-aeratedflow with ß= 21 % and © non-aerated inflow, respectively, (-.-.-) uniform
air concentration. Run as in a)

The curve for the pre-aerated measurement O in Figure 5.9b increases significantly

shortly downstream of the jetbox X90u < 10 to the inflow air concentration of

C0 = 0.27, and then decreases, as previously explained. Additionally, Figure 5.9b

shows that the air entrainment for pre-aerated flow downstream of the minimum air

concentration Cmin increases more gently compared to non-aerated flow, but finally

reaches about the same uniform air concentration G

(Figure 5.10c and d).

90«
0.29 as can be shown later

general air

entrainment

function
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The process of air entrainment was analysed for the region between the average

minimum air concentration Cmin and the uniform air concentration C90u. Figure 5.10a-c

show the air entrainment downstream of the point of minimum air concentration for

various chute slopes. For the horizontal chute S0 = 0 no air entrainment at all was

observed. The measurements were shifted in the same way as explained in 5.2.3 on

equation (5.13) based on the minimum air concentration. This method enables to

compare the air entrainment for different measurements independent of the minimum

air concentration. The best analytic fit for the average air entrainment was found to be

the hyperbolic tangent function

C90, ent C90utanh(d X90u)

the general
equation
depends on

the uniform

air

concentra¬

tion only

(5.13)

with C9Qu=f{S0) (Figure 5.10) and d =0.004 for pre-aerated, and d = 0.006 for

non-aerated inflow conditions. The general form of this equation with d =0.004

depends on the uniform air concentration C90u only. Two outliers are notable in Figure

5.10c and one in Figure 5.10d relating to the data sets with the smallest discharges.

Both data sets appear to deviate from the general trend at their ends, because of a

sudden increase of C90. These data points are affected from model limitations. For flow

depths reducing below hw ~ 2 cm the single measuring steps between two points in

vertical direction Az ~ 0.20 mm are to large to define a clear boundary. Additionally,

minute shock waves have relatively larger influences to these observations. However,

these three data points seem not to have an influence on the general trend line and are

specially marked in Figure 5.10c and d, respectively.
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Figure 5.10 ( ) Average air entrainment C90 entforjetboxflow according to equation (5.13) as a

function ofnon-dimensional distance X90ufor various chute slopesfor

a) S0 = 10 %, C90u = 0.20, b) S0 = 30 %, C90u = 0.23, c) S0 = 50 %, C90u = 0.29, and

d) for non-aeratedjetboxflow with S0 = 50 %, C90u = 0.29

Equation (5.13) describes a general form of the air entrainment function depending on

the average air concentration in the equilibrium state. It was shown by Hager (1991),

who mentioned C90u = 0.15(sina) (equation (2.14)), and Chanson (1997), who

stated C90u = 0.90sinor (equations (2.15)), in 2.4.2 that the uniform air concentration

C90u varies with the bottom slope only. Both statements are based on Straub and

Anderson's (1953) results. It was attempted to confirm the two equations even if the

chute roughness differed strongly from the present roughness. Figure 5.11a shows the

air entrainment concentration C90ent as a function of X90u for the four investigated

chute slopes S0, based on Figure 5.10 and equation (5.13), respetively The influence of

the bottom slope on the uniform air concentration is obvious, with higher uniform

average air concentration for steeper slopes.

Figure 5.11b compares C90u from the present project with proposals by Hager and

Chanson applying Straub and Anderson's data. The equilibrium or uniform flow region

was not focused in the present project due to the limited chute length of / = 14 m, for

chute slopes S0 < 50% and constant roughness ks = 0.00023 mm (see 3.4.3).

Anderson (1965) added smooth channel measurements but did not publish the entire

data set. Therefore, only uniform average air concentrations integrated over the flow

depth h99 instead of the h90 standard are available. Anderson (1965) mentioned that

further experimentation in this area is necessary to delineate the transition from the

air-water mixture in the smooth to the rough chute. Lakshmana Rao and Kobus (1973)

added data for C99u but did not publish detailed measurements. The large deviations

between those from the present data sets can be traced back to the effect of surface

comparing
the present
data to that

in the

literature

lower air

concentra¬

tions in the

present

project
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roughness. Whereas Straub and Anderson used an artificially roughened surface, the

present project was based on a practically smooth boundary surface. This effect needs

additional attention in the future.

A limited amount of average air concentration data in the uniform region is air entrain-

ment
available in the present project, of which best fit is (Figure 5.11b) function

~

1,
.

,0 25

C90w =

-(sinor) 0< sin or < 0.5 (5.14)

with a correlation coefficient of R =0.98.

u.t

c

w90 ent

0.3 C90u(50%)=0 29

^^~C(30%)=023
0.2

^^%J^/o)=0 2Q

0.1 -

c90„(°%)=°°

0

a)

Figure 5.11

200 400 Xa,

b)

0.8 sina

a) Streamwise average air entrainment C90 ent for various bottom slopes, ( )

equation (5.13), b) uniform air concentration C90u as a function of bottom slope

sinor = S/fl +SJ°5> ( ) equation (5.14) with R2 = 0.98, (—) equation (2.14) by

Hager (1991), and (-.-.-) equation (2.15) by Chanson (1997)

Combining equations (5.13) and (5.14) thus gives

C90,ent = -(sin dr) tmh(d X90u) (5.15)

with d= 0.004 for 0<So< 50% and hydraulic smooth, pre-aerated inflow conditions.

The effect of bottom slope is relatively small for S0> 10 %, whereas air entrainment

increases significantly for C90 < 2/3C90u.

Example 5.4

Problem Consider the flow given by Example 5 3 Calculate the streamwise behaviour of the average air

concentration downstream of the point of inception C9q ent (point of minimum air

concentration)
_

Solution According to equation (5.14), the uniform air concentration is C90u = 1/

3(0.29)° 25
= 0.24.
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Answer The streamwise development of the air entrainment downstream of the point of inception can be

described as C9q ent
= 0 24tanh(0 004X90m) using equation (5.13) or (5 15) or Figure 5 11.

5.3 Bottom air concentration

5.3.1 Effect of Froude number

The bottom (subscript b) air concentration Cb is relevant for chute cavitation

protection, even if there is still an ongoing discussion on the amount of air required for

adequate chute surface protection (see 2.3.2). The bottom air concentration Cb is

examined in a similar way as was the average air concentration C90.

Figure 5.12 shows streamwise bottom air concentration Cb as a function ofX90M in

a semi-logarithmic plot for four different bottom slopes So = 0%, 10 %, 30 % and

50 %, and Froude numbers 4.5 < F0 < 14.4. Close to the jetbox X90u ~ 0 air

concentrations were close to Cbo ~ 5 %. This is a characteristic value of bottom air

concentration generated by the jetbox for pre-aerated flow conditions independent of

C0. Compared to the average air concentration where the jetbox entrains air similar to a

bottom outlet gate, the bottom air concentrations is not influenced from the opening.

No air concentration information can be deduced with the fiber-optical measuring

system for concentrations falling below Cb = 0.0001 (see 3.4.2), but this occurs mainly

for flows with small Froude numbers far downstream of the chute.

The data of Figure 5.12 can be classified in the same three regions as for the

average air concentration, namely: (1) Air concentration decay in the near flow field,

(2) Minimum value region, and (3) Increasing air concentration region. It is assumed

that the air entrained from the free surface has not reached the bottom sustainable to

obtain equilibrium conditions due to limited channel length. The inflow Froude number

F0 is the major factor for the streamwise development of the bottom air concentration.

All curves start at the characteristic value ofbottom air concentration at the inflow Cbo,

decrease fan-shaped in the semi-logarithmic plot, depending on the inflow Froude

number. The bottom slope has two effects: (1) The gradient of the decreasing curves

Cb det depends on the bottom slope, and (2) The kink in the detrainment curves (Figure

5.12c and d) between the steep and the flatter decay regions is better defined for steep

than for flat slopes, whereas the air concentration reduces to zero further downstream

for almost horizontal chutes.
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Figure 5.12 Bottom air concentration Cb as a function of non-dimensional distance X90u for

various slopes a) S0 = 0 %, b) S0 = 10 %, c) S0 = 30 %, andd) S0 = 50 %

5.3.2 Air detrainment region

Figure 5 13 shows the identical data as in Figure 5 12 for the air detrainment portion bottom air

COYlCQYltYQ-
The semi-loganthmic, fan-shaped form is exposed by lines following the detraining .

reduces

trend The gradient of each line depends on the inflow Froude number F0 as semi-

c
b, det bo

mXgüu
Ch„e

logarithmic

(5 16)

where Cbo is the upstream bottom air concentration
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S0 = 30 %, andd) S0 = 50 %, ( ) slope mfor (5.16)

The best fit for the air detrainment gradient m =flß0) as a function ofthe inflow Froude

number is

m n¥
-2 50

(5.17)

with n =j[S0). Equation (5.17) implies that the bottom air detrainment gradient can be Qb.det-
cIqdqyicIs OYl

approximated with a power function where the inflow Froude number dominates. A

Figure 5.14 shows that n in equation (5.17) depends exclusively on the chute bottom

slope with n ranging between 7.18 < n < 14.42.
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Bottom air detrainment gradient m as afunction ofinflow Froude number F0for

a)So = 0%,n = 14.42, R2 = 0.99, b) S0 = 10 %, n = 9.88, R2 = 0.99,

c) S0 = 30 %, n = 8.79, R2 = 0.97, and d) S0 = 5Q%, n= 7.18, R2 = 0.99, ( )

according to equation (5.17)

5.3.3 Effect of chute slope

Equation (5.17) suggests a method to calculate the bottom air detrainment gradient by

means of a power function. The equation was derived for constant chute slopes with

variable inflow Froude numbers including a variable « as a function of chute slope.

Figure 5.15a shows all corresponding curves m =flF0) developed from Figure 5.14. A

large detrainment gradient for Froude numbers F0 < 5 was observed for all bottom

slopes, whereas the bottom slope has no major influence on the detrainment gradient

for F0 > 12. According to Figure 5.15b n ranges between 7.18 < n < 14.42 for chute

slopes S0 < 50 %. The variable n varies as n =flF0, S0), therefore. The best fit for the

variable « as a function of chutes slope is (R2 = 0.94)

bottom air

detrainment

- a function

ofbottom

slope and

inflow
Froude

number

n 7.2-0.006
°

+ 6.6. (5.18)
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A combination of equations (5 16), (5 17) and (5 18) results in the general equation for

the bottom air detrainment

C
b, det Cboe

-(7 2 0 006 -6 6)Fo250X9(
Cbo>Cbdet>C, (5 19)

Equation (5 19) predicts the detrainment of the bottom air concentration Cbdet of

pre-aerated jetbox flow between the inflow bottom air concentration Cbo and the

minimum bottom air concentration Cb min
The quality of equation (5 19) is shown in

Figure 5 16 where the trend lines are compared to the original data from Figure 5 13 In

Figure 5 16, the continuous lines are the predicted bottom air concentration according

to equation (5 19), up to the minimum Cbmin where the continuous line changes to a

dashed line The thin dotted lines represent the trend lines from Figure 5 13 which were

taken to be the best fit for the bottom air detrainment measurements Note the small

deviations between the continuous lines and the dotted lines

high quality
ofequation
(5J2X
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Figure 5.16 Bottom air detrainment concentration Cb det as afunction ofnon-dimensional distance

X9qu for various slopes including Cbdet according to ( ) equation (5.19) to a

minimum, ( ) as the continuing lines below the minimum bottom air concentration,

Runs as in Figure 5.13 with (...) as the belonging trend lines

5.3.4 Minimum bottom air concentration

According to 5.2.6 the average minimum air concentration Cmin depends on the

streamwise development of the Froude number F0_mm using the arithmetic average of

the inflow Froude number and the Froude number at the inception point. Figure 5.12

shows that for steeper chute slopes So>30% a clear minimum Cbmin is also reached

for bottom air concentration measurements, except for F0 = 4 because the bottom air

concentrations falls below Cb = 0.01 %. A minimum bottom air concentration was not

reached for flat slopes S0< 10% along the chute length, however. The turbulence

generation on flat slopes is obviously insufficient to create a strong enough turbulence

overcoming surface tension and entrain air down to the chute bottom. Therefore, only

measurements on steeper chute slopes S0> 10 % were taken into account for the

analysis of the minimum air concentration.

Cb falls

below

0.01 %on

flat slopes
Sc<10%
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The minimum bottom air concentration was found to be a function of Cb min =f{S0,

F(x)), similar to the average air concentration. Because of the direct relation between

the Froude number and the bottom slope the function can be rewritten as

Cb min =flF(x)). The best streamwise Froude number was approached by equation

(5.11) with F0_min = (F0 + F(Cb min))/2 as a combination of the inflow Froude number

F0 and the Froude number at the location of the minimum air concentration F(Cb min),

defined as the point of inception. Figure 5.17 shows the minimum bottom air

concentration as a function of F
0_min

with the best fit (R2 = 0.85)

C
b, min

-7 0.70Fo
3.6 10 e Fo>7;So>10%.

Equation (5.20) was limited to F0 > 7 and bottom slopes S0 > 10 %, as previously for F

outlined, and furthermore limited to F
0.min

> 11 because for smaller streamwise Froude

numbers the bottom air concentration falls below Cb < 0.01 %. The equation depends

indirectly on the chute slope S0 because it influences the drawdown curve and the point

of inception, and thus the Froude number at the point of minimum air concentration

F(Cmin). For a streamwise Froude number F0_min > 14.6 the bottom air concentration

will not fall below Cb = 1 % at any point ofthe chute, following equation (5.20).

(5.20)

o-min-—-

14.6 the

bottom air

will notfall
below 1 %
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Figure 5.17 Minimum bottom air concentration Cbmin as a function of the combined Froude

number Fr Jor S0 > 10 %, F0 > 7, R2 = 0.85

entrainment

into the

Air entrainment region

In contrast to the average air concentration C90ent, only a small effect of the free no air

surface air entrainment on the bottom air concentration Cb was observed (see 5.2.9).

Although Figure 5.12 shows that the bottom air concentration levels off for So = 30%, bottom

or even increases for S0 = 50 %, this effect was marginal. Two explanations are offered:

(1) The chute length of / = 14 m was insufficient to develop equilibrium flow, and (2)

The maximum chute slope of S0 = 50% combined with a chute surface roughness of

region
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ks = 0.00023 mm do not produce enough turbulence to overcome the buoyancy of the

bubbles down to the chute bottom. Straub and Anderson's (1958) findings were

contrary to (2) because they observed bottom air entrainment for slopes below

S0 = 50%. However, their chute surface was artificially roughened with ks = 0.1 mm.

Option (1) was considered to be significant for steeper slopes So>30% because

equilibrium flow conditions were not always obtained, option (2) for smaller slopes

S0 < 10 % since not enough turbulent energy is produced here to overcome bubble rise

forces.

Example 5.5

Problem

Solution

Answer

Consider an inflow Froude number of F0 = 9 3, a Froude number at the point of inception of

¥(Cmm) =13 5 and a chute slope of S0 = 0 45 Find the minimum bottom air concentration

Cb mm and the streamwise behaviour of Cb det
for an inflow bottom air concentration Cbo = 0 04

F0-mm = (93 + 13 5)/2 =114 According to equation (5 20) or Figure 5 17b, the minimum

bottom air concentration is Cbmm = 3.6«10~7e° 7(M1 4
= 0 0011 = 0 11 % The variables are

n = 7 2'0 006° 45
+ 6 6 = 6 63 (equation (5 18) and Figure 5 15b), and m = 6 63«9 T2 5

= 0 025

according to equation (5 17)
The streamwise development of the bottom air detrainment downstream of the air supply can be

described as CbÀet = 0 04e~° 025X90u
using equations (5 16) or (5 18), or Figure 5 16

5.4 Development of air concentration isoline

5.4.1 Effect of Froude number

The increase of the air concentration isoline is defined as the air detrainment gradient

detçQ = dZ90M(C)/dX90M(C) by equation (4.5), and a typical example is shown in Figure

4.5. Detrainment gradients were taken for all measurements individually, with a

summary in Appendix E. Air detrainment gradients det^Q are influenced by the local

air concentration C proofing that the air bubble rise velocity ubu varies corresponding

to air concentration. Small air bubble rise velocities can be traced back to the fact that

these regions have small air bubbles dbu<2n\n\, as shown in Figure 4.12. In the

following, the variation of the air detrainment gradients det^Q with the inflow Froude

number F0 is analysed.

Figure 5.18 shows air detrainment gradients det^Q against the inflow Froude

number F0 for the four investigated chute slopes So = 0%, 10 %, 30 % and 50 %,

relative to C = 5 %, 1 % and 0.1 %. The linear trend lines correlate with the gradients

detçQ 05), detçQ 01)
and detçQ 001).

The data scatter indicated difficulties in the qualitative

data analysis of the air detrainment gradients. The trend of detçQ 05)
is weak, although a

larger air concentration seems to detrain with smaller gradients for high Froude

numbers whereas the detrainment results in steeper gradients for smaller Froude

numbers. Despite the scatter in Figure 5.18 an explicit relation between the inflow

Froude number F0 and the air detrainment gradient det^Q was established for the

C= 1 % and the C = 0.1 % contour lines. The det.

(0 001)
trend line is steeper than

air detrain-

ment

gradients

relation

between

detfC)_and
hydraulic
boundary
conditions

det(Q 01) indicating that small air concentrations may remain longer in the flow.
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For gradients detç0 01)
and detç0 001) equal to zero, the according air concentration

C=l%orC = 0.1% was not measured along the entire channel, this means that the

air concentration never falls below these numbers. The air concentration never falls

below C = 0.1 % for F0> 14.5 on a horizontal chute So = 0% (Figure 5.18a) and

F0>8.3 for ^ = 50% (Figure 5.18d). Likewise the air concentration falls below

C = 1 % for all investigated runs for So = 0% (Figure 5.18a) but is not below this

number for F0 > 10.7 for S0 = 50 % (Figure 5.18d). Measurements for chute slopes

10 % < S0 < 30 % are intermediate to the behaviour of the two slopes mentioned. In

general, both the Froude number and the chute slope influence the air detrainment

gradients. It was thus attempted to develop an explicit function for the influence of the

Froude number on the air detrainment gradient (see 5.4.2).
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Figure 5.18 Air detrainment gradient det/Q as a function of inflow Froude number F0 with linear

trend lines det,

(0 05)

i(C)

( ), det(00l) (—) and det(000l) (...) for a) S0 = 0.0 %

b) S0 = 10 %, c) S0 = 30 %, andd) So = 50%
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5.4.2 Effect of chute slope

Figure 5.18 shows the air detrainment gradients det^Q for the four investigated chute

slopes. In Figure 5.19 all trend lines referring to C=\% and C = 0.1% were

superimposed, whereas the trend lines for det^0 05)
were dropped because of the large

data scatter and the irrelevance in engineering practice.

steeper
chutes result

in smaller

air detrain¬

ment

gradients
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Figure 5.19 Air detrainment gradients det/Q as afunction ofFroude number F0for S0 = 0.0 %

( ), S0 = 10 % ( ), S0 = 30 %(---), S0 = 50% (-- -), a) det(0 01>
and b) det(0 001)

Figure 5.19 shows that the trend line for the horizontal chute So = 0.0% ( ) is at the

top with the largest detrainment gradients for det^QV) and det^ 001), respectively. For

steeper chute slopes the trend lines steepen, indicating smaller air detrainment gradients

for a given inflow Froude number. The air detrainment gradient is thus a function ofthe

inflow Froude number and the chute slope det^Q =flF0, S0)

det
(C) -e¥0 + r (5.21)

with e =fl^S0). The common point r = eF^Q + det^Q depends on the air

concentration C, where F^q is the inflow Froude number F0 at the point r and det^Q

is the detrainment gradient det^Q at this point. Equation (5.21) may thus be expressed

as

det
(C) -e(F0-FKC)) + ^,

>(0 (5.22)

where the two parameters F^q and det^Q are specified in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3 Constant parameter F^q and det^Q for the detrainment gradients at the point r in

equation (5.22)

detr(Q FKO

C=1.0% 0.015 6.9

C = 0.1% 0.012 5.8

The variable e is shown in Figure 5.20 for the four chute slopes and for detçQ 01)
and

^(oooi)- Note that e is almost independent of the air concentration. The air

concentration influences the location of the point r in Figure 5.19, but the slope e is a

function of chute slope only. The best fit for e is (Figure 5.20)

7.2- 10 4tan(2.7sina) + 1.4- 10
3

0<sina<0.5 (5.23)

4*10

2'10-

.

e

Jt——-^—

Ä

det
(0 01)

def(oooi,

0 0.2 0.4 since

Figure 5.20 Variable e as afunction ofthe sine ofchute angle a, ( ) equation (5.23)

Combining equations (5.22) and (5.23) yields

det
l(C)

(7.2- 10 4tan(2.7sina) + 1.4- 10 3) • (F. -F ,n) + det
,n (5.24)

o lr{C)> >(Q

with the constants det^Q and F^q according to Table 5 3

Example 5.6

Problem

Solution

Answer

Determine the air detrainment gradient det,C\ for a chute model of slope S0 = 30 % and an

inflow Froude number F0 = 7.5 !

The variable is computed to e = 7 2*10 tan(2 7*0 29) + 1 4*10 =0 0021 using equation

(5 23) or Figure 5 20

The air detainment gradients are det(0 01)
= -0 0021(7 5-6 9) + 0 015 = 0 014 (Figure 5 19a)

and det,

(0 001)
: 0 008 (Figure 5 19b) or by equation (5 22) using Table 5 3 for the constants

Equation (5 24) can also be applied for a direct approach
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5.5 Bubble rise velocity

The fiber-optical probe measured the local mixture flow velocity um in flow direction

by equating the air flow velocity ua and the water flow velocity uw as mentioned in

3.3.2. A direct link from the measured data to the bubble rise velocity ubu, which is

perpendicluar to the main flow direction, was thus not possible. Although that the

measuring system determined the bubble size dbu a relation between the bubble size dbu

and the bubble rise velocity ubu seems to be rather uncertain in high turbulent flow (see

2.5.2). Additionally, the bubble size varies with the turbulence and the air

concentration. Accordingly, a new approach for a relation between the air

concentration C and the bubble rise velocity ubu was required. This relation was

determined using the air detrainment gradient det^Q, which describes the increase of

the air concentration contour lines with the distance, and the average inflow velocity

u = QJ{bh^). Here the average velocity is adequate since the change in the velocity

direct downstream of the air supply is rather small. The time-averaged bubble

(subscript bu) rise velocity was thus defined as

lbu(C)
' - detsC<u

with respect to the air concentration C. According to 5.4 the air concentration contour

lines C = 1.0 % and C = 0.1 % refering to detçQ 01)
and detçQ 001),

would be consequent

to be taken for the bubble rise velocity Wèw(ooi) and ubu(0 00iy e-§- ubu(00i) is me

bubble rise velocity at the C = 1 % air concentration contour line, as shown in Figure

5.21.

(5.25)

definition of
bubbles rise

velocity

Jk

r

x~
dX

-*

90u(0 01)

Figure 5.21 Definition sketch for air detrainment gradient det/Q and bubble rise velocity ubu(C\,

based on Figure 4.5

Chanson (1989) defined the bubble rise velocity for air detrainment processes as the

constants ubu
= 0.16 m/s for scale models, and ubu

= 0.40 m/s for prototypes. A steady

bubble rise velocity implies that an air bubble rises from the bottom up for the next

time step, thus the bottom air concentration falls to zero immediately. However, it was

demonstrated in section 5.3 that the bottom air concentration reduces exponentially,

indicating that the air bubble rise velocity depends on the local air concentration, in

contrast to a linear detrainment approach. Figure 5.18 shows that air concentration

contours related to small air concentrations decay slower than those connected to larger

air concentrations. This can be explained by: (1) Small air concentration contours refer

bubble rise

velocity
depends on

the air

concentra¬

tion
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to small air bubbles whose rise velocity is reduced according to Figure 2.9, or (2)

Turbulent and diffusive effects act as a random generator and distribute air bubbles in

regions with smaller air concentration. This section aims to present bubble rise

velocities depending on the air concentration using equation (5.25).

Figure 5.22 shows non-dimensional bubble rise velocities

U
bu

ubu{C)

Jgho
(5.26)

related to a concentration of C = 1 % as a function of the streamwise Froude number non-

dimenswnal
according to equation (5.11). The measurements refer to the four investigated huhh\e nse

chute slopes So = 0%, 10 %, 30 % and 50 %. Although the scatter of data in Figure

5.22 a reduction of \ibu with F0_min is noted. The data in the brackets () in Figure

5.22b and d result from small inflow Froude numbers F0 < 4 and are thus excluded

from the analysis. Furthermore, the bubble rise velocity falls to zero for F0_min > 13.8,

indicating that air bubbles associated with C = 1 % were kept at the chute bottom for

large streamwise Froude numbers. The slope of the function can be described as

(Figure 5.22)

U
bu <*o-, Fo) F >7 5

o -min
—

velocity
depends on

the

streamwise

Froude

number

(5.27)

where F0 is the Froude number where Vbu = 0. The slope of the trend line t = 0.029 is

constant in Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23. The constant F0 depends on the relating air

concentration contour line C in the same two figures (Table 5.4). Equation (5.27) must

be limited to F„ >7.5 and to lk<0.15 for C=1.0% and to lk<0.10 for'bu bu

C=0.1 % because these were the highest non-dimensional bubble rise velocities

observed.
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a)
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0.15

0.10

0.05

d)

0.15

0.10

0.05

d)

Figure 5.22 Non-dimensional bubble rise velocity \Jbu (5.26) for C = \% as a function of

streamwise Froude number F0_min according to (5.11), ( ) trend line with t = 0.029

(5.21)for a) S0 = 0 %, b) S0 = 10 %, c) S0 = 30 %, andd) So = 50%, region ofdata

scatter

From a physical point of view, the non-dimensional bubble rise velocity reduces for

steeper chute slopes due to the increasing turbulence. It would therefore be evident if

the slopes t of the trend lines in Figure 5.22 would increase for steeper chute slopes.

They are constant instead because the streamwise Froude number F0_min includes the

chute slope already. The parameter F0_min accounts in a simple way for the cross flow

features with a reducing flow depth h(x). It must be emphasised that this analysis is

based on a simply approach to describe the bubble rise velocity in turbulent flow. The

significant data scatter in Figure 5.22 allow only a qualitative description of the

non-dimensional bubble rise velocity which is approached by equation (5.27).

However, this is the first attempt to describe the behaviour of single bubble under such

conditions and might be improved in future.

Figure 5.23 shows the same measurement as Figure 5.22 but refers to the C = 0.1 %

air concentration. A similar trend of the non-dimensional bubble rise velocity Vbu can

be noted except that the trend lines intersect the x-axis at F0 = 10.5; the bubble rise

velocity is thus zero for a higher streamwise Froude number. The constant slope t ofthe

trend line was again determined to t = 0.029. The data point in brackets (Figure 5.23b)

refers to a small inflow Froude number and is therefore also excluded from the data

analysis.

streamwise

Froude

number

F0.mmjends_
to overesti-

mate F„

bubble rise

velocity
related to

C = 0.1%
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Figure 5.23 Non-dimensional bubble rise velocity Ubu (5.26) for C = 0.\% as a function of

streamwise Froude number F0_min (5.11), ( ) trend line with t = 0.029 in equation

{5.21)for a) S0 = 0 %, b) S0 = 10 %, c) S0 = 30 %, andd) So = 50%, region ofdata

scatter

Table 5.4 Constants t and Fqfor the bubble rise velocity refering to the air concentration contour

lines Cfrom Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23 in equation (5.27)

t Fo max. scatter

±F
o-min

C=1.0% 0.029 13.7 2.5

C=0.1% 0.029 11.8 2.0

Example 5.7

Problem: Find the bubble rise velocity ubu for a chute model of slope S0 = 30 %, water discharge

<2W = 1981/s, inflow depth h0 = 0.08 m, and flow depth at the point of inception

h(Cmin) = 0.05 m.
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Solution

Answer

0 198/(9 81«0 52«0 0053)05With Fo = 0 198/(9 81-0 5M) 008T = 5.59 and F(Cml„)
= 11.31 from equation (3 1), the streamwise Froude number is F0_mm = (5.59 + 11.31)/
2 = 8.45 using equation (5 11) From equation (5 27), the non-dimensional bubble rise velocity
can be calculated to Vbu = -0 029(8 45 - 13 8) = 0.155 for C = 1 % and Vbu = -0 029(8 45 -

11 5) = 0.088 for C = 0.1 % using the corresponding constants of Table 5 4

The dimensional bubble rise velocity is ubu
= 0 ll-(9 81*0 08)° 5

= 0 014 m/s for C = 1 % and

ubu
= 0 06»(9 81*0 08)° 5

= 0 078 m/s for C = 0 1 % according to equation (5 26) Note the data

scatter for this approach, thus this result claims only to be a qualitatively

0.15

0.10

0.05

^_.............................

\

4 8 12 F

Figure 5.24 a) Trend line from Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23 following equation (5.27), for ( )
C = \.0%and(—)C = 0.\ %

The non-dimensional bubbble rise velocity Vbu depends exclusively on the streamwise

Froude number F0.min. Figure 5.25 shows a summary of all dimensional bubble rise

velocities ubu in [m/s] according to equation (5.25) for all investigated chute slopes

against the inflow Froude number F0. This figure aims to show the range of ubu

observed in this project. Typically, one notes 0.02 < ubu < 0.12 m/s in Figure 5.25a, and

for 0.0 < ubu < 0.08 m/s in Figure 5.25b. This observation suggests that a bubble rise

velocity under such flow conditions in a Froude model is in the order of ubu ~ 0.08 m/s

for the investigated air concentrations.

to find a
bubble rise

velocity for

prototypes is

rather

uncertain
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Figure 5.25 Dimensional bubble rise velocity ubu [m/s] against inflow air concentration F0

a)C = \.0%,andb)C = 0A %
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Chapter 6 Aerator flow

6.1 Introduction

This chapter aims to present data of air concentration contours downstream of an aerator in high-speed

chute flows. The measurements were conducted similarly to the pre-aerated data presented in Chapter 5

but the air was added by a 1:10 chute aerator of height tr = 15 mm, and length lr = 150 mm. The air

discharge Qa was supplied from the compressed air system mentioned in the previous chapter. The

aerator was located 2.0 m downstream of the jetbox to obtain a hydraulically well defined upstream

flow, as described in 3.2.2. In principle the same experiments were conducted as for the pre-aerated

flow, with the differences between the streamwise air concentration development for both aeration

systems being outlined in this chapter. Although the flow features resulting from an air supply system

were not the primary objective of the present project, the detrainment process along a chute depends on

the aeration system and cannot be neglected, therefore.

6.2 Average air concentration

6.2.1 Aerator flow

The principle development of air concentration profiles for aerator flow is, as expected,

similar to the pre-aerated measurements shown in 5.2.1. The average air concentration

C90 is the integral between the chute bottom and the mixture flow depth h90 where the

air concentration is C = 90 %, defined by equation (4.3). The typical behaviour of the

average air concentration is shown Figure 5.1, it was classified in: (1) Inflow air

concentration C0, (2) Air detrainment region C90det between C0, and (3) Minimum air

concentration C9Qmm, (4) Air entrainment region C90ent between C9Qmm, and (5)

Uniform air concentration C90u. Figure 6.1 shows an aerator and the downstream flow

region. The air is entrained from: (1) The bottom cavity due to the jet deflection, (2)

The free surface in the centre region by turbulence effects.

air

concentra¬

tion

development
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a) b)

Figure 6.1 Aerator and downstreamflow region a) streamwise view, b) top view

The region between the lower jet nappe and the chute bottom directly downstream jet_

of the aerator is called the air cavity, with an air concentration C= 100 %. The free —^

surface air entrainment direct at the aerator must be considered with special attention.

The pressure field changes from a reasonable hydrostatic profile phyd upstream of the

aerator to negative pressure p < 0 in the cavity immediately downstream of the

deflector before it impinges with a high bottom pressure p >Pfjyd at the point of

inception. This highly non-hydrostatic pressure field causes turbulence which leads to

an air entrainment from both, the cavity and the free surface, direct at the aerator. This

behaviour is qualitatively shown in Figure 6.2. The air entrainment in this region is

highly developing and therefore not considered for the present data analysis.

a) b)

Figure 6.2 Qualitative pressurefield at an aerator

The data analysis starts at the point of jet impact, where the lower jet trajectory

impinges the chute bottom. This point collapses with the point ofmaximum average air

concentration Cmax. The jet trajectory length depends on the spillway slope a, the ramp
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(deflector) angle 0, the pressure gradient Ap between the cavity pressure and the

atmospheric pressure, and the upstream Froude number F0 (Rutschmann and Hager

1990).

6.2.2 Effect of Froude number on air detrainment

The effect of Froude number was analysed in Chapter 5 for pre-aerated flow using

average air concentration curves C90 for varying chute slopes S0, constant inflow depth

h0 and constant inflow air concentration ß. Figure 6.3 shows the streamwise average air

concentration curves C90 for aerator flow as a function of non-dimensional location

X90u for the four bottom slopes So = 0%, 10 %, 30 % and 50 %. More scatter are

notable for aerator than for pre-aerated flow, both at the inflow and the minimum air

concentration regions, compared to Figure 5.2. The uniform air concentration C90u for

the aerator measurements in Figure 6.3 seems to be roughly the same as for

pre-aeration, details for the air entrainment and uniform region are addressed in 6.2.8.

The inflow air concentration C0 is more spread and larger for aerator than for

pre-aerated flow because the aerator produces significant spray, especially for high

Froude numbers.
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c)

Figure 6.3
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Average air concentration C90 for aerator flow as a function of non-dimensional

distance X9Qu for various slopes, runs as in Figure 5.2, (—) uniform air concentration

C90m, for a)So = 0 %>, b) S0 = 10 %>, c) S0 = 30 %>, andd) So = 50%>

6.2.3 Air detrainment region

The average air detrainment C90det = a'X9Qu + C0 for pre-aerated flow was described

by equation (5.2). The variable a describes the slope of the reducing average air

concentration with the distance varied between -0.003 < a < -0.0017 for pre-aeration,

depending on the chute slope S0. Figure 6.4 shows the same data as in Figure 5.3 for

aerator flow. The air detrainment for aerator flow ( ) follows the same linear trend as

for pre-aerated (—) flow conditions. Note the difference in the slope of the trend lines

between the two air supply systems. The average air concentration downstream of the

aerator decreases faster for aerator flow than for pre-aeration. The slope a of the trend

line for aerator flow was found to be a = -0.009 for So = 0%, a = -0.0015 for

S0 = 10 %, a = -0.0065 for S0 = 30 % and a = -0.0050 for S0 = 50 %.

The larger air detrainment downstream of an aerator for small bottom slope can be

explained by the non-hydrostatic pressure gradient in the impact zone leading to a

larger air detrainment (see 2.5.2). The air detrainment gradients depend on the exact

aerator geometry and the upstream flow conditions. The aerator design needs more

attention in future.
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Average air detrainment C90 det as a function of non-dimensional distance X90u for

various chute slopes, data as in Figure 6.3, ( ) equation (5.2) for aerator flow, (—)
trend linesfor pre-aerated measurements (Figure 5/3), for a) S0 = 0.0 %, a =-0.009,

b) So = \0%,a= -0.0075, c) S0 = 30 %, a = -0.0065 d) S0 = 50 %, a = -0.005

6.2.4 Effect of chute slope

Figure 6.5 shows thw parameters a for aerator flow as a function of the sine of the

chute angle a, with the best fit (R2 = 0.90)

a = 0.0085(sina-l).

Also plotted is the corresponding curve according to equation (5.3) for pre-aerated

flow. Both equations (5.3) and (6.1) have the common point a(a= 90°) = 0. Note the

steeper gradient a for aerator flow which is almost trippled for flat slopes, indicating

that more air under otherwise identical conditions is detrained for this flow condition.

Figure 6.5 shows furthermore that the two lines are getting closer for steep chute angles

or because the pressure gradient in the point ofjet impact for aerator flow reduces for

steeper chute slopes with the sine of chute angle.

(6.1)

reduced

pressure

gradient in

the point of
impact for

steep chutes
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Inserting equation (6.1) in equation (5.2) allows to present a general relation for air

detrainment for aerator flow

C90,det = 0.0085 (sin UT- 1)X90m +Co Co ^ C90det ^ Cmin
,

with C0 as the average inflow air concentration, and Cmin as the average minimum air

concentration from equation (5.12).

(6.2)

-0.005

-0.010

0.8 since

Figure 6.5 Parameter afrom equation (6.1) as afunction ofthe sine ofthe chute angle unafor

(—) aeratorflow, R = 0.90, and (—) pre-aeratedflow by equation (5.3)

6.2.5 Air detrainment per chute distance

The interest to determine the average air detrainment per chute distance AC90 detIAx for

practical application was outlined in 5.2.4. Following that procedure, equation (6.2) can

be written as

AC9o,det
_

0.0085 ( sin a-I)

Ax h
Co > C90, det > Cn

90m

and in terms of specific discharge qw
= QJb and surface roughness kst as

. I 3

AC90, det

3

Ax 0.0085^—) (sinû')10(sinû'-l)

(6.3)

(6.4)

with the corresponding minimum at sincr= 3/13. Figure 6.6 shows air detrainment per

chute meter for aerator flow ( ) and pre-aerated flow (—), with a maximum of
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3

= -0.0043 f—"1
AX J

max yqj

AC90, det
0.09 < sina< 0.45 (6.5)

-0.0015

-0.0030

-0.0045
sma

Figure 6.6 Air detrainment AC90 detPer chute meter Ax = 1 m as a function of the sine of chute

angel a, for aeratorflow ( ) equation (6 4), andpre-aeratedflow (—) equation (5 8)

Example 6.1

Problem

Solution

Answer

Consider the same spillway as in Example 5 1 and Example 5 2 again Assume an aerator

dimensionally similar to the deflector used for the present chute model Keep all other quantities
identical îe £rf = 90 m1/3/s, So=\0%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50%, and 40 m2/

s < qw
< 140 m/s Compare a) air detrainment AC9q det per chute meter Ar = 1 m for_aerator

flow and pre-aerated flow conditions, and b) the maximum air detrainment rates with (AC9q deJ
)max = "O 0043fe/^)3/5 (equation (6 5))
See Example 5 1 and Example 5 2

See Table 6 1 and Table 6 2 Note that air detrainment is almost tripled for aerator as compared
to pre-aerated flow conditions

Table 6.1 Air detrainment AC90 detPer meter chute length for pre-aeration compared to aerator

flow

So 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

^90u = hwu 1.79 m 1.45 m 1.29 m 1.18m 1.10m

Pre-aeration, AC90 detln\ -0.151 %/m -0.166 %/m -0.166 %/m -0.160 %/m -0.150 %/m

Aerator, AC90 dJn\ -0.438 %/m -0.470 %/m -0.471 %/m -0.453 %/m -0.426 %/m
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Table 6.2 Maximum air detrainment per meter (AC9Q de/m)n

qwforpre-aeration, compared to aeratorflow

depending on specific discharge

1w 40 m2/s 60 m2/s 80 m2/s 100 m2/s 120 m2/s 140 m2/s

Pre-aeration,

(AQ>0,de/m)max
-0.244 %/m -0.191 %/m -0.161 %/m -0.141 %/m -0.126 %/m -0.115 %/m

Aerator,

(AQ>0,de/m)max
-0.699 %/m -0.548 %/m -0.461 %/m -0.404 %/m -0.362 %/m -0.330 %/m

6.2.6 Minimum air concentration

The minimum air concentration Cmi„ is a function of the streamwise Froude number minimum air

F0_min as described for pre-aerated flow in 5.2.6 by equation (5.12). Figure 6.7 shows

the minimum average air concentration Cmin against the streamwise inflow Froude

number F0_min for all chute slopes S0, for aerator flow with the measurements limited to

F0 > 4. The best fit for the minimum average air concentration for aerator flow was

found to (R2 = 0.83)

concentra¬

tion follows

the same

equation for

aerator flow

Cmin = 0.015F^ (6.6)

Although the average air concentration detrains much quicker for aerator flow than for

pre-aeration, the minimum air concentration seems similar to pre-aerated flow

conditions. This can be traced back to the fact that the minimum average air

concentration depends only on the air transport capacity at the point of inception xt, and

not on the air supply device. In other words, the flow at xt has 'forgotten' the air supply

device.
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Figure 6.7 Minimum air concentration Cmin against streamwise Froude number F0_minfor aerator

flowfor all chute slopes, F0 > 4, ( ) equation (6.6), correlation R = 0.83
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6.2.7 Effect of inflow depth

It was demonstrated in 5.2.7 that the inflow depth h0 has no influence on the air

detrainment process relating to the average air concentration C90 det.
The constant

aerator ramp height tr = 15 mm affects the air detrainment process for aerator flow as

shown in 6.2.3. It may be assumed that one aerator geometry, which varies relative to

the flow depth h(x), changes the detrainment behaviour. Figure 6.8 shows, as a typical

example, the effect of the inflow depth h0 on the average air detrainment C90 for the

chute slope So = 30%. The figure shows that all air concentrations C90 reduce similarly

to the measurements shown in Figure 6.4c, and a variable inflow depth between

0.05 m < h0 < 0.11 m has no effect on the detrainment gradient, therefore. Nevertheless

that no affect was found in this section, a influence from the uniform flow depth h90u to

the air detrainment gradient AC90 dJAx was proved by equation (6.3). This can be

explained by the limitation range of the jetbox opening up to h0 = 0.12 m and the water

discharge up to Qw = 250 1/s. Further investigations would be desirable.

the average
air detrain¬

ment is also

not

influence by

the inflow

100

F„ h
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Figure 6.8 Average air detrainment C90 det as a function of non-dimensional distance X90ufor

various flow depths 0.05 m < h0 < 0.11 m, for the chute slope So = 30%, ( )

equation (5.2) a =-0.0065, (—) trend lineforpre-aerated measurements (Figure 5.7)

6.2.8 Air entrainment region

The streamwise average air entrainment concentration C90 ent
downstream of the point

of inception xt was considered in 5.2.9 for pre-aerated flow. The point of inception for

the pre-aerated measurements and non-aerated deflector flow was defined at the point

where the average air concentration reached its minimum at Cmin. For non-aerated

jetbox flow measurements, the air entrainment started at the jetbox. Figure 6.9a shows

the effect of free surface aeration by means of air concentration contour lines for

non-aerated jetbox flow and for deflector flow, both with and without upstream air

supply. Whereas air concentrations increase almost linearly in this typical fan-shaped

behaviour with origin at the point of inception for jetbox flow as in Figure 5.9 (—), a

chute deflector entrains air locally and thus increases significantly the air concentration

the aerator

effects the

air

concentra¬

tion contour

lines in the

near flow

field
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shortly downstream from the deflector between 0<X90m<100 ( ). Further

downstream, an air entrainment pattern similar to the jetbox flow develops. Note the

almost identical contour gradients of the two respective air supply systems at the

downstream end of Figure 6.9a. They are in agreement, except for the C = 99 %

contour line, which may be due to the generation of shock waves along the chute and

their influence on the flow close to the free surface. Accordingly the effect of the

aerator is large in its near flow field, but appears to have practically no effect on the far

flow field. Otherwise expressed, chute flow far away from an air supply device has

forgotten its history, and only local effects are retained (Kramer et al. 2003).

The average cross-sectional air concentration development C90 as a function of

relative distance X90u is shown in Figure 6.9b for O pre-aerated jetbox flow with

ß= 21 %, © non-aerated jetbox flow with ß=0%, © pre-aerated aerator flow with

ß=2\ %, and © non-aerated deflector flow with ß=0%. For non-aerated jetbox flow

©, C90 increases almost linearly with distance, in contrast to non-aerated deflector flow

© involving a local maximum beyond the chute deflector, then drops and practically

runs parallel to curve © for larger distances. The pre-aeratedjetbox flow O differs only

in the detrainment region from pre-aerated deflector flow ©, as outlined in 6.2.3.

Downstream of the point of inception at x,
= 100 all curves run parallel up to uniform

average air concentration C90u = 0.24 atX90M = 230.

average air

concentra¬

tion

comparing

pre-aerated
and non-

aerated flow

0.4
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Figure 6.9

200 X„,
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.„J,
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b)

a) Contour plot for non-aerated flow F0 = 6.0, S0 = 50 %, shock wave, for ( )

non-aerated deflectorflow, (—) non-aeratedjetboxflow. Runs as in Figure 5.9;

b) Average air concentration C90 as a function ofnon-dimensional distance X90u, for

pre-aerated jetbox flow O with ß=2\ %, non-aerated jetbox flow © with ß = 0 %,

pre-aerated deflector flow © with ß=2\ %, and non-aerated deflector flow © with

ß= 0 %, respectively. (-.-.-) uniform air concentration C90u

Figure 6.9b shows that each air supply device has its particular features resulting in a air entrain

specific near-field flow pattern. The turbulence level of chute flows is relatively high

thus local characteristics are diffused beyond X90u -100. The air-water mixture flow

ment

function for

aerator flow
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features of the far-field depend exclusively on the chute characteristics. For a prismatic

rectangular chute, these are boundary roughness and chute slope. For both jetbox and

deflector flows, the local entrainment effect has to be separated from the far-flow field,

therefore.

It was stipulated that average air concentration in the far field does continuously

increase, from a boundary value to equilibrium, as proposed in 5.2.9. This trend was

checked for jetbox flow, with Figure 6.10 showing data for aerator flow shifted on

C90 ent
= C9QUtanh(d'X9Qu) as described by equation (5.13). The variable d in the

tangent hyperbolic function describes the curve slope in the origin. For jetbox flow

conditions two different variables were found to describe the air entrainment,

depending on the air supply. For non-aerated jetbox flow the air entrainment from the

free surface was found to follow the above mentioned equation with d = 0.006 whereas

for pre-aerated jetbox flow d= 0.004. Deflector flow conditions showed a different

behaviour, both variables were found to be d = 0.004 independent of the air supply.

This can be explained with the above mentioned approach. The deflector acts like a

turbulence generator which entrains, in fact, air locally to a certain amount, but the far

flow field is not influenced. The transition zone between the local deflector region and

the uniform region is similar to conditions where air was supplied to the inflow,

whereas the initial air entrainment was nonexistent for non-aerated jetbox flow. Two

feats are notable in Figure 6.10 (c and d), relating to the data sets with the smallest

upstream Froude numbers F0 and thus the smallest discharges. Both data sets appear to

deviate at their end reaches from the general trend. It is therefore presumed that scale

effects and minute shock waves have effected these data points, but that the general

trend is not influenced, as discussed in 5.2.9.
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0.4

c)

Figure 6.10
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( ) Average air entrainment C90ent according to equation (5.13) as a function of

non-dimensional distance X90u for aerator flow, and a) S0 = 10 %, b) S0 = 30 %, c)

non-aerated deflector flow, S0 = 50 %. With the uniform air

790m=0.15 (pre-aerated flow C90u = 0.20), b)

I) non-aerated deflectorflow C90m = 0.29

S0 = 50 %, and d)

concentration a)

c) C9qu = 0.29, and

C90U ~ 0.23,

The uniform air concentration C90u shown in Figure 6.10 for aerator flow is identical to

the pre-aerated measurements shown in Figure 5.10, except for the measurements on

the flattest chute 5*0=10%. This bottom slope is too flat to produce sufficient

turbulence to entrain significant amounts of air. Figure 6.10a shows that air is entrained

downstream of the point of inception at Xt = 200 up to C90u = 0.15, whereas air was

entrained up to C90m = 0.20 for pre-aerated flow in Figure 5.10a atX, = 270. The

uniform air concentration is thus between 0.15 < C90m(10 %) < 0.20 for S0 = 10 %.

However, the overall trend is not effected from this slight deviation, and equations

C90M = 0.33(sintt)0-25 (5.14), and C90ent = 0.33(sina)025tanh(d'X90u) (5.15) are also

valid for chute aerators.

uniform air

concentra¬

tion

6.3 Bottom air concentration

6.3.1 Effect of Froude number

The bottom air concentration Cb gives the most meaningful information about the

potential of chute cavitation protection. Figure 6.11 shows streamwise bottom air

concentration curves Cb for aerator flow as a function of X90u in a semi-logarithmic

plot, similarly to the pre-aerated flow measurements shown in Figure 5.12. The bottom

air concentration for the two air supply systems vary mainly in the near flow field close

to the aerator. The bottom air concentration in the cavity immediately downstream of

the aerator is Cbo = 100 % atX90M < 5, whereas a characteristic value ofCbo ~ 5 % was

observed for jetbox flow atX90M ~ 0 (Figure 5.12).

the bottom

air detrains

exponen¬
tially,

downstream

ofthe cavity
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The data for pre-aerated flow were classified into three regions, namely: (1) Air

detrainment region, (2) Minimum air region, and (3) Increasing air concentration

region. Figure 6.11 shows that region (1) must be split into two portions for aerator

flow: (1.1) A region with a large detrainment which is directly influenced by the

aerator, and (1.2) A transition zone downstream of the kink in the detrainment curve

where exponential detrainment establishes, similar to observations for pre-aeration.

Accordingly, four flow zones were defined for aerator flow. Yet, the flow zone directly

influenced by the aerator was not subject ofthis project. The detrainment zone ( 1.2) not

directly influenced by the deflector shows a similar fan-shaped behaviour as

pre-aerated flow for the streamwise development of the bottom air concentration in a

semi-logarithmic plot. It can also be observed that the inflow Froude number F0

determines the detrainment slope.

four instead

ofthree

regions as

for_
pre-aeration
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6.3.2 Air detrainment region

Figure 6.12 shows the corresponding data as Figure 6.11 for the bottom air detrainment

portion. The bottom air detrainment in the semi-logarithmic plot follows

C,

b,det" CboG
mX90u

as in equation (5.16). The variable m is the slope of the trend lines,

it depends on the inflow Froude number F0 and the inflow bottom air concentration Cbo

determined at the kink of the detrainment lines, downstream of region (1.1) influenced

by the deflector. The detrainment region for aerator flow was thus defined between Cbo

and the minimum air concentration Cb min.

steeper
bottom air

detrainment

gradients
for aerator

flow
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Bottom air concentration in the detrainment region Cb det as a function of non-

dimensional distance X90u for various bottom slopes a) S0= 0%, b) S0 = 10 %,

c) S0 = 30 %, and d) S0 = 50 %, ( ) equation (5.16), (-•-•-) kink-line downstream of

region (1.1) directly influenced by the aerator

The bottom air detrainment slope m for pre-aerated flow was demonstrated to be higher

m = nF0~250 according to equation (5.17). Figure 6.12 shows that the bottom air

detrainment slope for aerator flow depends also on the inflow Froude number F0.

Therefore equation (5.17) for aerator flow was applied, using the variable n to account

detrainment

for small

slopes
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for chute slope. Figure 6.13 shows the variable m as a function of the inflow Froude

number F0 for the four investigated chute slopes for aerator flow, in comparison to

pre-aerated flow. Smaller deviations for the chute slopes So = 0% and 10% were

observed, whereas the slope m differ to pre-aerated measurements for S0 = 30 % and

50 %. The deviations can be explained by higher pressure gradients in the impact zone

for flat chute slopes. Therefore, the variable n in equation (5.17) depends exclusively

on the chute slope, ranging between 2.22 < n < 30.30 for aerator flow.
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Bottom air detrainment gradient m as afunction ofinflow Froude number F0for

a)So = 0%,n= 30.30, R2 = 0.89, b) S0 = 10 %, n = 18.80, R2 = 0.97,

c) So = 30%, n= 2.54, R2 = 0.66, and d) So = 50%, n= 2.22, R2 = 0.78, ( )

equation (5.17)for aeratorflow and (—) pre-aeratedflow from Figure 5.14

6.3.3 Effect of chute slope

The effect of chute slope on the bottom air detrainment Cbdet for pre-aerated flow was bottom air

derived in 5.3.3 by equation (5.19) and Figure 5.15. Figure 6.14a shows the same effect r

aerator

for aerator flow in relation to pre-aerated measurements. All curves follow a power law flow

as proposed by equation (5.17) with a variable n, depending on the chute slope and the
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air supply system. A large detrainment gradient for Froude numbers F0 < 4 was found,

whereas the bottom slope has no major influence on the detrainment gradient for

F0>12. The variable n for pre-aeration ranged between 7.18 <n< 14.42, the

correlation between n and the chute slope S0 was described by equation (5.18) (Figure

6.14b). The bottom air detrainment parameter n for aerator flow had a wider range

between 2.22 < n < 30.30 and can be described by (R2 = 0.89)

n = 30 • 0.006 (6.7)

0.4

0.2

m aerator S = 0 %

S =10%

S =30%

S° = 50 %
O

pre- ... S =0%

aeration --- S° = 10%

— S =30%

--- S =50%
O

.*.. A7 = 7.2-0.006bo+6.6
-
—

T^- —.................

a) b)

Figure 6.14 a) Superposition of curves m as a function of inflow Froude number F0 from Figure

6.13 for all bottom slopes, b) ( ) parameter nfrom Figure 6.13 as afunction ofchute

slope S0, R = 0.89for aeratorflow equation (6.7), (—) equation (5.18)forpre-aerated

flow

The general equation for the bottom air detrainment for aerator flow can be described

as

Cb, det Cboe
-30-0.006 °F„ 25°Xa,

c <c <c

^b, min
~ ^

b, det ~ ^ bo '

This section demonstrates that a deflector influences the behaviour ofthe air in the near

flow field downstream of the air supply such that the bottom air detrainment for smaller

chute slopes S0 is the multiple ofthat for pre-aerated flow. For chute slopes So>30%

the deflector has a small influence to Cb det,
however. This again can be explained by a

higher pressure peaks in the impact zone for flat chute slopes, which presses the air

away from the bottom.

(6.8)

no influence

ofthe
deflector for

steeper
chute slope
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6.3.4 Minimum bottom air concentration

The minimum bottom air concentration Cbmin for pre-aerated flow was described in

5.3.4. Figure 6.15 shows the minimum bottom air concentration Cb min
as a function of

streamwise Froude number F0_min = (F0+ F(Cb min))/2 according to equation (5.11) for

aerator flow. The same trend as for pre-aerated flow results in

r

b, min
3.6 10 e

Thus a very similar equation to the pre-aerated flow (5.20) can also be applied for

aerator flow. Equation (5.20) was limited to F0 > 6 and S0 > 10 % for pre-aerated flow,

whereas no limitation is required for aerator flow. Although the bottom air

concentration Cbdet is larger for small chute slopes, the minimum bottom air

concentration seems to be almost independent of the air supply device.

This behaviour can be explained by the fact that the aerator acts as a turbulence

generator such that its transport capacity is reached earlier, but its characteristics

remain unchanged. It was likewise proofed in 6.2.6 that the presence of a deflector has

no effect on the minimum average air concentration Cmin.
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Figure 6.15 Minimum bottom air concentration Cb min
as a function of the streamwise Froude

number F0_mmfor F0 > 4, R2 = 0.82, ( ) equation (5.20)

Example 6.2

Problem

Solution

Calculate for a typical spillway the bottom air concentration Cb for an aerator dimensionally
similar to that used in the present project at X9(iu = 100, and compare it to pre-aerated flow

conditions Consider an inflow bottom air concentration Cbo = 0 04 at the point of the

concentration curve kink not influenced from the aerator, for a) variable chute slope So = 0 %,

10%, 30%, 40 % and 50 % and constant inflow Froude number F0 = 8 3, and b) variable

inflow Froude numbers 4 < F0 < 14 and constant chute slope S0 = 0 45 %

The variable n can be calculated for aerator flow according to equation (6 7) to n = 30*0 006

and for pre-aerated flow according to equation (5 18) to n = 1 2*0 006 +66 The variable

n¥0 according to (5 17) is used to calculate the bottom air concentration

C
b.det

'
: Cboe'

mX90u
for equation (5 16) at X(

90»
' 100
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Answer Table 6 3 provides the results for bottom air concentrations with a constant inflow Froude

number and variable chute slopes, and Table 6 4 those for a constant chute slope and variable

inflow Froude numbers A direct solution gives equation (5 19) for pre-aeration and (6 8) for

aerator flow, respectively

Table 6.3 Bottom air concentration Cb in %, depending on the chute slope S0for F0 = 8.3 and

Cbo = 0.04, atX90u = 100 (Example 6.2a)

So 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

n, pre-aeration 13.80 10.91 9.19 8.15 7.53 7.16

n, aerator 30.00 17.99 10.78 6.46 3.88 2.23

m, pre-aeration 0.070 0.055 0.046 0.041 0.038 0.036

m, aerator 0.151 0.091 0.054 0.033 0.200 0.012

Cb(X90u= 100) in %,

pre-aeration
0.003 0.016 0.040 0.066 0.089 0.110

Cb(X90u= 100) in %,

aerator

0 0.001 0.018 0.154 0.567 1.240

Table 6.4 Bottom air concentration Cb in %, depending on the inflow Froude number F0 with

S0 = 0.45, and Cbo = 0.04, atX90u = 100 (Example 6.2b)

F
x
o

4 6 8 10 12 14

n, pre-aeration 7.32 7.32 7.32 7.32 7.32 7.32

n, aerator 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

m, pre-aeration 0.228 0.083 0.040 0.023 0.014 0.010

m, aerator 0.094 0.034 0.017 0.090 0.060 0.040

Cb(X90u= 100) in %,

pre-aeration
0 0.001 0.073 0.401 0.986 1.472

Cb(X90u= 100) in %,

aerator

0 0.133 0.762 1.548 2.191 2.657

6.4 Air detrainment gradient

6.4.1 Effect of Froude number

The principle of the air detrainment gradient det^Q is defined by equation (4.5), and a

typical example is shown in Figure 4.5. The detrainment gradients for pre-aeration are

considered in 5.4. This section aims to compare these data to aerator flow. A summary

for all detrainment gradients det^Q and bubble rise velocities ubu(^Q
= det^u as

defined in (5.25), is given in Appendix E. Figure 6.16 is the equivalent to Figure 5.18

for pre-aerated flow, it shows air detrainment gradients det^Q for aerator flow against

the inflow Froude number F0 for the four investigated chute slopes So = 0%, 10 %,

30 % and 50 %, referring to C = 5 %, 1 % and 0.1 %. The linear trend lines correlate

air detrain¬

ment

gradients
are steeper

for aerator

flow
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with the gradients detm
05\, det,Q 0j)

and detm 0on- Again, the trend ofdet/Q 05\
is weak

and no defined trend was observed. Note that the scale of the vertical axis varies

between 0 < det^Q < 0.08 as compared to 0 < det^Q < 0.02 for pre-aerated flow in

Figure 5.18. This proofs that the overall detrainment gradient for aerator flow is much

larger than for pre-aerated flow.

It was demonstrated for the pre-aerated measurements that both, the inflow Froude

number F0 and the chute slope S0 influence the air detrainment gradients detçQ 01)
and

detm
ooi).

The air detrainment gradients Je^0 oi)
and det^ 0oi)

for aerator flow show a

similar behaviour, apart from the higher values. Furthermore, Figure 6.16 shows that

the trend lines for aerator flow run more parallel as those for pre-aerated flow.

the inflow

Froude

number and

chute slope
influence the

detrainment

gradient

0.08

0.04

det(C)

•I-....

•

• det
(0 05)

* def(ooi)
def(oooi) -

*

: - a

0.08

a)

10

0.04

b)

•v. •

•

-.

• det
(0 05)

def(ooi)
"

def(oooi) -

•

-I-...-

10

0.08

0.04

c)

Figure 6.16

det(c) • det
(0 05)

det
(0 01)

det
(0 001)

•

i—,—,—,—,—i——^_m_

•

10

0.08

0.04

d)

Air detrainment gradient detsqfor aeratorflow as afunction ofinflow Froude number

F0 wit linear trend lines deùQ q5~, ( ), det{'(0 01) (—) and det.

(0 001) (---) for

a) S0 = 0.0 %b)S0 = 10 %, c) S0 = 30 %, andd) So = 50%
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6.4.2 Effect of chute slope

Figure 6 16 shows the air detrainment gradients det^Q for the four investigated chute

slopes for aerator flow In Figure 6 17 the trend lines de^oi) and flfe^-0ooi) were

superimposed (thick lines) as for pre-aeration from Figure 5 18 (thin lines) The trend

lines for pre-aeration have a common point r, as specified in Table 5 3, depending on

the air concentration C, and a variable slope depending on the chute slope Sa, whereas

the trend lines for aerator flow are almost parallel The largest detrainment gradients

result for the chute slope So = 0% for both det^ 01)
and detçQ 001), respectively For

chute slopes S0 > 0 % the trend lines are lower indicating smaller air detrainment for a

given inflow Froude number The air detrainment gradient for aerator flow can be

described as

detrainment

gradients
are almost

parallel

det
(C) -a¥o + b (6 10)

with a =f(C) describing the slope of the trend lines and b depending on the chute slope

The constant a is the average of the fairly parallel trends line for aerator flow shown in

Figure 6 17 and b is the intersection at F0 = 0 (Table 6 5)

0.08

0.04

a)

0.08

0.04

b)

Figure 6.17 Air detrainment gradients det^Q as a function ofFroude number F0 as described by

equation (6 10)forSo = 0 0%> ( ), S0 = 10 % ( ), S0 = 30 %(---), S0 = 50 %

( ), a) det/Q oi>
Qnd b) det^ 0oi)

Thick lines refer to aeratorflow and thin lines to

pre-aeration

The variable b is shown in Figure 6 18 for the four chute slopes, and det(0 0 ^
and

det(Q 00 j)
The best fit for b is (R = 0 97 and R = 0 96, respectively)

b =
- 0 04Vsina+ c 0 < sina< 0 50 (6 11)

with c as a variable depending on the air concentration contour C (Table 6 5)
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Table 6.5 Variable afar the detrainment gradients, the variable b for the influence ofchute slope

in equation (6.10) and variable c for the influence ofair concentration C according to

equation (6.11)

a

b

(So = 0°/o)

b

(So=l0%)

b

(S0 = 30 %)

b

(S0 = 50 %)
c

C=1.0% 0.0039 0.058 0.050 0.038 0.032 0.060

C = 0.1% 0.0050 0.052 0.042 0.031 0.029 0.054

0.06

0.03

-

"* " "

""""H ----.
-..._

det
(0 01) -

det
(0 001)

0.2 0.4 since

Figure 6.18 Variable b as a function of the sine of the chute angle a, ( ) equation (6.11) with

c = 0.060for C=\% (R2 = 0.97), and (—) c = 0.054 for C = 0.1 % (R2 = 0.96)

Combining equations (6.10) and (6.11) yields for aerator flow

det
(C) -aFo-0.04Vsina+c 0<sina<0.5 (6.12)

with the constants a and c according to Table 6.5.

Example 6.3

Problem

Solution

Answer

Consider Example 5 6 and compare the air detrainment gradient detm
ooi)

f°r a chute model of

slope S0 = 30 % and an inflow Froude number F0 = 6 5 for both pre-aerated flow and aerator

flow l

The variable b is computed to b = -0 04(sinQ) + 0 054 = 0 032 using equation (6 11) or

Figure 6 18

The air detrainment gradient for pre-aerated flow is det/Q 0oi)
= 0 0080 (see Example 5 6), and

det.

(0 001)'
-0 005 »6 5 + 0 032 = 0 0004 (Figure 6 17b) or by equation (6 10) using Table 6 5

for the constants a and c Equation (6 12) can also be applied for a direct approach
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6.5 Bubble rise velocity

The time-averaged bubble rise velocity ubu^
= det^u is defined by equation (5.25),

and a typical example was shown in Figure 5.21. This section aims to present bubble

rise velocities ubu for aerator flow and compares it to pre-aerated flow conditions. The

non-dimensional bubble rise velocity Vbu = ubu/(gh0) was introduced in equation

(5.26). Figure 6.19 shows Vbu for aerator flow as a function of the streamwise Froude

number F0_min for the four investigated chute slopes S0 and compares it to the

pre-aerated data. Note that the scale ofthe vertical axis varies between 0 < det^Q < 0.25

whereas the scale for pre-aerated flow is 0 < det^Q < 0.15 in Figure 5.25. This proofs a

larger overall bubble rise velocity than for pre-aerated flow conditions.

Figure 6.19 shows that aerator and jetbox flows have similar non-dimensional

bubble rise velocities. The scatter in \Jbu was already discussed for pre-aerated flow,

the scatter for aerator flow is in the same range. The trend lines in Figure 6.19 indicate

a similar behaviour for the two air supply systems. Larger deviations may be observed

in Figure 6.19b for S0 = 10 %, where the non-dimensional bubble rise velocity is

tripled for aerator flow in the small F0.min domain. Overall, Vbu = -t(F'0.mm - F0)

according to equation (5.27) can therefore be used for aerator flow to estimate the

non-dimensional bubble rise velocity with a constant ^ = 0.029, with F0 = 12.2 for

C = 1.0 % and F0 = 12.2 for C = 0.1 % (Table 5.4).

similar non-

dimensional

bubble rise

velocity for

aerator and

pre-aerated
flow

the same

equation
can be used

for aerator

flow

0.20

0.10

12 F

0.20

0.10

a) b)
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0.20

0.10

d)

Figure 6.19

12 F

0.20

0.10

d)

x ro v:\
^

I?

12 F

Non-dimensional bubble rise velocity \Jbu according to equation (5.26) for C = 1 % as

a function of streamwise Froude number F
0_min according to (5.11), ( ) trend line

with the constant ^ = 0.029 in equation (5.27) for aerator flow data (), and (—)

pre-aerated flow data ( ) for a) S0= 0%, b) S0 = 10 %, c) So = 30 %, and d)

S0 = 50%, region ofdata scatter

Figure 6.20 refers to the C = 0.1 % air concentration. A similar trend for aerator flow as

for pre-aerated flow can be noted, except for the horizontal chute (Figure 6.20a). The

constant for the trend line was also t = 0.029. It can therefore be concluded that the

non-dimensional bubble rise velocity Vbu is depending on the streamwise Froude

number F0_min, independend of the air supply system. This, however, seems to be true

for the reduction between \Jbu and F0.min and not for the dimension of the

non-dimensional bubble rise velocity. The dimension increases in the same way as the

detrainment gradient det^Q with the different ais supply systems.

bubble rise

velocity
related to

C = 0.1 %

0.20b

0.10

0.20

0.10

a) b)
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0.20

0.10

0.20

0.10

c) d)

Figure 6.20 Non-dimensional bubble rise velocity \Jbu (5.26) for C = 0.\% as a function of

streamwise Froude number F0_min according to equation (5.11), ( ) trend line with

t = 0.029 {5.21) for aerator flow data (h), and {—) pre-aerated flow data { ) for a)

S0 = 0 %, b) S0 = 10 %, c) S0 = 30 %, andd) S0 = 50 %, region ofdata scatter

Figure 6.21 shows all dimensional bubble rise velocities ubu in [m/s] for all

investigated chute slopes against the inflow Froude number F0. The range of ubu for

aerator flow is slightly larger for pre-aerated flow due to the increased pressure

gradient. However, the bubble rise velocity typically does not exceed ubu
= 0.15 m/s

for C = 1.0 % air concentration in Figure 6.21a, and ubu
= 0.11 m/s for C = 0.1 % air

concentration in Figure 6.21b.

dimensional

bubble rise

velocity are

in the same

range for
both air

supply
devices

0.15 0.15

0.10

0.05

b)

Dimensional bubble rise velocity ubu [m/s] against inflow air concentration F0 for

aeratorflow data (, ). and pre-aeratedflow data { , ) with a) C = 1.0 %, and b)
C = 0.1 %
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This section presented a new developed approach to describe the bubble rise velocity in consequence

chute flow depending on the air detrainment gradient. Although the bubble rise

velocity was not measured directly, the order of magnitude seems to be plausible. This

approximation may not be practical for direct calculations of air bubble motion

downstream of an air supply device, but it is one step for further understanding of air

bubbles moving in high turbulent flow.
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Chapter 7 Discussion of results

7.1 Introduction

The last two chapters provided a detailed summary and evaluation of the data in the present project.

The streamwise behaviour of the average air concentration, the bottom air concentration, the air

concentration gradient and the bubble rise velocity was analysed and discussed. This chapter presents

limitations and practical recomendations, based on the model results. It contains furthermore a

summary of the substantial findings, suggests a general design procedure and an explicit practical

example.

7.2 Limitations

7.2.1 Hydraulic model

The results of the project were entirely based on hydraulic model data conducted in a

straight prismatic chute of, width b = 0.50 m, length / = 14 m and variable bottom slope

0%<So<50%. The water discharge was limited to Qw = 250 1/s corresponding to a

specific discharge qw
= 500 l/(s«m), the inflow depth was continuously varied up to

h0 = 0.12 m; scale effects were observed for inflow depth smaller than h0 = 0.05 m.

The range of inflow Froude numbers was thus between 3 < F0 < 14. The fiber optical

measuring system allowed local air concentration measurements between

0.0001 < C < 0.98 with a standard deviation of od< 5 %. All analysed measurements

were conducted in a chute model with a smooth PVC bottom.

The local air concentration was integrated from the chute bottom up to the mixture

flow depth h90 to obtain the average air concentration measurements C90. The

integration to a flow depth h95 or h99 as proposed in earlier projects was found to be too

susceptible relative to shock wave generation and water droplets ejected out of the

flow. The bottom air concentration was defined as the closest measurement to the chute

bottom, located at z = 3.0 mm to 5.0 mm. A new method was found to describe the rise

of the air concentration contour lines by means of the air detrainment gradient det^Q,
which refered to the C= 1.0 % and C = 0.1 % contour line. The uncertainty of the

amount of air needed to protect the concrete surface from cavitation was outlined.

It was discussed in 3.5.2 that two-phase flow scaling needs particular attention. The

experiments used for data analysis were entirely carried out for scales exceeding the

proposed limitations. It was also mentioned that two-phase flow models are always

prone to scale effects due to relatively large bubbles, this point can therefore not totally

be excluded. Assuming relatively larger bubbles in the Froude model and thus higher

bubble rise velocities ubu the proposed design guidelines are on the safe side.

limitations

ofthe

physical
model

limitations

Ql
definitions

and

methodol-

limitation

due to the

model scale
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The largest uncertainties for cavitation protection in high-speed chute flows are: (1) moot

The amount of air needed to protect a concrete surface from cavitation damage, and (2)
^

The critical cavitation number oc for prototype chutes where cavitation damage occurs.

7.2.2 Critical cavitation number

Cavitation occurs when the local pressure p0 falls below the vapour pressure of water

pv. Pracitcal experience showed that cavitation also occurs when the average velocity u

—9
increases such that the cavitation number a= (p0 -pv)/{pu 12) described by equation

(2.1), falls below a critical number oc. Here the total local pressure p0=PA+Pg
includes the atmospheric pressure/?^ and the piezometrical pressurepg. The cavitation

number can be expressed in terms of absolute pressures as above or in terms of local

pressure heights ha = hA + h with the atmospheric pressure height hA [m] and the

piezometrical pressure height h [m] as

(h +hA-hv)

u /{2g)

The substitution of hA -hv = {pA -pv)lpg = 10.0 m in equation (7.1), assuming a

typical atmospheric pressure of pA
= 1000 hPa = 0.100 N/mm2 and a constant vapour

pressure ofpv = 16.0 hPa = 0.0016 N/mm2 for water of 14°C, yields

/7+10.0

u/{2g)

Figure 7.1 shows the critical (subscript c) average velocity uc for various flow depths

against the piezometrical depth h for five critical cavitation numbers 0.1 < oc < 0.3

according to equation (7.2). For a flow depth of h = 3.0 m and a critical cavitation

number of <7C
= 0.2, cavitation occurs for uc > 35.8 m/s. Furthermore, Figure 7.1 shows

that the flow depth h has a rather small effect on the critical flow velocity, whereas the

critical cavitation number oc has more influence on it. The typical available number

presently adopted for cavitation damage as observed in prototype chutes is oc = 0.2, as

proposed by Falvey (1983). This point needs special attention in future.

rewriting the

cavitation

number

(7.1)

(7.2)

sensitivity to

the

cavitation

number
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2 4 hg [m]

Figure 7.1 Critical average flow velocity uc against piezometric head h for various critical

cavitation numbers oc depending on equation (7.2)

7.2.3 Amount of air needed for cavitation protection

The amount of air needed to protect a chute from cavitation damage was discussed in

2.3.2. It was outlined that all investigations carried out so far considered the average air

concentration C as the important number for cavitation protection, based on small scale

experiments with flow depths h in the range of some cm. Apart from the variation

between C= 1 % to 2 % (Rasmussen 1956) and C = 5 % to 8 % (Peterka 1953) for

cavitation protection, two points may be noted: (1) It is obvious that the vertical

distribution of air in large hydraulic structures is important; air in the surface and

middle layers does not protect the surface from cavitation but mainly influences the

average air concentration, and (2) Practical experience showed that much less air in the

bottom region is sufficient to protect a concrete surface. This question can also not be

answered in this project and has to be left for future research.

uncertain

amount of
air for

cavitation

protection

7.3 Verification of results

The streamwise average air detrainment development per chute meter AC/Ar was

described by Prusza (1983) according to equation (2.30), by Minor (2000) according to

equation (2.31), and by May (1987) according to equation (2.40). Most of these

observations were based on visual instead of cross-sectional air concentration

measurements. Nevertheless, these sources include the only comparable data available

for a quality check of the present results. Figure 7.2 shows streamwise average air

detrainment for a typical prototype chute for pre-aerated flow according to equation

(5.8), and aerator flow according to equation (6.4) in comparison with the guidelines

proposed by Prusza (1983), AC = 0.175 %/m, May (1987), AC(x) = QT° °l7(xa ~X1\

and Minor (2000), AC = 0.125%/m (notation see 2.6.2). A typical straight chute was

assumed with an average inflow air concentration C0 = 30 %, a specific water

discharge gw=100m2/s, a chute angle of a= 12.7°, and a surface roughness

good
correspond¬
ence

between the

present

project and

the

literature
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kst = 90 m/s. It was outlined that the aerator influences the air detrainment process by

a factor of almost three. However, the two equations for the detrainment process from

this project spans a region between aerator and pre-aeration where the prototype

observations of Prusza and May are in between and the observation of Minor is close to

it.

Figure 7.2 Average air detrainment AC [%] against chute distance x [m] according to equation

(5.8) for pre-aeratedflow (A) and to equation (6.4) for aeratorflow (•) in comparison
with literature proposals, { ) range between aerator devices in the presentproject

7.4 Summary of results

It was demonstrated in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 that the development of air

concentration downstream of an aerator device can be classified as: (1) Inflow with air

concentrations C0 and Cbo, (2) Air detrainment region C90 det
and Cb det (3) Minimum

air concentration C9Qmin and Cbmin, (4) Air entrainment region C90ent, and (5)

Uniform air concentration region with C90u (Figure 5.1). Furthermore, the air

detrainment gradient det^Q describes the increase of the air concentration contour lines

C, and a bubble rise velocity ubu was derived depending on the detrainment gradient.

Table 7.1 presents the substantial results for the mentioned quantities developed in the

present project.

classifica¬

tion ofthe
flow field
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Table 7.1 Summary ofthe substantial results

itou eqwmÛBÊk Ifeaiti mailler

Average air

detrainment,

jetbox

Average air

detrainment,
aerator

C9o,det = 0.0030(sina-l)X90M + Co

C9o,det = 0.0085(sina-l)X90M + Co

Co ^ C9O, det ^ Cmin

Co ^ C90, det ^ Cmin

(5.4)

(6.2)

Average air

detrainment per

chute length

Ax, jetbox

Average air

detrainment per

chute length

Ax, aerator

" 3

AC9o,^_00030^y 10

Ax \qj

" 3

AC90, det nnAocrï'V/
• \10 /

•

t \
H— = 0.0085 — (sin ör) (sinör-1)
Ax \qj

Co ^ C90, det ^ Cmin

Co ^ C90, det ^ Cmin

(5.8)

(6.4)

Average
minimum air

concentration,

jetbox or

aerator

Cmm = 0.015Fo__ Fo>6,So>\0% (5.12)

Average air

entrainment,

jetbox and

aerator

C90,ent = C90utanh{d X90u) X9o(Cmin) <X90m (5.13)

Uniform air

concentration

7, 1, • x0.25
C90u

=

-(sin a) 0<sinor<0.5 (5.14)

Bottom air

detrainment,

jetbox

Bottom air

detrainment,
aerator

-(7.2-0.006S° + 6.6)Fo-250X90„
Lb, det LboG

-30-0.006S°Fo-250X90„
üe, det ^boQ

c > c > c
^bo —

^b, det ~^b, min

c > c > c
^bo —

^b, det — b, min

(5.19)

(6.8)

Minimum

bottom air

concentration,

jetbox or

aerator

Cb,min = 3.6-10 e Fo>6;So>10% (5.20)

Air detrainment

gradient

det(C} = -(7.2- 10~4tan(2.7sinor) +

+ 1.4-10-3)-(Fo-Fr(C)) + J^r(C)
(5.24)

Non-dimen¬

sional bubble

rise velocity

Vbu-o = -t^o-min-^o) F . >6
0 -min (5.27)
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Table 7.2 Summary ofparameters for Table 7.1

item nunc mciaiag miailor

^90«
non-dimensional longitudinal
coordinate

-^90« = x^90u Table 4.2

^90w
uniform mixture flow depth where

C = 90 %

h90u = hw assumption for

practical applications

Co average inflow air concentration 5.2.1

F
x
o-min

streamwise Froude number
F + F{Cmin)

F .

-

o-min o

(5.11)

'

min) Froude number at inception point

Cbo inflow bottom air concentration 5.3.1

FKO
Froude number at the point of inter¬

ception r (see Figure 5.19)
Table 5.3

detr(Q
detrainment gradient at the point of

interception r (see Figure 5.19)
Table 5.3

t
slope of trend line for non-dimen¬

sional bubble rise velocity
^ = 0.029 Table 5.4

Fo Froude number for Xibu = 0 Table 5.4

ubu{C)
dimensional bubble rise velocity

depending on the air concentration Ubu(C)
= ^buJgK (5.26)

7.5 Discussion

This project investigates the behaviour of the air-water mixture flow along a chute for

several experimental set-ups. The developments of the average air concentration C90

and the bottom air concentration Cb in streamwise direction were shown for (1) Pre-

aeration, (2) Aerator flow, and (3) Self-aeration from the free surface. For the average

air concentration and the bottom air concentration two different effects were found. It

was shown that the average air concentration detrains quicker as the bottom air

concentration and that small amounts of air remain for a longer distance. This finding

poses the question of the amount of air actually needed to protect a chute from

cavitation damage. This question could not be answered in this project, however, it

seems to be proven that the air in the bottom region is more important than the average

air concentration. Most projects conducted up till now concentrated on the

development of the average air concentration and on the design of the aeration device

and thus on the amount of entrained air C0. The results for the average air concentration

developed in the present project were comparable to that found on prototypes. It was

furthermore shown that the amount of air is not meaningful for the total chute reach to

be protected. The aerator geometry seems to influence the air detrainment behaviour

strongly by a factor of almost three. This can be explained by a non-hydrostatic
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pressure gradient in the impact zone, which presses the air out of the flow and leads to

a larger air detrainment. However, only one aerator geometry was examined in addition

to jetbox flow. Therefore, more research is needed in this near aerator field.

The knowledge of the uniform flow characteristics of air-water flows may seem to

be of academic character, given that usual chutes have a length of some hundreds of

meters (e.g. x = 300 m). With a assumed uniform flow depth of 1 m to 5 m, the relative

length thus amounts between Xu = 300/5 = 60 to Xu = x/hu = 300/1 =300. Considering

Figure 5.1 for instance, such relative lengths were observed also during the present

project. In practice, one would furthermore argue that chutes have hardly a constant

bottom slope, given the topographical site conditions. The concept of uniform flow in

hydraulics is of limited immediate interest. However, it corresponds to the flow

situation by which most flow conditions are scaled because it can be calculated exactly

(Kramer et al. 2003).

Today, the knowledge on the equilibrium flow conditions for chutes is limited. The

basic data sets available include those of Straub and Anderson (1960) for a

non-specified roughness, the data of Anderson (1965) for a practically smooth chute

boundary which was also not specified, and some additional data ofthe Indian research

program basically carried out by Gangadharaiah et al. (1970). Wood (1991), for

instance, was unable to specify these conditions, although he had directed a

considerable number of research projects in that domain. It must therefore be stated

that we do actually not know the effects of boundary roughness on the uniform

two-phase flow conditions on chutes. The air entrainment observed for the present

boundary conditions particularly for the chute roughness of ks = 0.00023 mm was

hardly sufficient to protect a chute surface from cavitation damage. Although a large

quantity of air was entrained from the free surface and influenced the average air

concentration substantially, the bottom air concentration was almost not effected.

Accordingly, research programs have to be directed to that delicate hydraulic problem.

Nevertheless open questions relating to the critical cavitation number oc for initial

cavitation damage, and the critical amount of air needed to protect a chute from

cavitation damage Ccnt must be answered. The present research may be considered a

first step in that direction.

equilibrium
flow
conditions

expansion of
the present
knowledge

afirst step
in the right
direction

7.6 Design example

7.6.1 General comment

This section aims to demonstrate a design procedure for a chute in order to explain the hydraulic on

application ofthe developed equations for practice. This project concentrated on the air cuute—^^
detrainment part downstream of an aerator, therefore, the procedure is linked to a

project regarding the air entrainment of an aerator. Due to limited space the hydraulic
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part of the chute system is kept short and only one discharge is considered here. It was

already outlined that the design engineer must find the critical flow conditions and thus

has to consider a number of typical discharge cases.

The first steps follow the well known design procedure for aerator design on a

chute as mentioned, e.g. by Rutschmann (1988) or Falvey (1990).

1. Consider the topography, the dam structure and the maximum discharge Qmax

to design the auxiliary structures such as the chute, the bottom outlet, the

energy dissipator, etc.

2. Find the critical points in the chute system such as negative curvature, surface

irregularities, concrete joints, etc.

3. Study the cavitation characteristics of the structure to find the critical

conditions by means of the cavitation number o (2.1). In lack of better

information follow the guidelines proposed by Falvey (1990) for surface

offset tolerances as a function of the minimum cavitation number o.

4. For critical cavitation numbers <7C < 0.2 investigate the effect of changes to

the chute geometry on the cavitation number. If low values of the cavitation

number cannot be modified, an aerator devices must be located at the point

where the cavitation number falls below the critical value <7< oc = 0.2.

5. Calculate the location of the inception point x, using one of the equations

(2.5), (2.6), or (2.7), respectively. Determine the average air entrainment

C

90, ent
downstream of x, according to (5.15); downstream of the point

C90 ent= CCnt ~ 25 % it is supposed that the bottom air concentration exceeds

its minimum number C, > C
b,min — y-'b,cnt

1.0 % and thus no aerator is needed.

Note that for far smaller average air concentrations the chute might also be

protected. This, however, is an assumption which has to be clarified (see also

2.4.2).

Follow one of the proposed design procedures for aerator devices, e.g.

Koschitzky (1987), Chanson (1988), Rutschmann (1988), Falvey (1990),

Balaguer (1992), or Skripalle (1994). Note that the optimum aerator design

for the chute to be protected must not necessarily be the aerator associated

with the highest amount of inflow air C0 but the aerator with the minimum

shock waves and pressure peaks in the impact zone.

Find the Froude number F0 at the aerator device and the Froude number

F{Cmin) at the point of inception xv Determine the streamwise Froude number

F0_min according to equation (5.11). Use equation (5.12) for the average

minimum air concentration Cmin and equation (5.20) for the minimum bottom

chute

critical

points

cavitation

number

critical

cavitation

number

point of
inception

design ofan
aerator

device

minimum air

concentra-

tion
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air concentration C,

b.min-
For Cmm > C,

crit
' 5 % and Cb > Cb t 1.0%,

respectively, no additional aerator is needed provided the chute slope S0 is

constant.

8. The streamwise average air detrainment C90 det can be calculated according

to equation (5.4) for conditions similar to jetbox flow indicating an optimum

air concentration distribution over the flow depth. Because the aeration

device was not subject of this project, the air detrainment downstream of an

aerator similar to that used in the present project can be determined according

to equation (6.2). However, since no general design guideline was proposed

for various aerator devices, this question is left to future reserach. The air

detrainment downstream of an aerator will behave in fact somewhat between

jetbox and aerator flow. If the average air concentration falls below

Cmin = CCnt ~ 5 % a second aerator is required if the bottom air concentration

falls below the critical value (see below).

9. Compute the bottom air detrainment Cb det according to equation (5.4). For a

bottom air concentration Cbmin < Cbcnt~ 1.0 % a second aerator must be

added.

10. Repeat steps 5 through 9 until all aerators are located and designed.

air detrain-

ment

downstream

ofthe
aerator

device

bottom air

concentra¬

tion

loop

7.6.2

Details

Design procedure - an example

The design procedure is performed for an example proposed by Koschitzky (1987) who

concentrated on the aeration and aerator device. Figure 7.3 shows details of the chute

with a maximum discharge capacity Qmax = 3300 m3/s. The bottom slope is So = 30%

with a concrete made chute surface of surface roughness kst= 80m /s. Hydraulic

calculations of the most important parameters, flow depth h{x), flow velocity uw{x),

Froude number F(x), and cavitation number o{x) are shown in Figure 7.3. Koschitzky

suggested to locate two aerators at x = 125 m where the critical cavitation number is

<7C
= 0.25, and at x = 175 m with the spacing calculated according to equation (2.30)

with the average air detrainment AC = 0.2 % per meter (Prusza 1983). Note that a

critical cavitation number of <7C
= 0.20 should be safe enough. For better comparison

between Koschitzky's and this example, the first aerator is also placed atx = 125 m.

Problem

Calculate the behaviour of the air-water flow downstream of the first aerator, based on

the hydraulic calculations of Koschitzky (1987). Determine whether a second aerator is

needed and the aerator spacing of a second aerator at the point. Consider a critical

average air concentration below Ccnt = 5 % and a critical bottom air concentration

chute

hydraulics
and flow

details

determine

the aerator

spacing!

below C
b, crit

' 1.0 %. Both demands must be meet.
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Figure 7.3 Computational example a) Sketch of chute including main dimensions, and

b) streamwise black waterprofile h(x), averageflow velocity u(x), Froude number F(x),
and cavitation number o(x) (Koschitzky 1987)
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Solution

Points 1. to 4. from the general design procedure are shown in Figure 7.3. general
design

point of
inception

The point of air inception is at x,
= 143.2 m where the thickness of the

turbulent boundary layer is equal to the flow depth with S= h, = 2.4 m,

according to the iterative equation (2.6) âfx, = 0.0212-0.290 U{80/xf 10

(Wood et al. 1983). Note that other equations for the point of inception may

yield other results.

The air entrainment downstream of the point of inception can be described air entrain-

yyient

according to equation (5.15) with C90ent = 0.33«0.29025tanh(0.004«107/

2.2) = 4.6 % at x = 250 m with hu = 2.2 m and d = 0.004 for pre-aerated flow

conditions. This result indicates that the air concentration downstream of the

inception point will not be sufficient for the minimum required number

C90u = 4-6 %
- Ccnt *" 5 %-

The streamwise Froude number is F0_min = (6.1 + 6.5)12 = 6.3 according to minimum air

equation (5.11). With equation (5.12) the average minimum air concentration

yields Cmin = 0.015*6.3 = 0.11 = 11 % which is above the critical value

Cmin = 11.5 %> Ccnt~ 5 %. The minimum bottom air concentration

Cbmm = 3.6'l0-7e070'63= 4.9«10~5 according to equation (5.20) is much

smaller than Cbmm = 4.9« 10~ < Cbcnt ~ 1.0 %, therefore a second aerator is

required.

The streamwise average air detrainment is C90^ = 0.0085(0.29 - l)(x-

125)/2.2 + 0.09 = -0.0027(x - 125) + 0.09 according equation (6.2). With

C90,det = Ccnt = 5 % at the distance x = (0.05 - 0.09)/(-0.0027) + 125 =

139 m a second aerator is needed, if the bottom air concentration reduces

also below its critical value.

The bottom air concentration can be calculated according to equation (6.8) to

C =0 05e~(30"° 006A° 3)"6 i"-250'^-210-125)722
= o 05e~0032(:ji:~21 °~

\ In this equation the two assumptions are added, a trajectory length of

/f = 21.0 m as proposed by Koschitzky and a characteristic bottom air

concentration of Cbo = 0.05 at the point of jet impact. The equation can be

solved to obtain the distance to the second aerator at x = -ln(0.01/0.05)/

0.032 + 125 + 21.0 = 196.0 m where the bottom air concentration falls below

Cbcnt= 1.0 %. This is the distance downsteam of the inflow at x = 0, the

distance downstream of the aerator protected by air is x = 196 - 125 = 71 m.

concentra-

tion

average air

detrainment

bottom air

detrainment
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The behaviour of the air concentration downstream of the second aerator can

be calculated as above. However, no third aerator is needed over the

remaining chute reach of Ax = 250 - 196 = 54 m.

Note that the above example involves calculations with respect to aerator

measurements, deviations may occur for pre-aerated flow calculations, as

outlined. Since only one aerator geometry was investigated, it is supposed

that a better geometry can extend the protected chute distance. The truth for

an optimum aerator will be somewhere between pre-aeration and aerator

measurements.

This general example shows that the aerator spacing can be extended from Ax = 42 m extended

aerator

(Koschitzky 1987) to Ax = 71 m for the flow conditions adopted. Note that the average

air concentration falls below the critical value Ccnt ~ 5 % after only 35 m downstream

ofthe aerator because ofthe small air entrainment from the aerator of only C0 = 9 %, as

determined by Koschitzky. Furthermore, the average air entrainment from the free

surface C90 ent
= 4.7 % is insignificant for cavitation protection at the end of the chute

of (250 - Xj) = 107 m downstream of the point of inception xr This is an interesting

point, because the self entrainment seems not to protect a chute within a common chute

length for the considered chute slope of S0 = 30 %. Figure 7.4 shows the streamwise

development of the average air detrainment C90, the surface air entrainment C90 ent,

and the bottom air concentration Cb. The average air concentration is shown linearly up

C90 = 15 % in Figure 7.4a and the bottom air concentration semi-logarithmically

between 0.01 %<Cb< 1.0 in Figure 7.4b. The average and the bottom air

concentrations rise at x = 125 m within a trajectory length of lt = 21.0 m to C90 = 9.0 %

and to Cb= 100 %, respectively. Downstream from this location the air detrains as

calculated above, before air is entrained again from the second aerator at x = 196 m.

The average air concentration reduces to C90 = 0 at x=180m disregarding the

minimum value for such flows. Furthermore, free surface entrainment can be observed

starting from x,
= 143 m Figure 7.4c. The free surface entrainment follows a tangent

hyperbolic function although it appears to be linear. The sum of the air entrained from

the aerator and the free surface provides the absolute amount of average air

concentration. The bottom concentration falls from Q,= 100% in the cavity to

Cb = 5 % immediately downstream of it, due to pressure peaks in this region. The

remaining bottom air concentration reduces to Cb = 1 % at x = 196 m where the second

aerator was located. The same process repeats again.
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Streamwise development of air concentration over the chute length x [m] for the

computational example (Figure 7.3), a) average air detrainment C90 ^t (-'-'-)

downstream of the aerator, b) bottom air concentration Cb {—) development, and

c) average air detrainment and entrainment influenced by self aeration from the free

surface C9Ç)ent { )
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Chapter 8 Conclusions

8.1 Limitations and results

The behaviour of air-water flow was investigated on a chute model with two distinctly

different air supply devices for air-water flow generation. The limitations and results of

the experimental investigations and the theoretical developments can be summarised

as:

Limitations

The inflow Froude number was varied between 3 < F0 < 14, the inflow depth

between 0.05 m < h0 < 0.12 m, the chute slope between 0%<So<50%, and

the inflow air concentration between 0 < C0 < 30 %. All quantities were

varied for two distinctly different air supply devices: (1) Aerator flow, similar

to a prototype, and (2) Pre-aeration by adding air to the supply pipe.

A remote controlled positioning system was successfully applied carrying the

automated fiber-optical instrumentation. A large number of measurements

was conducted to cover a wide range of streamwise two-phase chute flow

conditions along the 14 m chute model of variable bottom slope, variable

inflow depth, and variable discharge. The data collection grid for one run was

based on 665 local points with an increasing spacing in the streamwise

direction. The accuracy of the air concentration measurements was found to

be in a tolerance of± 5 %.

The following non-dimensional quantities for a 2D-model were considered

relevant: The Froude number F = QJ{gb2h3)1 for mixture (subscript m) and

pure water (subscript w) flow depth, the streamwise averaged Froude number

F
0.min

= {F0 + F{Cmin))l2, the non-dimensional streamwise coordinate

X90u = x/h90u, the non-dimensional transverse coordinate Z90u = z/h90u, the

air detrainment gradient det^Q = dX9Qu/dZ9Qu, and the non-dimensional

bubble rise velocity Vbu = ubul{gh) .

altered

parameters

physical
model and

data

accuracy

non-dimensi

onal

parameter

Results

Three problems were outlined in the literature review for cavitation gap in the

protection on chutes: (1) Unspecified quantities of air and its vertical
h^nwiP^

distribution needed for cavitation protection on a chute, (2) The critical
knowledge
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cavitation number for cavitation inception, and (3) The behaviour of the air

downstream of an air supply device which is not yet understood. Point three

was investigated in this project.

This project presents the first systematical measurements of air concentration

in high-speed chute flows. Five typical regions describe the air-water flow

qualitatively: (1) Inflow region, (2) Air detrainment region, (3) Minimum air

concentration region, (4) Air entrainment region, and (5) Uniform mixture

flow region. These findings disagree with earlier statements where the inflow

air concentration was assumed to pass directly in the uniform region.

Average air detrainment in the region between a given inflow and the

minimum air concentration can be calculated for pre-aerated flow according

to equation (5.4) and for aerator flow according to equation (6.2). The air

detrains linearly depending on the chute angle and the inflow air

concentration. A three times larger detrainment gradient was found for

aerator flow compared to pre-aeration, wich was explained by the highly

non-hydrostatic pressure gradient in the point of impact. Based on this

finding two equation were derived to describe the air reduction per distance

Ax. Here the specific discharge and the roughness coefficient kst was found to

be the important quantities. It was demonstrated that the average air

detrainment per chute meter follows also a linear function including the chute

slope and have the same range of air detrainment as observations made on

prototypes.

The quantity of air supplied by air ducts is not always an important design

parameter in terms of aerator efficiency. The aerator geometry has to be

optimised to reduce high pressure gradients in the impact zone, rather than

focusing on the quantity of air supplied into the flow.

The average minimum air concentration for both pre-aerated and aerator flow

was found to be a function of the streamwise development of the Froude

number. It was shown that for certain flow conditions the average minimum

air concentration never falls below a critical value, thus one aerator is

sufficient to protect a chute from cavitation damage.

Downstream of the point of inception the average air concentration develops

following a tangent hyperbolic function. A typical fan-shaped behaviour of

the air concentration contour lines downstream of the inception point was

shown. It was thus proven that a full cavitation protection by air from the free

surface begins far downstream of the air inception point.

The uniform air concentration in the present project was described by a

power function depending on the chute angle only. This finding was similar

to that in the literature, based on Straub and Anderson's (1958) classical data

set.
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The bottom air concentration was found to be the most meaningful quantity

for cavitation protection on chutes. The air detrainment process follows for

both air supply methods an exponential trend depending on the inflow Froude

number, the chute slope, and the inflow bottom air concentration. The bottom

air concentration for pre-aerated flow reduces exponentially between the

inflow and the minimum locations, whereas the air detrainment for aerator

flow must be separated in the near and the far flow field in which the first is

affected from the aerator.

It was mentioned that the bottom air concentration does not fall below a

minimum value for certain flow conditions. The exponential function of the

minimum air concentration is mainly influenced by the streamwise averaged

Froude number.

A new method was developed to describe the air detrainment with respect to

the increasing air concentration contour lines C = 1.0 % and C = 0.1 %. The

air detrainment gradient is a function of various parameters primarily

depending the chute angle.

The bubble rise velocity was derived from the air detrainment gradients. This

indirect method gives an order of magnitude of air bubble rise in

high-turbulent flow conditions.

The air detrainment for the two air supply systems, namely: (1) Aerator flow,

and (2) Pre-aeration, varied by a factor of almost three. This is due to the

difference in the pressure gradient at the point of jet impact in aerator flow.

Further research was proposed in this field.

Practical examples demonstrated that the present results can be used to

calculate the streamwise behaviour of the average and the bottom air

concentrations, provided the inflow conditions are specified and the

limitations mentioned in the equations are respected.

bottom air

detrainment

minimum

bottom air

concentra-

tion

air detrain-

ment

gradient
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8.2 Outlook

This project analysed the streamwise air concentration development on a chute model.

There are still two open questions: (1) The minimum amount of air needed for

cavitation protection, and (2) The critical cavitation number oc. Furthermore, more

research is needed to find an optimum aerator design. Here, attention should be paid to

minimise the pressure in the impact zone rather than concentrate on the absolute

amount of entrained air.

Data for steeper slopes may be desirable especially to investigate the free surface

entrainment and the uniform mixture flow region. A higher discharge or prototype

investigations are always preferable to reduce scale effects. This may be achieved by

halving the chute width, yet, air entrainment from the boundary wall and shock waves

two open

questions

extend the

chute slope,
discharge,
and channel

roughness
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then may influence the measurements. The effect of chute roughness was not included

in this study. A higher air concentration is expected for a rougher channel surface,

similarly to the results provided by Straub and Anderson (1958).
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Notation

A m2 cross-sectional area of the flow

b m chute width

B - Boussinesq number

c m/s sonic velocity

C - local air concentration by volume

cb - bottom air concentration

Cbo - upstream bottom air concentration

c — average minimum air concentration at the

point of inception

C0 - average inflow air concentration

C90 - average air concentration

J/2
B =

u/{gRh)uz=f(F, geometry)

C90 =

-,— f C{z)dz
//90J

ubu

det,

F

Fr

C()qu - average uniform air concentration

mm bubble diameter

(q
- air detrainment gradient

Froude number

critical Froude number for beginning air

entrainment

- inflow Froude number

,min

- streamwise Froude number

m/s2 Gravity acceleration

m flow depth

m critical flow depth

m piezometrical pressure height

m inflow depth at the jetbox

m flow depth at the point of inception

m uniform flow depth

m water depth

detçQ - dZ9QJdX9Qu

F = QJ{gb2hJ)m

F0 = Qw/{gh03b2)m

*
o-min

~ v* o
* y^min))'^

g
= 9.81 m/s2

hw = \{\-C{z))dz
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!90 m

!95 m

!99 m

790w

H.

"st

L

I

/,

lu

m

P

Pa

Po

Pa

Pz

Qa

Qw

R

R2

Rh

S0

sv

m

m

mm

m1/3/s

m

m

m

m

N/mm2

N/mm2

N/mm2

N/mm2

m3/s

m3/s

m3/s

m

mixture flow depth where C = 90 %

mixture flow depth where C = 95 %

upper flow depth reached by water

droplets

uniform mixture flow depth, if no better

information are available h90u = hwu

difference of water surface elevations

between inception point and reservoir

level

equivalent sand roughness height

according to Nikuradse

roughness coefficient

length of the trajectory of the impigning

jet

chute length

aerator length

wetted perimeter

bottom air detrainment gradient

Prandtl number

local air pressure

local pressure

Atmospheric pressure

gauge pressure

N/mm vapour pressure of liquid

mm

specific water discharge

air discharge

water discharge

Reynolds number

statistic correlation

parameter

hydraulic radius

chute slope (tana)

slope of energy

acquisition time

aerator height

14 m

150 m

72.R =

Tw/{uz'pw)

Po =PA +Pg

p0 « 1014 hPa = 0.1014 N/mm2

lN/mm2
=

102 m water

column

pv
= 16.0 hPA = 0.0016 N/mm2

(14°C)

R = uhjvw

R-square

0 % < Sn < 50 %

15 mm
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Tu - turbulence intensity

Tu

local flow velocity

average flow velocity u = Ql{bh)

air velocity

bubble rise velocity

non-dimensional bubble rise velocity Vbu =ubJ{gh0)

lower treshold

upper treshold

flow velocity where C = 90 %

non-dimensional flow velocity U9Q = u/u90

turbulent velocity fluctuations

Weber number W = uj{(jj{pdblj)112

coordinate originate at the jetbox

distance from the spillway crest to the

point of inception

distance from the spillway crest

non-dimensional inflow distance X0 = xlh0

the parameter shifts the curve on the Xshljt = {Co-0A0)la

inflow air concentration

non-dimensional flow distance X90u = x/h90u

coordinate originate at the left side wall

vertical coordinate perpendicular to the

chute bottom

Z0 - non-dimensional inflow depth Z0 = zlh0

Z90u - non-dimensional uniform flow depth Z90u = z/h90u

u m/s

u m/s

Ua m/s

ubu m/s

Ubu -

Ulow V

^up V

u90 m/s

U90 -

v' m/s

W -

X m

xi m

xs m

x0 -

Xshift -

X90u -

y m

z m

Greek symbols

a spillway slope (arctan^)

ß ratio of volumetric aerator inflow rate

S m turbulent boundary layer thickness

X scaling length

p kg/m3 density of water

V m2/s kinematic viscosity

ß=Qa'Q,

p =1000 kg/m3 (4°Q
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Od

Of

M

cavitation number

critical cavitation number

standard deviation

N/m interfacial surface tension between air and

water

kg/(ms2) wall shear stress

kg/(ms) dynamic viscosity

o-={p0-pv)/{pu2/2)

Subscript

a

b

bu

c

det

dr

ent

g

i

m

mm, max

o

u

w

90

95

99

air

bottom

bubble

critical

detrainment

computed value for equilibrium flow,

using Manning's equation for pure water

entrainment

gauge pressure

at point of inception

mixture

minimum and maximum

inflow conditions

uniform flow conditions equivalent to the

measured flow parameter at the

downstream end of the chute

water

C = 90%

C = 95%

C = 99%
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Appendix A Air flow meter

Table A.l Comparison between two air-flow meters

ft

srpsamic

_vmmZj

|Kr<CÉaç| (Ww_)
PI

ff«CÏI»llIl»/ff|l(WïlliB)
«ï«tiitiw»7

0.0 2.23 2.03 1.10

0.2 4.88 4.76 1.03

0.0 6.94 7.64 0.91

0.0 6.94 7.13 0.97

0.0 6.94 7.38 0.94

0.4 10.53 11.69 0.90

0.2 13.89 13.74 1.01

0.2 13.89 14.76 0.94

0.2 13.89 15.27 0.91

0.9 18.38 18.57 0.99

0.4 27.78 27.49 1.01

0.4 27.78 29.02 0.96

0.4 27.78 30.00 0.93

1.7 29.19 28.58 1.02

0.9 41.67 42.25 0.99

0.9 41.67 42.25 0.99

0.9 41.67 45.00 0.93

1.7 55.56 53.45 1.04

average relative

deviation

QA(Krohne)IQA(Wisag)

0.980

standard deviation
0.052
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Figure A.l Comparison between two air-flow meters
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Appendix B Velocity tests - Pitot tube versus

PROPELLER

Table B.l Velocity measurements using Pitot tube and RBIProbe

lew

flPlJJ

Pi PA]

"flint

§sfl

Mi *"*

"Pit*-o

"Riot

fj

[mfc]

S1BI

ïm/fî

ffilaÜTg

80 17 0.415 0.350 2.62 3.14 1.20

120 17 0.715 0.650 3.57 4.11 1.15

160 18 1.105 1.040 4.51 5.11 1.13

200 18 1.190 1.125 4.70 6.31 1.40

200 18 1.270 1.205 4.86 6.24 1.28

200 18 1.270 1.205 4.86 6.27 1.29

230 18 1.61 1.545 5.50 7.09 1.29

160 18 0.93 0.865 4.12 5.1 1.23

average relative

deviation

wRBI/wPitot

1.25

standard

deviation

<*d

0.07

Table B.2 Velocity measurements with propeller meter at y
= 0.15 m and RBI-Probe

(IBM)
lî/iî |»î Inj

3h Vpfer

JlîîifsJ

ggST

jJHtflIJ

VltBf*fHpcthf
niiJÉw

iêwlatina

150 26 0.083 0.0 2.60 4.08 1.57

150 26 0.078 0.0 3.20 4.12 1.29

150 26 0.073 0.0 3.50 4.11 1.17

150 26 0.069 0.0 3.60 4.15 1.15

150 26 0.064 0.0 3.70 4.23 1.14

150 26 0.060 0.0 3.75 4.27 1.14

150 26 0.083 0.0 3.80 4.31 1.13

150 26 0.048 0.0 3.83 4.31 1.12

150 26 0.043 0.0 3.85 4.31 1.12
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PQM1

flliî flllî

apB3p»ll»l"

_bAf]

siSI alIÎFapi»p»ll»r
islsiwe

dcviitiai

150 26 0.039 0.0 3.90 4.33 1.10

150 26 0.034 0.0 3.90 4.35 1.12

150 26 0.029 0.0 3.92 5.47 1.40

150 26 0.025 0.0 3.90 5.79 1.48

150 26 0.020 0.0 3.85 4.31 1.12

150 26 0.015 0.0 4.05 4.31 1.06

150 26 0.083 0.5 2.60 4.37 1.68

150 26 0.078 0.5 3.00 4.33 1.44

150 26 0.073 0.5 3.45 4.31 1.25

150 26 0.069 0.5 3.65 4.29 1.18

150 26 0.064 0.5 3.70 4.27 1.15

150 26 0.060 0.5 3.75 4.25 1.33

150 26 0.083 0.5 3.80 4.27 1.12

150 26 0.048 0.5 3.80 4.29 1.13

150 26 0.043 0.5 3.83 4.31 1.13

150 26 0.039 0.5 3.85 4.33 1.12

150 26 0.034 0.5 3.90 4.37 1.12

150 26 0.029 0.5 3.90 4.35 1.12

150 26 0.025 0.5 3.85 4.35 1.13

150 26 0.020 0.5 3.85 4.35 1.13

150 26 0.015 0.5 4.05 4.31 1.06

average relative

deviation

MRBFMpropeller

1.20

standard

deviation

°d

0.15

Table B.3 Measurements located at z = 1/3 h0; y = 0.1 m

tiJJM)

PA] Pi]

Jff

Mlif*t**p **/

[m/s]

SSBI s/»a8|
rfatiwti

iflriiioB

80 26 0.08 0.027 2.65 2.91 0.911

120 26 0.08 0.027 3.65 3.76 0.971

160 26 0.08 0.027 4.65 4.74 0.981

200 26 0.08 0.027 5.65 5.66 0.998

230 26 0.08 0.027 6.40 6.29 1.017

80 26 0.06 0.020 3.53 3.40 1.039
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if»

|!OM|

ïllfî

Ha
flrfil

Pi

E g ÜS

fi»/!*»**!

[mfe]

slBi

rrfaÜTB

devfeaos

120 26 0.06 0.020 4.87 4.69 1.038

160 26 0.06 0.020 6.20 5.97 1.039

200 26 0.06 0.020 7.53 7.21 1.045

220 26 0.06 0.020 8.20 7.89 1.039

average relative

deviation

"/"rbi

1.01

standard

deviation

°d
0.04

The velocity measured with the Pitot tube uPitot is about 24 % lower than the velocity

determined by the RBI probe wrbi> "with a standard deviation <t^= 0.070 according to

equation (3.3) (Table B. 1). The propeller showed a similar tendency with a 20 % lower

local velocity than RBI instrumentation, with a standard deviation ad= 0.150 (Table

B.2). These differences can be traced back to the lower inertia in two-phase flows for

the mechanical probes (Halbronn 1953). Table B.3 proposes that the point of average

velocity u in the channel is located aty
= 0.1 m and z

~ 1/3 h0.
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Appendix C RBI - PROBE QUALITY

C1 Influence of threshold

cM [%]

n 9ft -

——Ucw = 05V -*—Uow = 10V

0.26 1 Ucw

—•—Ucw

= 15V -»«—Uow

= 25V -»—Uow

= 20V

= 30V

0.25

—1—Ucw = 35V —9—Uow = 40V
U„M

um [m/s]

,/is^
^K^X*^

3.5
-—Ulow =05V —*— Ulow

——Ulow = 1 5 V —K— Ulow

= 10V

= 20V

-•—Ulow =25V —«— Ulow = 30V

XA
-

—1—Ulow = 35 V —0—Ulow = 40V
U„M

a) b)

320

310

300

290 -

280

C)

Figure C.l Influence of lower and upper threshold values Uiow and Uup for a) average air

concentration C90, b) average velocity measurements um, and c) specific water

discharge qw
= Q„/0.5 with Qw = 150 l/s, h0 = 0.12 m

Figure C. la shows the variation ofthe average air concentration C90 with the lower and

upper threshold U/ow and Uup. The close-by curves demonstrate a small influence of

the lower threshold Uiow whereas C90 decreases more than 10 % for larger upper

thresholds U
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Figure C.lb shows the influence of the treshold to the measured average mixture

velocity um, depending on the lower and upper tresholds. Note that the upper treshold

has a small influence whereas the lower treshold U/ow result in higher velocities with a

3.9 % maximum deviation.

Figure C. lc shows a relation between the tresholds and the specific water discharge

qw according to equation (3.2) for a chute width b = 1 m. Similar to Figure C.la, the

upper treshold has more influence as the lower one. It can therefore be concluded that

the integrated water discharge is more susceptible to the variation in the air

concentration than to the velocity (chapter C.4). However, it has to be mentioned that

the difference between the average air concentration C^^^/C^^^ < 13 %, for

average mixture velocity "TO(max)/"»<min) < 4 % and for specific water discharge

^w(maxy^w(min)
< 6 %. Thus, the influence of the treshold is rather small. The treshold

U/ow = 1.5 V and Uup = 2.5 V result in the most accurate results compared and will

further be used.

C.2 Influence of acquisition time

a) b)
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d)

Influence of the acquisition time ta to the air concentration profiles Cforfour different

cross sections with Qw = 150 l/s for a) x = 0.2 m, b) x = 0.7 m, c) x = 1.2 m, and d)

x = 1.7 m

a) b)
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Influence of the acquisition time ta to the velocity profiles um for four different cross

sections with Qw = 150 l/s for a) x = 0.2 m,b)x = 0.7 m, c) x = 1.2 m, andd) x = 1.7 m
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Figure C.4 Influence of the acquisition time tafor a) the average air concentration C and b)

average mixture velocity um

Figure C.2 to Figure C.4 shows the influence of the acquisition time ta by means of air

concentration profiles C and velocity profiles um. The scatter in the lower regions in

Figure C.3c result from the low number of air bubbles which entails bad quality of the

velocity data. However, the very high accordance of all readings prove that the

acquisition time ta > 20 s has almost no influence to the results.
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C3 Influence of channel width
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y = 11 5 cm

y =20 0 cm
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1 0

a) b)

c)
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*— y = 38 5 cm

y = 45 0 cm

1 0

d)

Figure C.5 Influence of the channel width to the air concentration profiles forfour cross sections

with Qw = 150 l/sfor a) x = 0.2 m, b) x = 0.7 m, c) x = 1.2 m, and d) x = l.l m
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Figure C.6 Influence of the channel width y to the velocity profiles um forfour cross sections with

Qw = 150 l/s for a) x = 0.2 m, b) x = 0.7 m, c) x = 1.2 m, d) x = l.l m
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Figure C.7 Influence of the channel width for a) the average air concentration C90, and b)

average mixture velocity um

Figure C.5 to Figure C.7 show measurements taken over the channel width y by means

of air concentration and velocity profiles. Note that the air concentration profiles show

a higher air concentration on the left side wall (y = 5 cm) compared to the right side

wall (y = 45 cm). This difference can be explained by the inflow conditions effected by

the inflow pipe and the jetbox which level of after x = l.l m due to the high turbulence

as shown in Figure C.5d. The velocity profiles in Figure C.6 show a normal velocity

distribution in high turbulent open channel flow. The channel centre line was not

influenced by shock waves from the side walls.
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C.4 Discharge measurements
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Figure C.9 Error estimation for water dischargefrom the measuring system

a) measured discharge Qwwith Q

b) measured discharge Qwwith Q

w(IDM)

w(IDM)

= 150 l/s,

= 200 l/s

Figure C.8 shows the pure water velocity distribution for 5 measurements over the

channel width and the mean velocity at various x-positions for two discharges

Qw= 150 1/s and Qw = 200 1/s for the S0 = 10 % chute slope. Integrating the velocity

distributions according to equation (3.2) over the flow depth h and the channel width b,

the discharge should result in the discharge measured from the IDM. Frictional wall

effects may be noted in Figure C.8 by lower velocities for y = 5cm and y
= 45 cm
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compared to the mean velocity. Figure C.9 shows the deviation between the IDM

discharge and the measured water discharge for a) Qw = 150 II, and b) Qw = 200 1/s,

respectively, wall effects can also be noted.
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Appendix D Channel roughness

Table D.l Calculation of the friction coefficient fand the equilibrium sand roughness height ks

according to the Darcy-Weissbach equation and the universalformula

in
V
u_ flyMSllfit

[ml

/

[mm]

138.1 0.1 0.044 0.0118 0.000062

184.1 0.1 0.053 0.0113 0.000105

215.0 0.1 0.058 0.0111 0.000503

161.1 0.1 0.048 0.0115 0.000304

207.1 0.1 0.057 0.0111 0.000083

70.0 0.1 0.028 0.0131 0.000044

105.1 0.1 0.038 0.0123 0.000145

140.1 0.1 0.044 0.0117 0.000036

175.1 0.1 0.051 0.0113 0.000046

192.6 0.1 0.052 0.0113 0.000695

207.6 0.3 0.044 0.0116 0.000508

208.0 0.3 0.044 0.0111 0.000527

192.6 0.3 0.041 0.0111 0.000115

192.6 0.5 0.034 0.0117 0.000095

average

deviation
0.0115 0.000231

Table D.l shows a summary of selected measurements for the channel roughness

calculations according to equations (3.5) and (3.6).
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Appendix E Air detrainment gradient

E.1 Pre-aerated flow

This section aims to present all air detrainment gradients det^Q and bubble rise

velocities ubu^ for pre-aerated flow conditions. A typical example and basic

definitions of det^Q are shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 5.21. The detrainment

gradients were taken for each measurements individually, graphical results are shown

in 5.4.

Table E.l Air detrainment gradients det,c\ for pre-aeratedflow conditions

'a *%,§5) *%,iI3 ^%,itl)
jpÄJ

mkt(OM}
pis] jpÄJ

0% 8.38 0.050 0.0100 0.0120 0.0080 0.0420 0.0504 0.0420

0% 10.38 0.050 0.0090 0.0100 0.0058 0.0504 0.0560 0.0448

0% 12.38 0.050 0.0070 0.0060 0.0080 0.0490 0.0420 0.056

0% 13.63 0.050 0.0090 0.0050 0 0.0693 0.0385 0

0% 14.43 0.050 0.0100 0.0040 0 0.0816 0.0326 0

0% 7.40 0.080 0.0160 0.0240 0.0150 0.0850 0.1276 0.0797

0% 9.94 0.065 0.0100 0.0180 0.0070 0.0639 0.1150 0.0447

0% 12.38 0.045 0.0056 0.0044 0 0.0484 0.0380 0

10% 3.83 0.050 0.0200 0.0180 0.0160 0.0420 0.0273 0.0336

10% 5.14 0.050 0.0100 0.0120 0.0120 0.0280 0.0336 0.0336

10% 7.69 0.050 0.0100 0.0080 0.0090 0.0420 0.0336 0.0378

10% 10.03 0.050 0.0100 0.0050 0.0032 0.0560 0.0280 0.0179

10% 12.80 0.050 0.0100 0.0033 0 0.0700 0.0231 0

10% 13.62 0.050 0.0084 0.00273 0 0.0647 0.0210 0

10% 8.60 0.060 0.0038 0.00116 0.0044 0.0175 0.0053 0.0230

10% 9.41 0.060 0.0080 0.01000 0.0043 0.0430 0.0537 0.0231

10% 10.41 0.060 0.0127 0.0082 0.0075 0.0780 0.0503 0.0460

10% 11.34 0.060 0.0110 0.0042 0 0.0760 0.0290 0

10% 11.68 0.060 0.0100 0.0032 0 0.0717 0.0229 0

10% 6.50 0.080 0.0160 0.0140 0.0014 0.0720 0.0630 0.0063

10% 6.50 0.060 0.0133 0.0130 0.0168 0.0518 0.0507 0.0065
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V Ï

"a <ô.as) **{i.ii5 <i.iêi>

JJH#s| [mfo]

HiiiC6.ôii5

JJŒtfaJ

10% 6.50 0.050 0.0100 0.0888 0.0136 0.0356 0.0316 0.0484

10% 6.50 0.040 0.0110 0.0098 0.0100 0.0318 0.0306 0.0318

10% 6.50 0.030 0.0250 0.0024 0.0024 0.06889 0.0066 0.0066

30% 5.11 0.060 0.0074 0.0155 0.0143 0.0227 0.0476 0.0500

30% 7.71 0.060 0.0120 0.0180 0.0060 0.0552 0.0829 0.0276

30% 10.28 0.060 0.0088 0.0066 0 0.0540 0.0405 0

30% 11.53 0.060 0.0091 0.0074 0 0.0698 0.0568 0

30% 14.12 0.050 0.0046 0 0 0.0354 0 0

30% 3.99 0.110 0.0130 0.0160 0.0250 0.0405 0.0530 0.0779

30% 5.14 0.100 0.0130 0.0116 0.0192 0.0515 0.0640 0.0761

30% 7.60 0.800 0.0120 0.0170 0 0.0638 0.0904 0

30% 10.19 0.065 0.0100 0.0083 0 0.0639 0.0530 0

50% 5.11 0.060 0.0078 0.00160 0.0212 0.0239 0.0491 0.0384

50% 7.71 0.060 0.0100 0.0116 0 0.0460 0.0534 0

50% 10.28 0.060 0.0087 0.0037 0 0.0534 0.0227 0

50% 11.53 0.060 0.0085 0 0 0.0575 0 0

50% 14.12 0.050 0.0039 0 0 0.0300 0 0

50% 3.93 0.110 0.0012 0.0010 0.0212 0.0362 0.0312 0.0661

50% 5.14 0.100 0.0140 0.0138 0.0074 0.0555 0.0547 0.0293

50% 7.60 0.080 0.0120 0.0040 0 0.0638 0.0957 0

50% 10.19 0.065 0.0095 0.0068 0 0.0607 0.0434 0
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E.2 Aerator flow

This section aims to present all air detrainment gradients det^Q and bubble rise

velocities ubu^ for aerator flow.

Table E.2 Air detrainment gradients det,c\ for aeratorflow conditions

t
"a **%j.ftf) •%t.ii) *%.o«5 %iip.it)

[mill

%»p.iil>

[«/lî

0% 6 0.050 0.0450 0.0400 0.0260 0.1891 0.1681 0.1093

0% 8 0.050 0.0600 0.0150 0.0180 0.3362 0.0840 0.1009

0% 9.9 0.050 0.0600 0.0100 0.0100 0.4202 0.0700 0.0700

0% 11 0.050 0.0700 0.0085 0.0120 0.5393 0.0655 0.0924

0% 11.65 0.050 0.0870 0.0070 0.0020 0.7098 0.0571 0.0163

0% 6 0.080 0.0800 0.0250 0.0180 0.4252 0.1329 0.0957

0% 8 0.065 0.0800 0.0180 0.0140 0.5111 0.1150 0.0894

0% 13 0.045 0.0100 0.0070 0.0030 0.0864 0.0605 0.0259

10% 4 0.050 0.0650 0.0300 0.0240 0.1821 0.0840 0.0672

10% 6 0.050 0.0650 0.0420 0.0170 0.2731 0.1765 0.0714

10% 8 0.070 0.0323 0.0158 0.0167 0.2141 0.1047 0.1107

10% 8 0.050 0.0400 0.0160 0.0025 0.2241 0.0896 0.0140

10% 9.7 0.050 0.0400 0.0130 0.0030 0.2801 0.0910 0.0210

10% 11 0.050 0.0220 0.0095 0.0068 0.1516 0.0655 0.0469

10% 6 0.060 0.0500 0.0270 0.0170 0.2302 0.1243 0.0783

10% 7 0.060 0.0560 0.0270 0.0140 0.3007 0.1450 0.0752

10% 8 0.060 0.0290 0.0110 0.0093 0.01780 0.0675 0.0571

10% 9 0.060 0.0260 0.0100 0.0088 0.1795 0.0690 0.0608

10% 9.74 0.060 0.0367 0.0100 0 0.2742 0.0747 0

30% 4 0.060 0.0200 0.0136 0.0166 0.0675 0.0417 0.0509

30% 6 0.060 0.0272 0.0124 0.0040 0.1252 0.0571 0.0184

30% 8 0.060 0.02802 0.110 0 0.1719 0.0675 0

30% 9.43 0.060 0.0400 0.0062 0 0.2894 0.0449 0

30% 11 0.050 0.0300 0.0041 0 0.2311 0.0316 0

30% 3 0.110 0.0610 0.0330 0.0150 0.1901 0.1028 0.0467

30% 4 0.100 0.332 0.0214 0.0110 0.1315 0.0848 0.0436

30% 6 0.800 0.0430 0.0160 0.0030 0.2286 0.0850 0.0159

30% 8 0.065 0.0380 0.0087 0 0.2428 0.0556 0
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If

4*0
w *a «•'pjsjt *fp.ii> «"pJôi) s|»Cô.ftf)

JJŒtfaJ

%iiCi.iôi)

[iHÄJ

50% 4 0.060 0.0228 0.0168 0.0011 0.0700 0.516 0.0035

50% 6 0.060 0.0370 0.0137 0 0.1703 0.0631 0

50% 8 0.060 0.0260 0.0040 0 0.1596 0.0246 0

50% 9.04 0.060 0.0350 0.0010 0 0.2427 0.0069 0

50% 11 0.050 0.0168 0 0 0.1294 0 0

50% 3 0.110 0.0390 0.0190 0.0190 0.1215 0.0592 0.0592

50% 4 0.100 0.0320 0.0180 0.0010 0.1268 0.0713 0.0040

50% 6 0.080 0.0410 0.0170 0 0.2286 0.0948 0

50% 8 0.065 0.0038 0.0010 0 0.0243 0.0064 0
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Appendix F Summary of measurements

F.1 Overview

All measurements conducted in this project are summarised in Table F. 1 and Table F.2.

Table F.l Summary ofthe pre-aerated measurements

[m]

àriHppîy

IfllOB Pi _/k]

ommflnt

0% 8.38 0.050 pre-aeration 105.1 41.6 variing inflow Froude

number F0 with

constant inflow depth

h0

0% 10.38 0.050 pre-aeration 140.1 41.6

0% 12.38 0.050 pre-aeration 175.1 41.6

0% 13.63 0.050 pre-aeration 192.6 46.1

0% 14.43 0.050 pre-aeration 204.0 48.6

0% 7.40 0.080 pre-aeration 212.6 43.3 variing inflow Froude

number F0 and

variing inflow depth

h0

0% 9.94 0.065 pre-aeration 207.6 50.4

0% 16.13 0.045 pre-aeration 194.4 46.8

0% 14.38 0.045 no air supply 215.0 0

10% 3.83 0.050 pre-aeration 52.5 14.5 variing inflow Froude

number F0 with

constant inflow depth

K

10% 5.14 0.050 pre-aeration 70.0 20.0

10% 7.69 0.050 pre-aeration 105.1 29.5

10% 10.03 0.050 pre-aeration 140.1 38.6

10% 12.80 0.050 pre-aeration 175.1 49.1

10% 13.62 0.050 pre-aeration 192.6 45.8

10% 8.60 0.060 pre-aeration 138.1 59.9 variing inflow Froude

number F0 with

constant inflow depth

K

10% 9.41 0.060 pre-aeration 161.1 55.5

10% 10.41 0.060 pre-aeration 184.1 55.51

10% 11.34 0.060 pre-aeration 207.1 53.9

10% 11.68 0.060 pre-aeration 215.0 53.9
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V *# "a «ffapply

ipÉIBÏ Pi] PÄ]

gomment

10% 6.50 0.080 pre-aeration 180.0 49.4 model families to

investigate the critical

scaling flow depth

10% 6.50 0.060 pre-aeration 116.9 33.5

10% 6.50 0.050 pre-aeration 88.9 24.5

10% 6.50 0.040 pre-aeration 63.6 17.8

10% 6.50 0.030 pre-aeration 41.3 11.7

30% 5.11 0.060 pre-aeration 92.1 25.4 variing inflow Froude

number F0 with

constant inflow depth

h0

30% 7.71 0.060 pre-aeration 138.1 39.3

30% 10.28 0.060 pre-aeration 184.1 52.4

30% 11.53 0.060 pre-aeration 208.0 57.3

30% 14.12 0.050 pre-aeration 192.6 54.7

30% 3.99 0.110 pre-aeration 171.4 56.7 variing inflow Froude

number F0 and

variing inflow depth

h0

30% 5.14 0.100 pre-aeration 198.1 56.7

30% 7.60 0.800 pre-aeration 212.6 56.8

30% 10.19 0.065 pre-aeration 207.6 56.8

50% 5.11 0.060 pre-aeration 92.1 25.4 variing inflow Froude

number F0 with

constant inflow depth

h0

50% 7.71 0.060 pre-aeration 138.1 39.2

50% 10.28 0.060 pre-aeration 184.1 52.4

50% 11.53 0.060 pre-aeration 203.1 56.0

50% 14.12 0.050 pre-aeration 192.6 54.9

50% 3.93 0.110 pre-aeration 171.4 57.1 variing inflow Froude

number F0 and

variing inflow depth

h0

50% 5.14 0.100 pre-aeration 198.1 57.1

50% 7.60 0.080 pre-aeration 212.6 56.4

50% 10.19 0.065 pre-aeration 207.6 56.3

50% 4.00 0.060 no air supply 92.1 0 variing inflow Froude

number F0 with

constant inflow depth

K

50% 6.00 0.060 no air supply 138.1 0

50% 8.00 0.060 no air supply 184.1 0

50% 9.32 0.060 no air supply 214.5 0

50% 11.00 0.050 no air supply 192.6 0

50% 3.00 0.110 no air supply 171.4 0 variing inflow Froude

number F0 and

variing inflow depth

K

50% 4.00 0.100 no air supply 198.1 0

50% 6.00 0.080 no air supply 212.6 0

50% 8.00 0.065 no air supply 207.6 0

Table F.2 Summary ofthe aerator measurements
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V *# "a «ffapply

ipÉIBÏ

Qw

Pi] PÄ]

gomment

0% 6.00 0.050 aerator 105.1 21.5 variing inflow Froude

number F0 with

constant inflow depth

h0

0% 8.00 0.050 aerator 140.1 28.9

0% 10.00 0.050 aerator 175.1 35.5

0% 11.00 0.050 aerator 192.6 39.2

0% 11.65 0.050 aerator 204.0 42.2

0% 6.00 0.080 aerator 212.6 43.3 variing inflow Froude

number F0 and

variing inflow depth

h0

0% 8.00 0.065 aerator 207.6 42.46

0% 11.65 0.050 aerator 204.0 42.30

0% 13.00 0.045 aerator 194.4 41.15

0% 11.65 0.050 aerator 212.6 43.3 no additional air

supply

10% 3.00 0.050 aerator 52.5 14.4 variing inflow Froude

number F0 with

constant inflow depth

h0

10% 4.00 0.050 aerator 70.0 20.0

10% 6.00 0.050 aerator 105.1 29.7

10% 8.00 0.050 aerator 140.1 38.8

10% 8.00 0.070 aerator 232.0 48.15

10% 10.00 0.050 aerator 175.1 19.4

10% 6.00 0.060 aerator 138.1 49.62 variing inflow Froude

number F0 with

constant inflow depth

h0

10% 7.00 0.060 aerator 161.1 49.89

10% 8.00 0.060 aerator 184.1 49.6

10% 9.00 0.060 aerator 207.1 49.6

10% 9.74 0.050 aerator 224.2 49.6

30% 4.00 0.060 aerator 92.1 25.2 variing inflow Froude

number F0 with

constant inflow depth

h0

30% 6.00 0.060 aerator 138.1 38.6

30% 8.00 0.060 aerator 184.1 49.3

30% 9.43 0.060 aerator 217.0 48.5

30% 11.00 0.050 aerator 192.6 49.5

30% 3.00 0.110 aerator 171.4 47.7 variing inflow Froude

number F0 and

variing inflow depth

h0

30% 4.00 0.100 aerator 198.1 47.8

30% 7.60 0.800 aerator 212.6 48.0

30% 8.00 0.065 aerator 207.6 48.0

30% 6.00 0.060 aerator 138.1 0.40 no additional air

supply30% 8.00 0.060 aerator 184.1 0.53

30% 9.47 0.060 aerator 218.0 0.63
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V *# "a «ffapply

ipÉIBÏ

Qw

Pi] PÄ]

gomment

50% 4.00 0.060 aerator 92.1 25.7 variing inflow Froude

number F0 with

constant inflow depth

h0

50% 6.00 0.060 aerator 138.1 39.7

50% 8.00 0.060 aerator 184.1 47.6

50% 9.43 0.060 aerator 217.0 49.6

50% 11.00 0.050 aerator 192.6 50.5

50% 3.00 0.110 aerator 171.4 49.0 variing inflow Froude

number F0 and

variing inflow depth

h0

50% 4.00 0.100 aerator 198.1 50.5

50% 6.00 0.080 aerator 212.6 49.3

50% 8.00 0.065 aerator 207.6 47.4

50% 4.00 0.060 no air supply 92.1 0 variing inflow Froude

number F0 with

constant inflow depth

h0

50% 6.00 0.060 no air supply 138.1 0

50% 8.00 0.060 no air supply 184.1 0

50% 9.38 0.060 no air supply 216.0 0

50% 11.00 0.050 no air supply 192.6 0

50% 3.00 0.110 no air supply 171.4 0 variing inflow Froude

number F0 and

variing inflow depth

K

50% 4.00 0.100 no air supply 198.1 0

50% 6.00 0.080 no air supply 212.6 0

50% 8.00 0.065 no air supply 207.6 0

F.2 Data CD

All conducted data are separated for each measurement. They are structured on the

Data CD into the four chute slopes S0, the air supply system (aerator or pre-aeration)

and the inflow Froude number F„, further in:

inflow

1***1 pf»3f|

streamwise

[Iff»lJ

uniform

It'll

inflow height

Mm]

local air

concentration

C

average air

concentration

average uniform air

concentration

C9QU

inflow air

discharge

ÔJl/s]

streamwise

coordinate

x [m]

bottom air

concentration

cb

uniform mixture

flow depth

h90u [m]
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inflow

IMÎ

local
wz.jä: ^&l» a spit

|lf*35i

streamwise
INI Ä«^ 11

|IS"i|

uniform

|M1

inflow water

discharge

Qw [l/s]

vertical

coordinate

z[m]

mixture flow

depth

h90 [m]

inflow Reynolds
number

R0

water depth

K [mi

inflow Weber

number

W

The Data CD is available on request at

Email: info@vaw.baug.ethz.ch

URL: http ://www.vaw.ethz ,ch/
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